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or amusing books or setups of song! is this
the boasted liberty of England ? is this the
security of the British subject? is this the
fruit of Magna Char!a, the Bill of Rights, and
seven hundred years of arduous struggle for

& CO.

TlIE PORTLAND DAILY PRES3 i* pstttiuted al
m advance.
$8,00 \*>T y°ar
The Maine State Phizes is published every
Thursday morning, at $2.00 per annum, in advance;
if pay$2.25, It paid within six months; and
ment be uolayed beyond six mouths.

freedom ?
We shall read with great interest; these pretests of the Loudon journals. They will demand, no doubt, that if Ireland wants to leave
the United Kingdom, she has the same light
which they claimed through live years, lor
South Carolina to leave the United btates.—
The London Tim s, Herald and Evening Bcvievt will repeat all their able articles justifying and dcfeuding the doctrine of secession, to
prove that the Fenians must not, can not.
ought not to be interfered with; that the United Kingdom will become the disunited kingdom whenever force is Used to keep its parts
together; that to talk of a union pf the British
islands in the face of such tyrannies) acts as
those ordered recently by the brutal and fiend-

Rates ef Advertising*
Ono inch of space, in LAgtli of column, constitute
a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week : 75 cont* per
week alter; three insertions, or
lew, $1.00; continuother day aftor tirst *«0k, 50 cents.
te?reT*Ty
Hall square, three insertions or 1 •»», 75 cents; one

weak, $1.00;

50 cents per week alter.

Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 dot square
week; throe insertions or less, $1.50.
“Special Notices,” $2.00 per square first week,
$1.00 per square after; three insertion tor le*s,$L&0;
hall a square, three insertions, $1.U0; one week,
$1.50.
MAINE STATE
Advertisement* inserted in the
Press” (which has a large circulation ih every port
•f the State) for $1.00 per square for first lliBaruort,
and 50 cents per square for each BuLiequont insertion.
Special Notices at the usual rates.
All Communications intended for the pap«n*
thouM he directed to the Editor Of the PBfitf8,
and those of a business character to the “Jruilper

IF" JOB PRINTING, of ©very description,
tutod with dispatch; and all businc * pertaining ip
the Ofiioe.or Paper promptly u*ansaciod -on applied-

exo-

as

above.

---j.....

Thursday Morning, Oct. 26, 1865.
Ship Canals.

At the recent International Convention of
merchants, held in Detroit,. this subject was
brought up by the Committee on Commerce
in their report.
For the reason that this appears to us a
a matter which should receive the attention

of the

Government, capitalists and statesmen,
propose saying something rvitb regard to
it. And we set out with the idea that the demands of the country require a ship cana!
from Albany to some point ou Lake Ontario.
Possibly this may be accomplished by the eitlargement of tbe New York canals to a shipping capacity irom Albany to Oswego, or perlbaps it would be better to enlarge the Eri Cqnal tbe entire distance, as a matter of economy. This is a matter of minor importance, sothat we connect the Hudson River with the
lakes. Secondly, we want tbe Niagara
ship

we

cuiu uiuai

ian.ua,

ration

or

must build up

a

French Merinos,
Paris

Gray Einseys,
Mourning Dress Goods,
Polka Spotted Thibets, Ac.
ALSO,

Large

Heavy Black CBak Cloths; Plain
Clotfcui for Traveling Drosses.

Superior Gray Flannels,
Red Flannels,

I>elic«Ie nad Frn-

X*.

*>DiiIJr<! from the
KSrantiful Flower from

perfumf,

__

ed

a

IN

nnlitical allusions.
Even this is not the worst in the

Oct

«.

If.
the lovers ofrf-L-U
liberty everywhere, to interfere in

51

Oct

What—they will exclaim—stop an English
press, arrest unoffandinglirifc-.il subjects ana
put them in British Bastiies, prohibit the performance of a harmless and popular pigy

Mr.

Roots Last Work.

The Diapason.—A Collection of Church Music,

to which are prefixed anew and
comprehensive view
of Mush* ana its Notation; Exercises tor
ending
Music, and Vocal Training; Son-s, Part Songs,
Rounds, &c, For Choirs, Singing Schools, Conventions, &c. By George F. Root. Price, $1,50.
*>uv/v

Quality

Goods

Department

l

Stock

In Plain and Fancy
ities of FRENCH

Styles, including

LA\VNS,

the finest
which wo offer at

qual-

ONE PRICE, and No Variation,

ture oi this work

.*

is

the

presentation

of

a

numl>er of

hitherto unpublished compositions oi Charles
Zeuner, as well as some by Novelli and NejjKOSIM, now first published from their manuscripts
In addition to the rich contributions of
living Aut ors. The contents of the Praise of Zion are char
adferized by freshness, variety and practicability,
and the publishers oufideHtly-predict lor it a very
wide popularity and use. Price, $1,50.
MASON BROTHERS are algo pu' Ushers of Hie
Sew Carmina Sacra, by Dr. Lowell Mason, $1,50,—
The Jubilee, by William B. Bradbury, $1,50. The
tobbath Hell, by* George F. Root, #1.50. The Shawm,
Weis's
by Bradbury, Root and Hastings, $1,50.
Church Music (Jor the Episcopal Service,) by Charles
of
also
other
and
many
Music
Books
in
Weis, $3.00:
jc14

ThiS3w&w3w

586

rag*

HAY PRESS !!-Tha Slde-Pow.
or
Tills machine is
portable and easily set up in a common barn floor;
win uress one ton of
hay into 80 cubic feet in 39 mlnules! no beating, rolling or treading; no injury to
No
2o in. by -0 in. by 44 In.
Hf ‘‘Af I 5jze ofbale
'_'erroac'‘ine ean proas as cheap. The invention is
hits” acknowledged to be Just
““‘e‘ and Bale of Hay may be ssen at
StSend for C'l!'cuUr'
Addrem STOpftv??erci31
AUSTm> Portto®1. **«•
PRFSS!
HAYHAY
anJ COTTON PRESS.

AgjJlJl

Exchange

Street.

ili

1) REN’S

Block,

—Also,—

Invito tho attention of

FROST,

HAVING

CHOICE NEW GOODS,
Embracing every desirable style of

remember—No. 4 Deerinjr Block.
Congress St.
ocl7d&w2w

And No Variation.

are now

offering ror sale a

desirable
goods, comprising Shawls, Ladies and
styles
Misses Hoodo, Scarfs and Sontags, Children’s Caps
and Jackets.
They have also a great variety of Ladles and Misses
Gloves and Hosiery; Dress Trimmings, in Velvet;
Silk and Gilt Cord; Braids; Gimps, &c.
and most

CLOAK AND DRESS BUTTONS
of every Style and Variety.

CLOAK

PRAY

&

A few doers west of the Preble House.

Clothing

JV.

NOYES

&

SO IT,

No. 35 Exchange Street,

PORTLAND

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

O

OP

HEAVY

IRojf.

PUMPS,

LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Irony in quantities to suit.

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

Magee Furnaces and. Stoves.
Orders from the Country respectfully solicitJob Work done to order.
aug9dtl

ed.

&

Co.,

the RIOE
^BROTHERS' COMPRESSED PAPER
COLiLAItb, equal in every respect to any Collar
which has ever been offered to the public.
It has the form and space of the “Moulded” Cel-

ARE

Agents

Coat, Pant

quantities.
Also, have

on

hand

as

good an assortment ol

Ready-Made Clothing,
Shirts
And

and Drawers,

GENTS'

FURNISHING

As can be found, which
the very lowest Jobbing

will be sold to the Trade at
prices.

WOODMAN, TRUE
54 and

GOODS,

&

CO.,

58 Middle S*.

Sept 15—dCw

Notice.
SHIP CHANDLERS, AND
T°J£5K„?W1FB5!>
'll.50?0? a*an> who has served Ms
with

country
the Navy,

■

as an officer hi
received an Honor-

fldclity during the war,
and who Iras

recently
able Discharge, desires a good situation where his
knowledge ofshipping would he of nsc. Has had IS
years experience at sea as sailor and officer; Isagood
and quick writer; can
bring g ,od testimonials as to
fidelity, soberness and honesty, and would make himself uselul. Address;
E. R, CLARK*
0Ct24<lBt*
83 Gray Street, Portland, Me,

S !
Prices.

and Vest Makers!

Wanted Immediately.

PEERING,

MILLIKEN k 00,

T.

CHASE,

Portland, Oct. 2, 1863.

d2m

CLOSHSTQ

BALE !

GO W ELL offers liis entire stock
and Winter
SB*
x>Rir
Nov. Is*, at prices

of Fall

TUI
Other
Store at

will
parties
that time.

&T^ Don’t tail

youj-

so

take

to

LOW

OFFICE, COD1IAN BLOCK,
Tern,

freight
dations, apply

WOODMAN,

as

to suit

give him

a

advantage.

call,

as

it

j

58

No. 8
ucs

MEASURE,
Morton Block.

IMPROVED

—

Gravel

AND

Roofing

English Crapes,

Wldgory** Wharf,

prices.

ERS, FLOWERS, GLOVES,
DRESS TRIMMINGS.
—AL80,--

HOUSE PAINTINO,
Glazing, Graining and Papering,
IK THE BEST

the Uay, by the
Correct estimates

NEW

o«13d4weod

Large

Exch-“*e

Pear

Trees!

ADAMS, at his Nursery at MorCorner, offers a rewoxtre sized Pear Trees
<$8?
frult buds of Bartlett, Flemish Beauty,
^“.with
Lou so Bonne, &c.
$3 to $5 each.
iUjuaPy good Dwarf and Standard Pears,of smaller
size, at 5 c to $1 each.

by Special Contract.

BY

twenty-dve years’ practice.
Communications

con

erning Pointing in City

Country, by mail, promptly

or

PALMER,

H.

14 Franklin Street,
BOSTON.

NOTICE.
HA YE this day admitted as Partners W. C. Dwinal and C. H. Tune ; and fnturc business will be
continued under the firm name of

Received
23 Free Street!

LOOK

AT

namy-

i**-—.

«RAPE VINES, to b« realready sold. Price according to
oct21ood*w3w

Portland,

goods,
White
Plaid Cambrics,

jaconet cambrics,
Brilliants,
Swiss Muslins,
White Flannels,
Merino Vests,
Linen Handkerchiefs, T>ress Buttons,
Stamped Embroideries, booings,
Berlin Worsteds,
Yarns,

COLLARS

.___

day withdrawn
£• HCWhasthis
firm
ol HENRY L. PAINE <S CO.
W. C. HOW,

Aug. 19,1865.

from

tho

HENRY L. PAINE.

The subscriber will continue the business under the
same style as
heretofore at 267 Commercial Street,
amtsn s whan, where a choree assortment of the
bbbt qualities of Coal and Wood may be found at
MABKBT Price#» delivered in any part of
the
HENRY L. PAINE & CO.
w
J
;
Portland, August 22. 1865.
aug22dtf

city^E8T

Blankets ! Blankets ! t
1\TOW is your time

to buy Blankets cheap. A large
lot just received at W. C. BARNES’ Auction
Store, 109 Federal St.
oc!7d2w

Gloves
And

m

octl0d4w

AND

and

Second-Hand Clothing,
Of ail

WM.

Nainsook Muslins,

SLEEVES,

Hosiery.

General Assortment «f Goody.

Clothing

jM^ils^h?*"'*'****

pu-

Engllsh

and Italian Singing !
And also on the PIANOFORTE. Mr. F. can count I
among his past pupils many who now occupy promt-

positions as musicians and vcicalistB, botb iathi*
country and abroad, and confidently points to bis
past success as a guarantee for his capacity as a
teacher, orders msv bo loft at PAINE’S Music
octSdlm
Store, Middle St., Portland.

nont

descriptions, by

carry
Business.

on a

A

-ALSO,A number of first-class TOP BUGGIES and JENNY LINDS, and Six (6) warranted CONCORD

WAGONS.
Fur particulars enquire of
F. 11. HAKIM Um on the premises.
Or of JOHN RANDALL, at Randall & Woodbury's,
Commercial St.
Aug. 29—dtf.

SIX PER CENT LOAN.

City

of

Portland,

Treasurer's Office,
March It, 1860. (
OF PORTLAND SIX PER
CENT. BONDS
“k “
« sums to
suit, not le-s
tnan««J>r
6600, on one, t?u
two, thret. jour, un.i t

CITY

aj mu

ally**Iu,erest CouI)on“ atiaohcd, payable VmtLORD* Trr».nrcr.

Portland Academy!

scpt20dU

Ira RE

C. O.

CHANCE !

fTTHE undersigned contemplating making a change
A lntbelrhusin-«, woukt dispose of their Betail
Trade, together with Horses, bread Carts and Baking Implements, on reasonable terms it applied tot

THE

Portland

of

City

of all hinds Cleansed and Repaired in
and at short-notice. Second-hand Cloth

3.18C3,—dti

tlrst-class Carriage Manufacturing

No. 91 Federal Street.

Ing bought and sold.

I

PIT* is ready to receive

BBOWN,

good style,

Oct.

MUSICAL

sary to

THIS!

GREAT PRICES GIVEN

at

SALE
AT A BARGAIN!
FOR

1). W. TRUE & CO.
B. W. TRIE.
October Gtb, 1SG3.—octl0d*w3w*

GOODS

Just

1—d&w3m

neces-

No* 1101 Federal Street,
Portland, Maine.

octl3dtf

Sept.

Carriage Manufactory No. JO Preble
THE
Street, with all the tools and appurtenances

Address:

h

Card Pictures $3,00 a Dozen, as good as
! any one makes.
CORNER of MIDDLE and UNION STS.

answered.

I

0

*

»11XJ,«.IIaftOE
moved from Und

as

|

MAHHBR,

wook,
of cost of Pointing made Iran
measurement, aided by a judgmeut, matured by
or

-AT-

S,rec,‘

The public are requested to call and give mo a I ry,
I am bound to make as good work ascah be found.
An assortment of FRAMES, &c., will be found
hero. Patronage solicited.

Portland, Me.

SATIN8, VELVET. FEATH-

WILLIAM H. HORTON & CO.,

N“ 113

I have the old negatives of Mr. Morrison's at my
rooms, taken when lie was in business; friends who
had them there will find* them here, from which
conies can be taken without reeepj ing, at the lowest

General Commission Merchants,

EXECUTED

ladles
thorough Busi-

MAY

CHASE, CRAM Si STCRTEVANT,

ociiadu

Street.
and

be found at No, 122 Middle Street,
where he is ready to wait upon any one wishing for pictures of themselves or friends, at rtaionv
ble prices, for as good work as is to Tkj bad at any
room In the city.
Copying done of all kinds of pictures, and worked up by a competent artist at the
rooms.
attention
Especial
paid lo Children s pictuues; also to pictures of sick or deceased persons
out oi town or in the city.

FLAT ROOFS.
EL IIERSEY, Agriity
No 16 Union Street.

'i

a

men

IT. DUPEE
PHOTOGRAPHER !

—

FOR

jan26tlti

Education.

I.

COMPOSITION.

Ribbons,

Olapp'g Block, Congress

Scholarships for lull course, comprising both theory and nractlce, good in thirty-six CoDece*, constitut
ing the “International Chain,*’ time unlimited.
For forthcr information please call at the College, or
send for College Monthly and Specimens if Penmanship, enclosing letter stamp. Address
BRYANT, STRATTON A GRAY,
Aug 25—dfow3in
Portland, Me.

Stock of

Black & Colored Velvet

MORRELL’S

BUSINESSCOLLEGE

hand.

■

Patterns, THIS
the best facilities for obtaining
FROM

WARREN’S

!

of Yew York.

PORTLAND

FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FELT

&Fanty Bonnet Ribbons,

and

on
■

Sons,

Institution offers to young

MayS—dtf

Colored Corded Edge

1

CO.,

By CHARLES CCSTIS it CO.

FALL GOODS!

Sept 4—d3m

■

Fortes,

All instrument! Bold by ue ere warranted to (rite
satisfaction.
PianoK to be let, and 'uning done
Tuners.
CALVIN L1>W
March 8—ddfcwtt

Middle Street.

■

CUT

Portland^

A tun Stock of Straw and Felt Good*. adapted to City and Country trade, now
opening and lor
sale at.the lowest market prtyej to dealers
only, by

teovseesi

and

Shirt

17 Broalway, N. Y.
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF,
-j.

Black

Street.

Stein way £

TRUE &

Needles and Trimmings always
marlS if

tjie'

passage, having Splendid axunjinoto
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,

Wfll be

8TUFF

Sm. 54

or

HIBBOJSTS

everybody.

Piano

Agents,

AMERICA

fall

-«

The

with all the modern improvements, which they can
sell as LOW as can be purchased
elsewhere, ol the
same quality.
We have ma e arrangements, also, to
koep an assortment ol New York and Boston Piano
Fortes, among which are

SEWING MACHINES!

Sunday,thoy will Bail cm the SOlli.)
THE

Oct 14—d!3fc

_FORTi:S.

nuderslgnwl beg. lc»r« to anbounce that they ure luauuiacturiug and
irSy—r/
UU- *
(khocp constantly on hand
j

SINGER'S

Will leave on MONDAY, the aoth October, from
Pier 43 North River at 12, noon.
The steamers only call at Para every other trip.—
The North America wiil not call there this time.
The Steamer SOUTH AMERICA will fbllow on
the 29th November.
An experienced Surgeon is attached to eaeh steam«j
ship. f;
;
I
AH letters must pass through the Post Office.

tho balance of Stock and

PIANO
i.Aw

septtdtfM

-"T—

lallln.on

SILKS.

Goods,

23r’nVo. 200 Fore Street.
June 16—dtf

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENG'NEER:

Pernam-

on

Hua Removed from Ills old stand In Union Street
to No. 300 Fore St., where he is
prepared to till all
orders for Carpenters* an I oilier Tools, ol tho
very best quality, at short notice and on reasonable
terms.

septfe’tHdtt

_

month,

•

j

country promptly

>

ONE OF THEIR FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS.

Plaid

trom the

or

mch IT d*wtt

Will dispatch regularly,

ESQ.,

Head ef Lang Wharf.
BRADLEY, COOLIDGE & ROGERS.

an«l Calkers’ Tools, <£<■.,

exchange: street,
Manufactures to order and in the iest manner Military and Navy Uniforms, and Boys Garments.

THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL

Black and

STORE FORMERLY OCCUPIED BY

Manufacturer of and Dealer in

Carpenters’, Ship-Joiners’, Coopers'

os

CALLING AT

Comprising a

_Y^rE have this day removed to

!

Sags*

ALEXANDER D. REEVES,
and
Tailor
Draper,

-FOR—r.

NEW

Removal.

Joseph. Bradford,

—

No. 165 Middle Street.

RIO DE JANEIRO, r1

Or,

From 41 Union to 200 Fore St,
Opposite Manufacturers’ and Tracks’ Bank.

BRACKETT,

All orders Is the city
filled.

6S and GO Middle St.

■i

for

lar, and is “superior,” irom the improved metbodjol
manufacturing, as it does not absorb perspiration, lor
soil as readily.
The trade can be supplied at all
limes, and In any

SUITS,

United States Mail Line

For

GOOD

Woodman, True

I>

Hundred.

One

-FOB THE-

established

O

AND

&

DURAN

before leaving the Store.

Thomas, Para,

ol

And other Norway an l Swedes Iron.
147 Milk Street, Boston; and 81 John Street, New
York. •
a| o2uCm

JOHN F. ANDERSON,

■' *'

Importer.

IB./EB.GF.OF

OF

| Manuiactured and for sale Wholesale and Retail by

BEDDT, Proprietor.

NORTH

W. MORSE & W. B. WITHERELL.
OCUM8W
Portland, Mo-

AGE IST C Y

“Gem” Linen Paper Collar!

M. II.

StiN,

Manufacturers !
And

KIMBALL,

Traveling

EXAMINE.

Oct lt-dtf

P.

—

THAN ANY HOUSE IN PORTLAND.

OF

N.

much to

the

O

Which we shall offer a I very
Please Call aad Ksamiao.

D.

Office and Parlor Stoves,

WORKERS

UNTIE2 NEW STOCK

Steel

TRUNKS, VALISES

CHEAPER l

(He 29th

Clothing and Furnishing

FURNACES, RANGES,
Aad

AN

WM. JESSOP &

RE M O VA L!

St.,

CENTS’ AND BOYS’

29th of each

No. 95 Exchange Street,

l’OKTI.AN I), ML.

S.pt 28—codti

PORTLAND, MIS.

VifHERE we turn out every day in the week,
V T (Sundays excc ptetl,)

WITHERELL.

the Storo recently occupied by

Deuti^t,
No. 11 Clapp’s Block, Congress St.,

Dana.

Sale Rooms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass,
juneltf

STEAMSHIP COMPANY

taken
J. LEVY,
HAVING

Dr. Fred A. Prince,

P&EBliSl STREET, (Near Preble House.)

BLOCK,

107 Federal

St.

Goods!

Furnishing

MORSE &

MAINE,

...

Oaoking,

and

Salt,

MAINE.

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

buco and Bahia.

Sept 16—d&wtt

octl^Rjw*
A.

Advantage,

No. 63 Commercial St.

SMITH

PRAY & SMITH,
Morton Block, ConfreM St.»

WARE’S

Sept 8—dtf

HAVE PPI IN

ABE TUB EXCLUSIVE AGENTS JOB

has been counterfeited
parties, and a spurious article

Kinpsford's Oswego Corn Starch.

U. T. S. RICE & CO.,

in Jot and Steel, vory rich.

ours^

unprincipled

food,

_f^"Good Fits in all coses
PLEASE CALL AND

Best

CO.,

MANUFACTURER

put up in imitation of their style of packages and
trade-mark to deceive the public.
Dealers and customers, to avoid deception* will see
that every package is marked plainly,

—OF—

ORNAMENTS,

Lace and Linen Collars; Thread. Smyrna and Maltese Laces; Lace Veils; Cambric Edgings and Inserting* ; Belts and Belt Buckles, with everything new
and desirable in tbe Fancy Goods line.
We make no pretensions to selling goods for less
than cost, our goods being new and desirable; but
we will sell as cheap as the same
quality of goods cau
be bought in the city.
Believing it win be for your interest, as well as
we invite “you all’’ to call and examine clur

some

for

use

C.

Second to None in Style and Finish.

Commission House

just received and
HAVE
groat variety of the latest
of these

In such popular

MERCHANDISE

Bought or Sold to the

Office.—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf.
Norfolk, Va.
IF Consignments solicited.
Refers, by permission, to Messrs Merarv, Lowell A
Senior: Gerrish & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.:
Clark, Read
Co., Portland, Me.
iuay23<lGni

erery part of the State.
■jnneldtt

Work executed In

on

L

Portland. Maine.

-AND-

PARTIES

CF” Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold
Northern account.

Woodbury S. Dana,

.John A. S.

Forwarding

MERCHANT'.

Fresco and Banner Painter,

new.

Should apply to the

PRAY & SMITH

I

Oswego Corn Starch !

My store has been thoroughly renovated and is

good as

Commission and

—,_

sell at the very Lowest Rates.

And will

general

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

Dry Goods!

and Domestic

Foreign

HENRY P. WORCESTER,

Co.'s)

d

a n

Lutheb Dana,

June ldur

Aug. 7—c!3m

m.

Co.,

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

by

re-enlisted again in the Dry Goods Monopoly, would call tne attention of the public,
that he is prepared with a full stock of

li

*

PORTLAND,

their

KINGSFORD’S

WISHING

PRICE!

F i

Clabber Belt., Hose and Packing,
Lacs Leather, Hemp PaebLng, fa.

they

&

DAJN\A.<fe

ROYT's premium: leather belts,

To all of whloh

PORTLAND, ME.

Coloring Whitening and Wldte-Washing promptly attended to. Orders trom out ol townsorcitcd.
May 22—dtt

2 Free Street Block,

Libby

SURGEON,

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

PQ BT LAND.ME,

p.

AND

BTUOOO AND MASTIO W0BKF58,
Oak Street, between, Congress »rd Free Sts.,

lewis] }
____lylldti M
j!

Ac.

New Store and New Goods!

ELDEN & WHITMAN,
ONE

(Over

1 anel

H. J.

8MA.XjIj9

PLA8TEEERS,

AND FURNISHING GOODS.
Chambers, No*.

aepg&dlm

BOSS & FEEIVY,

READY-MADE CLOTHING

ERS, and VENTILATED jBUOKTLB OVERS.
A large cs ortment of Men’s, Bovs’ and Youthi’
Calf utid Thick Boos-t. with k good stock (if
Women’s, Misses’ and Children’s Boots and Shoes.
CIT* Men’s RUBBER COATS', LEGOms, arid

iV.

IF* Residence So. 4 Locust Street*
Aug 20—d2m

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

Trimmings,

NETS,
Clasps, Ac.,

T. Lewis &

J.

//•

OFFICE NO. 103 1-2 C0NGBES8 8T.

Silver Plated Cocks*

&

Portland, Me.

PHYSICIAN

for

TtrEN’S, WOMEN’S, BOYS’, MTSSE8’ andCHIL-

CAUTION, CAUTION, CAUTION

Aug. 26—(ltf

our SUCCESS thus fhr that our
true one to secure the confidence

JS*Bemembcr tlie Number *

at 1,18

Broadway, New York.

8

No.

GOODS.

Fancy Goods Headquarters,
145 Middle St., Portland.

Beingcon*dnced by
MOTTO Is the
of our customers.

Bawls, Brass

jTTarbour,

j. & c.

MARKET square,

ELLIOT,
Mccallab, f

DIt.

and set nj» in the best manner, and all
orders In town or country faithfully executed. All
kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BKEB
PUMPS oi all description*.
aprUdtl

oUl customers and the public generally.

variety and comprehensiveness we think our
stock equal to any in our largest cities, and will be
offered to the trade upon such terms as will socure
their patronage.

P.

Handlter-cliiefs I

Belt

F.
c.

ty* Repairing done at abort notice.

MAINE.

description of Water Fixtures
DwelRUBBERS, RUBBERS! IjWEttY
ling Houses. Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops,
Ac., arranged

.pre-

For

our

jvr ini$ season•

The Prrtisc o£ Zion*—A Collection of Music
for Singing Schools, Ch irs and Musical Conventions;
consisting of, I. A System oi Musical Notation. II.
A variety of Exercises and Glees for Singing Schools,
in. An extensivecoUection of Hymn Tunes. IV. A
large assortment of Sentences, Anthems, and Chants.
By Solon Wilder aimi Frederic S. davenport.
The publishers invit e attention to this new book"
with great confidence that it will prove
very attract’
ive and useful to Sinking Schools,Choirs ana Conventions. The authors have had at their command many
now compositions
by the most popular and distinguished composers, foreign and American. A fea-

I‘o*TtA»D, Ms.

GRAPE VINES!!

Last Work.

Dr. Mason's Last Work.
Asapii; Or the Choir Book.—A new collection ol Sacred and Secular Music for Choirs, Singing
Schools and Conventions. By Lowell Mason, Dr.
6f Music, and William Mason. The Elements of
Musical Notation are illustrated by a largo variety of
pleasing, social pieces; part songs, glees, &c. The
Tube Department contains mostly new music, and
provides for every meter; and the Anthem Department is rail and attractive. Price $1,50.

SQPAItB,

eholee Vince of the above kinds may be
had of
G. R. DAVIS,
oct2d3w
Agent far Dr, Grant,

AFew'

Bradbury’s

01 Wi'ror A Fic'-nrc Frame*.

GRAPE VINES!

Kids Imported.

Comprising the most desirable goods tor EVENING
WEAR; all classes of PLAIN and PLAID CAMBRICS, Muslins and Brilliants.
We are now opening a choice selection of

19—TX&s lm

Mr.

in

Iona and Delaware

EXAMINE.

constantly on hand or manu&cI
THOMPSON & CO’H,
101 Middle St, np one flight of St'lrs.

The Key Note.— A new collection of Sacred and
Secular Music lor Choirs and Singing Schools, by
William B. Bradbury. Mr. Bradbury’s last previous work in this department, “The Jubilee,” has
already had 'abate ot over 200,000 copies, showing a
popularity almost unprecedented, for a work of this
Kind. The Ivey Note is complete in all its departments, and is printed on clear, large type, one part
on a staff.
Prioe, $150.

FSCK ETT,

terms. Shipments made directly to all d„.
mestic and lorcign p rle. Their are also prepared to
lurid h Oak and Northern fin. Timber, hewn or
ocl2d3m
sa\*n to order,

Small

would inrite the special attention of the

New Collections of Church Music.

Poxes,

1 lav.iraMe

Exhibition.

variety

AND

and

TH K

Boot,

BRADFORD dt
RENICK,
|
MERCHANTS,71 Dread™, New
I COMMISSION
VV York, execute orders lor Southern Timber .*1™
: required dimension with despatch, and on the „f“T

on

New for Portland!

CALL

Beltings,

BROWN’S PATENT BABY TENDER!

SHOOK.

■

are now

Complete

Cloak, Dress, and Tailors'

Ac.

A full assortment
turel to order St

TuTn-

]

and

M.
D.

""1

«

CAPS.

Hosiery, Gloves, Tarns,

WORSTED GOODS!

expense.

_:
Boxes !

Jmnemf

New and

HEAD

Oct 20—dti

before manufactured in this vicinity.
Parties can have their remnants ofCarpeting mado
into this desirable footstool, in any style at trilling

j

Ko. *A8 MARKBT

favor of a down-trodden but brave
n-onl^'
who are about to fall prey to a vindictive mid

lawless despotism.

AS

cf style, at short notice. The Carpet Hassock is the best Footstool in nso, being light,
durable and ornamental.
It is really an article of
beauty and far superior to anything ol the kind ever

Portland,
^ Me.

......

brutal tynamely,—as
rant, a mere iokcr of johfiTa personwho takes
pleasure in the sufferings indicted by him3elt
upon his countrymen. The* will call him a
reckless Jester, an arrogant and
hideous usurper, alike regardless of law, constitution
ugid
aplX“al!° America, and to

Best

CARPET HASSOCKS l
In great

Phniographic Goods,
Ulirrors and Etigiayitigs.

Dialer

a

and is pre-

mHE subscribers having taken rooms at No. 161
X Middle Sl«, Ore notv prepared to manufacture

ma.16 of I,'
inch Ittmber, at short notice, and at
the lowest prices, b,v.
S.-T.-Sn A XNO.V, Saco Maine.
Saco, Sept- 19,. ISfip.
aei>29e0d2in

J,

complete repair,

Patents,

Wain*. Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

Men’s and Women’s Wool Ufnod ARCTIC GAIT-

inform their friends and the Trade genWOULD
erally that their spacious store, lately damaged
is
in

again

LAW,

Force Pumps and Water Closets,
NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,
PGHTUND. ME.

Fli._gt

RUBBER BOOTS & SHOES,

>,

•

la

Merchant Tailor,
94 Exchange Street.
Portland, Sept. 11,1606.
dtt

has

ALL RIGHT A GAIN!

Also—

5 Free St.

oc20eodlm

Something

1

*

trimming,

and

19, 18(15.

PLEASE

Iogue of abuses. Poetry, or at least rfhme, French Medical Instruction.
lias been seized, and the person in whose pi*,
session the suspected literature ■jvas found, infrom tho “Bade dc Medicine”
A book of military Utics lias I TILE.undersigned
carcerated 1
University of France, will Impart the necessary
1 Inal ruction in tlio M.uiioal
Sciences to Students who
of
another
person.
arrest
the
caused
Thirty- wish to
attend tltu lectnras In Paris—four lessens in
one men have been arrested in Dublin -gbHe!
i' cnen
par week during the evening* ami a French
The civil law has been suspended, it is s«d,
J®* Lecture twioo per week, in order to fiuuiliarin some parte of Ireland; and all this Is dqi:e
French Medical idioms.
bfiSISftf'W will routi uber that Mediae! Ijecby the order of the Crown!
J>ariSj ttcir0nIy
With what zealous indignation will the London Times, lierald, Post, Saturday R view
Urn undersigned Is good
and other journals explode when they sliail
Apply to
K. r
come to comment on these acts <?f tyranny 1—
LnPMbnoN, A. 51., M. T>.,
r^'i^-dlla».v,l
We can easily
with
which
Qct.21—dtX
imagine the ardor
those well-known loyers of liberty will protest
against such monstrous installers of impres- SOUTHERN
FINE!ti
sion. They will denounce the author of them
—Lord Palmers ton,

our

that of MRS. JONES,
Cutter,
Mrs. Chick’s Establishment, to

Sample Garments

or 8

lon^pata-

it pay

Also, for sale a LARGE ASSORTMENT OP
CLOT IIS adapted, for Ia lies wear.
X# “"Particular attention paid to Cutting and Fitting, and perfect satisfaction guaranteed.

Mills!

Packing

city,

ised.
REPAIRING neatly done at Short notice.
Sept 13—dtf

and No Variation!

Price,

One

FROST,

pared to furnish

HuTf. QtuiMiinr*•'
one of WGOD-

Any Kind of

eerl

their patronage.

superintend the making

CITY

or

ally Louis Ngpolean, preventing the further
issue of it, and sending its conduetmsi (o a
dungeon. More than this, a popidor pla^ bus
been ordered off the stage because of certain

at

Exchange Street,
as

__

aolicitod for Cigar, Soap, Candle,
OTtDETtS
Shoe,

newspaper in the style oi its iliu>triou3

us

making

SACKS, Ac.,

Packing'

night, quietly amusing themselves, are suddenly seized by the police, brought beforfe a
magistrate, and then sent to jail.
But this is not ail.
Not content with tbis
highhanded outrage upon the liberty of the
the
has actually siipnrefesgovernment
subject,

We aim at

late at the head of

V/inalovr, Bolen & Co.,
Footof-Crosa, between Fore and Commercial Sta..

who have committed no offence known, to ffli'e
laws, who are charged with the conanissipu of
eo crime; but who,
happening to B5 out at

customers will £nd pur prices at
rates, and as a rule less than

ENGLISH FROCKS,

October 1—qodlni

this

manufacturing department.
PUNCTUALITY is the motto of this establishand
all
work ready for delivery when promment,

F^ANCY

IiATEST and MOST FASHIONABLE PATTERNS, and of the BEST materials, which we offer

White

CASSOCKS,

“The Dis-tJnited Kingdom.”

By the next steamer we may expect to hour
of a general outburst of the English press
against the recent violent proceedings of the
British government in Ireland. Great Britinn
is in a condition of profound peace, and yet a
series of the most arbitrary arrests is jnstitatod—arrests of unoffending subjects, of_rrtcn

our

SUCH

thr N. Y Evtning Pott.]

who has had long experience

custom work in

AT

J

of the

pared to show

CLOAKS,

In all tlie Various Styles!

.....

manufacturing

of

P L U M B E IT!

Oct 13—ddmos

Ladles to

inform tlie ladles of Portland and viWOULD
cinity that ho has secured the services of MR.
LITTLEFIELD
and

other.

Our facilities lbr doing all kinds oi Sawing,
mg, Planing and MoultUnga are complete.

.,,

GOODS needed for HOUSEHOLD USE 1

SHAWLS,

Ladies’ Out-side Garments!

»:‘jO

Made

MERRILL & SMALL

Damasks,

Linen

We

CAMBRICS,

B.

AON.

fn Bne5e83lal Operation
WEB have
U»YIS GELUBKATEl)

-J

BLANKETS,

Wares, Hosiery
and Glares, including the

SHIRTINGS,

94

•utiut*.

EdP“ Beware of Counterfeits.

II

Boots

Including

Trimming*

ALSO,

C. IV. BABB,
Between United States & I'rcble ilonse.
Oct6—eod tf

Steam_ Planing

Class

gardless of expense.
Mr. J. L. WILLEY,
charge

—

As heretofore

by tlrH'ffp1**-* gAnnmlly.

First

|

THE

B.~FBOST,

P.

None but the best workmen employed, and tho
shop constantly supplied with the best of stock, re-

in

Flannels,'
Sousekeeping Goods,
And Domestics,

Yellow Flannels,
Bleached k Unbleached Cotton Flannels*

the lowest market
many other stores.
friends to extoud to

Sold

work,

I,adieu and Gehtleuex, from the very best
stock to be found in the metropolitan and foreign
markets, made to order, and warranted to give en•'
tire satisfaction.
A.11

CLIFFORD,

WILLIAM A. PEAECE,

LATEST^STYt.B.

I&r

Of the

LINEN HDKF3.

no

custom;

Dealers in

PORTLAND,

Aug 25-^dtf

aapSOdlyr

Boots, Shoes aLd Rubbers,
N()- 11

MAKER OP

"Wltli Fair Stltoli.

From the lowest grades to the richest qualities, and
m n akes that we can rectmmend for SERVICE.

Heavy White Twilled Flannels,

MARSAILLES,
CASHMERE BORDERING,

—Take

of the best fabrics, and

IN ALL SEASONABLE STYLES.

WHITE

f»t*

i

Black and Colored Silks,

5-1 White Flannels,

!

A*lc‘

„

GOODS

In styles of Plain and Fancy
in the Choicest Shades*

manner,

J^luce.

elliot <r- mcCALLAR,

No. 105 Middle Street.

At »h«rt notice, in the BfflST
IN

_

•

£k>iioltor

Portland, Mb.

attention paid to consignment of all kinds

for

PORTLAND.

COUNSELLOR

Suits,

AN®

DRIED APPLE8, <&c.
Aro. 3 Line Street,

of Maine.

WILUAM H.

RANTS,
MANUFACTURED TO MEASURE

St.,

White Cottoia aud Wool Flannels,

‘*r
i">

only by

Prices!

Our Stock comprises

DRESS

Sept T—dtf

tyErcry Garment Warranted

Cash

Lowest

Flannels, Flannels!
English Flcuncla,

Federal

ill

THE-

by fire,

SWISS MUSLINS,
CHECK CAMBRICS,

FaIAFOX &

No.

AND WHOLESALE DKALEHS IN

CLOAKS,

Middle tit.,

VESTS AND

in

PORTLAND, MB.

And ALL

ALSO,

business

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,

GOODS!

BK ndd no

FROCKS,
DRESS COATS,
SACKS,

JONES,

Manufacturer and Dealer
a

WEAR I

GOVEUO.,

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, hard, Beaus.

Agant* for EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES

FALL AND WINTER
OVERCOATS,

^

Commission Merchants,

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

state

Cards.

PRODUCE

Furnishing Goods!

CLOTHING AND

—FOB—

la Great Variety*

Block,

Woolens,

American CRASH; TaMo DAMASK;
NAPKINS; TOWELS; DIAPER; COLORED DAMASK; PIANO COVERS;
WHITE LINENS; 10-4
LINEN SHEETINGS;
BOSOMS, &c.

WHITE

Manufactured

same.

Quality I

SHADE Sc FINISH,

Sept. 19—dCw

IsTh.

arc

-AT

Russia and

Fine

In

now

DRY

French, Toilet and American Quilts!

Everything should be done to diminish,
freights, call out competition, stimulate capita!, Planing,, Tongueing aud Grooving
and develop the resources of. the countryrJ
M:u*luucs.
I/.
The railroads are already inadequate to the
will Plane on two sides, Tongue and Groove1 at
demands upon them, and must every- day be- theItHume
time,, or it will do either$(jpac&t#ly.

From

Plaid

SLEAVY TICKINGS,

fix

HAVE

ALSO,

r
»*i

FOtiEST

demands.

j

and

Ladies

bring" uacjc

so.—[The Nation..

Stock Ladies Cloths

STRIPED

grnui
Ifnre and
w7tit'll if fnkrn

For Gentlemen’s Garments,

store,and
weekly receiving full
and carefully selcted stock of FOREIGN and
DOMESTIC

Cashmere Shawls,

Saxony Plaids,

ill

wheat and
and put them
in the New York or any other market at a
than
can
be
lower price
dona now. lAlring
the Summer months the railroads woidd be
of
this
relieved
business, and he'able to
largely
keep their rolling stock in repair for winter

come more

Silks,

All Wool Delaines,
Plaid Poplins,
Black and Colored Alpaccas,

rspm

Fxquiiilv,

5 Free Street

Empress Cloths,

developed, and which will receive an Impetus Is open Day and Evening, for a full and thorough
from the disbanding of our armies, as a .large ! BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle St.,
No. 101, opposite H. H. Hay & Co., Apothecaries.
number of the discharged soldiers will go
The Principal hoa had 21 years’ experience,
West to settle.
ilido not pretend an extension of Gold Linked SeWe are expanding, in every direction. The
ries of Colleges into the other Continent; anti that
my
Diplomas ami Cud Scholarship#, are good all
time is not far distant wbep a railroad tp the
Pacific ill be in running order. Tire embur- over this great worldbut 1 do claim they will
prove int-rimio W Um Students (either LADIES
rasments which our roods ore now laboring
or 0 ENTLEMENl io
any part of the United States
under will then be doubled,, and trier capacity
that our our CoufmNo Booms
<\f Aniend&f and
lor
inductive
for carrying freight on all roads between Now
training (without any copying, j both in
Accounts and Native Writing, ilereavAift Law, fo,
York and the Mississippi River will be imof
feu
a."/i*i7, tUcrow/h, complete, practical and
tfc.,
mensely curtailed. Give us them ship eanafls, expeditions PACiLXXiES lux. BUSINESS EDUCAas
TION.
the
is
obviated.
New
York
thua
any College in the Ut. &
and
difficulty
Z2T Mr# Brown urould present to the Citizens
ever continue the metropolis of the country.
of PorUnai aud vicinity, his warm gratitude lor
Goods fbr Western merchants can be -shipllu i.- &g«hyif4ad liberal patronage die past li teen
ped to the lakes, thence by, a* line ;qf propel- years; and with the pronm»e of faithfulness, so/
licits otJtcrfavors!
lers to auy point on the lakes, and thence to
R. N. BROWN.
St. Louis, St. Paul, St.
Iu return
Joseph,
Portland,
September
18, ise 3.
scpl9dood& wly
these boats and
will
propellers
Western products,

Poplins,

Black

Bleached and Unbleached Cottons!

NI<wt

Cloths of the Best

J. CDWIftD

& Go.,

I>ry Goods, Woolens,
And Gents’'

per annum, in advance.

_Business

aucctuor. to 0.1. stor„
ja
JOBBEBS OF

DUeillABLE

STOCK

And would be plcasod to receive orders for the

ELDEN& WHITMAN,

Deerins. Milliken

The Best Stock ever
brought Into this Market!

an

ALSO FOB SALE

■\X7E are now offering the choicest and most exten▼ ▼ sive stock we have ever had, consisting of

.85

A

-AND-

NO VARIATION f

CONGRESS STREET.

^.

So far as previous preparation is concerned,
under present circumstances, with but a single
war vessel on the lakes, we should finil' ourselves iu a sorry plight.
Happily, this is to he supersede/! by a different policy. Building up a
navy after hostilities had actually commenced would bnbut the
subjecting of every one ot our towns situated upon the lakes to the rac-eey of an
English
navy, and everyone of them would be Ja]d
in ashes before we were ready. Thia Wduld*
never do.
If we ever* get into & Wit1-frith
England, instead of receiving shot and shell
in our defenceless cities, wo should be in a position to put every Gonadian town in range of
our guns, and overrun Canada immediately after the commencement of hostilities. With
the exception of one town, tins would not be
impracticable, provided we coakl command
the lakes.
Secondly, the commercial interests oi the
country, also demand the adoption of this
measure.
Six years ago, the New York Central, the Erie, the Pennsylyania, and the Baltimore and Ohio roads were waging a suicidal
war fer through frieght.
How is. if totduy ?„
Not oue of these roads is anxious about trough
freight. The war, to some extent, is the genson of this, but not the sole one.
The largely
Increased railway traHc for the last three or
is
due
to
the
Increased
four years
develmainly
opment of resources and increased production.
The New York roads are able io live and declare a dividend upon the local trade that-bus
spiling up, and’have but "little rolling AoCk
disengaged for the shipment of Western pro—
duce.
We must have some increased facilities fbr
the transmission of produce from the West,
whose resources are as yet hut imperfectly

exhibit

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS,

|

JJltJVlUUS prep*navy on tlie lakes.—

now

Business Cards.

NEW GOODS !

FALL AND WINTER GOODS,

C. K. BABB’S,

FOR THE HAHD'tERCHiEF.

ucpeuu ujiua

Can

One Price !

-AT-

Shaker Flannels,

new

^Middle Street,

One Price!

Dry Groods

vent all offences. A reasonable alacrity is all
that can bc'rcquircd of any class of officials.—
Besides, members of the French Chambers, or
of the Italian Parliament, would spring up to
defend those acta, to abn-.c the British nation,
«nd to insist that the gallant and struggling
Irishmen ought to be instantly recognised as a
new nation.

Mississippi

87

ELBca-ATsTT

canal; and, lastly, we want a similar communication from Lake Miohlgan to the Mississippi River—-making three canals which, in c6nnection witli the lakes, wouli form a dircot- Stolen, butitia impossible you know, to pre-

line of water communication between tbe Atlantic Ocean and tbe
River. lii
tbe first place, a due regard, to our uatioqf
and
demand
it. With this line
safety
security
of communication, in case of a war with England, it would take but a short time to ruji
gunboats from the Atlantis seaboard and from
the Mississippi to the lakes, and to organize ,a
flotilla that would be formidable tor either oft
fensive or defensive operation?. Our recent
experience with the operations of rebel privateers upon the lakes should be enough tb
convince any one of the expediency and the
imperative necessity of such a mea ut'ey as a
guarantee or our security upon the frontier,4ln case of hostilities with England, it Is fai: to
suppose that she would attempt to blockade
the St. Lawrence River, and she won'll probably succeed. We are then shut out; of the

Merchant Tailors,

$8

Terms

_Miscellaneous.

FERNALD & SON,

DRY GOODS!
-AT-

Fall and Winter

ish Palmerston,is to insult the common sense
of the world; that if the Irish people want to
secede, no power ought to hold them; that
the recent arrests and" suppressions show the
Britsh government to be conscious that it is in
the wrong,-and are an admission of the desire
of the Irish to abandon the union, which was
originally, it will he remarked, forced upon
them against their wiiL Finally, the Titties
will proclaim, with its most grandiloquent
sentences, that the “bubble hi burst,” the
Great Umpire is dead, and the sun has at last
set
upon a dominion which he followed around
the world.
Some of our contemporaries, we perceive,
-both at home and at abroad, pooh-pooh this
Fenian movement as a predestined failure.
What can a handful of clodhopping peasants,
without money, without arms,, without discipline, without ki&mra, do against the might of
a stupendous
empire? But such reo3oners
forget trie recent precedents introduced into
the practice of international law; they forget
that arms and money and men may be supplied with impunity by other and more powerful nations. If tiie Irishmen should want a
few iron-clad naval Warriors we have no
doubt that Lairds and Lindsays could he
found in—France, say, or Holland—to build
or equip these new Alabane and Shenandoah* by the licet; or if they should require
some twenty or thirty millions of pounds to
begin, upon they might pledge turf, or whiskey, or potatoes, for the payment of it to the
Beresiord Hopes and Lord Wharncliffes of
Austria or Italy who would advance the fund*.
The governments of those nations would of
course he very vigilant in preserving their neutrality, they would make a terrible bustle in
idciflng the stable-doors after the steeds were

LI8IKERS.**

tion

J. E.

LARGE STOCK!

1865.

Miscellaneous.

M iscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

make it penal to sing innocent rustic ballads,
thrust the citizens in jail Cor possessing useful

MORNING, OCTOBER 26,

THURSDAY

PORTLAND,

Vvl. 4,

FILES,

28 HANOVER ST.,
PRINCIPAL.

P|» etven~DRAWINO,
Please send

PBARSO.V Si SMITH.

A

Widows Wood Society.
Annual Meeting of the “Portland Widows

Wood Societyibr the choice of officers and
transaction of such other business aa may leuslio

a,l

coraer!f
SAMDW* K0LFE*
Portland, Oct Kh-dtd
•*" ** y°“
In w»nt of any kind ot PBINTJNO
call at the Dally Press Office.

/or circular.

MptHAti

imrjrnin!

Great
IT

FRENCH,

FOR WITIIIX TETf PAYS?
TwivStorT Hiiw^i suitable frr one or two
and soft water; centra!-

A TP I. TED

Apivl’
XuiLVpkS******
!y

located^ CorBOr Lo,, o,
oetl«JSw

Land,

to be sold

itrap.

MOSES OOCLD,
T4 Middle Street.
_

Boat-House for Sale.
rpHK customs Bnst-llonse at Main Wharf, is tor
I sale- Inquire ol
CHAS. J. TALBOT,
Oet !*—dtf
8arrey<wof Customs,

Bavolution in the wheel of Fortune,
lake
the rotary motion of the Earth, almost
tor.tlje admission
Represeneverything earthly has its revolutions i'Tlie
from the late rebel stote3.
PORTLAND.
TliCre is "another diffiedlty in the way of the fates of States and Empires, the condition of
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the revolution is even more rapid. The rich
oath will be found in an act of Congress apand
it
will
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proved July 2,1S(S2,
flaming fathers of die present time will probably have
tW Reading Matter on all Four Pa~es.
sword that may keep from the halls Congress poor sons succeed them, and perhaps miserable
grandchildren after them; Whilst the poor, but
many a whilom rebel. It H in these words:
Constitution and Classification of the next
industrious and economical parents of this genA. B., do solemnly swear that I have never
I,
Congress.
voluntarily borne arms against the United eration will, very probably, See their children
Congress wiil assemble on the first Mon- States, since I have been a citizen thereof; that rise higher than they in the scale of fortune;
have voluntarily given no aid, countenance,
I
day in December. The Chicago Republican
and if their grandsons are not all Governors
to persons engaged
counsel, or
ha3 published a full and corrected list of the. in avowed encouragement that
I have neiand Presidents, it may not be because
thereto;
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government,
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do
to
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all
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that,
tives. These are
excep- ical thereto. And
A few yeara ago I was. called to the humble
the best of my knowledge and ability, I will
tion of three vacancies all of which will be
and defend the Constitution of the
abode—not much better than a hovel—of a
support
all
filled by Union men, and the classification will
enemies, foreign and
United States against
fiimily in the outskirts of the village. It was
tha I will bear true faith and allestand, Union 143; Democratic 41; making a domestic; the
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to
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young man who
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that
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and
states to be represented that were in the last
will well
evasion,
purpose
discharge the duties of the office on forts and supplies which were necessary to
Congress. The Senate will stand, with the faithfully
which X am about to enter. So help me God.
save a life
naturally frail and delicate. The
same states represented, Union 30; Demomother was what Paul once called “a widow
cratic. 11.
Colored Men’s Convention in Raleigh.
indeed”—that is, she hod a husband living;
Making the most liberal allowance for defecThere has recently been held at Raleigh, lut he was not only of no help or honor to
standin
tions, and for timidity and weakness
North Carolina, a convention of the colored the family, but a burden and disgrace to it,
ing up to the principles on which the Union
men of that State, the object of which was
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men that has been expended, and the toils
have
that
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loyal people
experi- projects of re-c'instruction—to some of the a man of great social habits, too social indeed
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proceedings
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ment,
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make Liberty and Union one and inseparable,
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Congress

assemble,
members have been elected during the bloodireport given by the correspondent of a New
est struggle known to history.
York paper we copy the following,—
But some people, not well posted, we think,
The session was held in the African Methodist
a small odificc in a tack street of the city,
have fears that the states lately in rebellion church,
be dtiegatos were about a hundred and twenty in
will all crowd their Representatives into Con- number, but crowds of colored citizens were interested spectators for four days, and the house was always
gress, and that they, by combining with the full. It was neatly but cheaply furnished, the only
ornament being a large plaster bust of Lincoln fixed
Democrats of the North, will have everything to the wail above tbu
pulpit, against a background ol
their own way. The New York World, mourning drapery. J ust over his head were inscribed some of the closing parts of his last inaugural adwhich is perhaps the leading organ of the
dress—the passage which begins thus:
With malice
towards none, with ohartty for aH, with firmnes in
present Democratic party, with a degree of as- the
right.”
surance that almost challenges admiration, a
^ouia it nave been possible lor men circumfew days since put forth the following predicstanced
like thebe to have chosen as their mottinn
to and the guide of their action any nobler
President Johnson will, doubtless, before
Congress meets, proclaim all the recently in- words ? No fierce denunciation, no utterance

surgent States restored to their former places
in the Union. The clerk of the House, there-.
fore, must put all the members-elect from these
States on his roll, if there be no contesting
members and he finds the former “regularly
eleote 1 in accordance with the laws of their
States,” unless he is determined to refuse to recognize the insurgent States as States m the• Union.

of angry resentment for the terrible wrongs of
the past, no undue exultation over the oppressor whose defeat has brought to them deliverance, no insolent demands, no angry
threats, but only these calm, wise, magnanimous words.
Surely, the bare fact that men
having such deep cause of provocation can

We apprehend this was put forth not so
much from any conviction of its truthfulness,
on the part of the World, as for its supposed
effect upon the results of the canvass jn the
“Empire State,” for the World adds:

rise to a

height enabling

them to

appreciate

spirit of that sentence and to set it before
them as a model, is enongh to entitle them to
no small degree of consideration.
The composition of tho convention was
To provide against that contingency, and to
The same report continues,—
striking.
strengthen the President's hands for the great
contest thereon to ensue, New York State must already quoted,—
the

express her views and instruct her representatives by the eleotion of the Democratic ticket.

Among tlie delegates were

some that wore the fedwere treated with much re-

eral uuiiorm, and these
spect by their fellow numbers. In pursuance of a
fashion that seems to obtain elsewhere, one of them,
a sergeant, was chosen to
office, and served among

Before noticing the absurdity of the World’s
suggestion, tha* President Johnson will as-

the

vice-presidents, fie, like the others, was a tineicoking young fellow, perfectly neat and clean, with
polished, and even his ih-ce shining.
every
“J s blaek,” he said, “jist as black as
ary black man
goin’, I is.”
There were several men dressed In black broadcloth. ministers and chaplains, who did a large share
of the talking, ami bore a main part in the management of the business, and here and there was a youuger man, nattily uressed, and
evidently a hotel waiter

despotic power to secure the restoration
insurgent states, it may not be uninteresting to state how tlio two Houses
would stand, politically, with the delegates

sume

huttpn

of the late

from the South admitted to seats in those
bodies. Tennessee and three districts in Louisiana some time since elcoled their Congressmen—the very men who will be admitted if
delegates arc admitted at all from those states
and of these eleven members seven are classified as Unionists, and four only as Democrats.
The eleven late insurgent states can claim
58 members of the House. Allowing, there-

fore,

by profession,

“My

remaining members shall
Democrats, the House would then
stand, Union 150; Democratic 02,. making a
Union majority of 58; wliilc the Senate
would still retain at least 20 Union
majority.
It is quite sure, however, that members have
been elected in Virginia who are not prepared to affiliate with northern Democrats, and it
is not presuming too much to say that more of
prove to be

volt.

The suggestion of the World that the Clerk
of the House will be required by his duty to
enter upon the roll the names of Representatives from the Southern States, only betrays
in that paper

gross ignorance of the usages
which govern the House. It would be against
precedent for the Clerk to enter upon his
a

barber; but the great majority

Henry

that all the

the same sort will be elected m North Carolina, if not in other of the states lately in re-

ora

meclianics and plantation hands, men who had
grown up in ignorance, whose forms were bent with
long labor, whose faoos expressed patient endurance
rather than thought or any passion. On two or
three occasions some one of these men would rise to
deprecate long discussions of things merely formal,
or debate that was onlv personal,
beginning his
speech perhaps in this way:
dear brothers, I
don't pla -e myself in this honorable convention as a
Clay or a Webster, fur I know I kin not do it,
nor to speak afore you.
I know l’s a poor, destitute
onlarnt don’t-know-A-from-B. l’s been rocked in a
hard cradle, from my youth up to the present age.”
were
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But these men though ignorant were intelligent,
and Often spoke exceedingly well. “Yes,” saiu one
of tho cleverest among them—“yes, we are ignorant.
We know it. I am ignorant lor one, and
say all
niggers is. They say we don’t know what the word
constitution moans
Bu if we don't know enough
to know what the Constitution is, we know enough
to know what justice is. lean see for myself down
at my own court-house. If tl* y makes a *» bite man
pay live dollars for doing something to-daj*, and
makes a nigger pay ton dollars for doing that thing
to-morrow, don’t 1 know that ain’t Justice? They've
got a figure of a woman with a sword hung up thar,
Sir; Mr. President, 1 don't know what you call it—
(‘Justice,’‘Justice’)—web, she’s got a liandkercher
over her
eyes, and tho sword is in ohe hand and a
pair o' scales in the other. When a'white man and
a nigger gets into the scales, don’t I know the mg^er
is always mighty light? Don’t we all see it? Ain’t
It so at your court-house, Mr. President?”

they

j

Some of the delegates, however were of a
different type. Having been so fortunate as
to have received the

advantages

of education

they showed much clearness in the discussion
of principles and ability in the transaction of
business, iuade fluent, sensible and straightforward speeches,instructing the more ignorant
and keeping the convention up to the proper
refiised to enter upon the roll the names of business and
objects which were before it,
delegates with credentials bearing the broad very much as a few able leaders are apt to enseal of the state, knowing their seats were to
gineer white conventions on occasion. There
be contested. This was done in the celebratwexe-*-as might be expected—a few hot heads
ed New Jersey case, in 1839; the Whig dele- in the
meeting, but, says the same account,
gates having the Governor’s sealed credentials, | The moderate men among the negroes, those who

delegates from states that had not been
entitled to representation in the preceding
Congress.. Besides; under Democratic authority and rule, the Clerk of the House has

roll

which a Democratic Clerk

r

disregarded, and, a
Democratic House backed him in this disregard, so that neither the delegates nor the contestants were allowed a voice in the organization of the House.
But there are other bars that win
effectually
guard

the

portals

of the

House,

with which

knows better than President Johnson
that the Executive cannot interfere. The
Constitution expressly provides, that “ each
House shall be the judge of the elections, returns and qualifications of its own members.”
With this right no power outside has a right
to interfere. It so happens that a very important joint resolution has been passed by Conno man

gress and

approved by the President, which,
though referring primarily to another matter,
involvos a principle of vast importance to the
decisions of the questions under consideration ; a resolution which declares in
spirit if
not in exact form, that the late rebel states are
not entitled to representation in the national
councils, and cannot be heard; and the President is not competent to set aside the force and

spirit of the resolution referred to.
On the 8th of February last the two

Houses
Congress adopted a preamble and resolution, which received the approval of President
Lincoln, in these words:
of

nnereas

me

mnabitanta and local authorities

°f Virginia, .North Carolina,
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas and

tJj!!
South

reuneasw, rebelled against the government of
tutes, and were in such condition
.u uiVr[
on the 8th
day of November, 1884, tliat no vali?,!!.:stK'n f9rtbeelectors of President and Vice
United States, according to
afl'
.•!
the
Constitution
and laws
was held
therein on said day, thereforethereof,
'‘ fcsolved
the
by
Senate and House of
p“
Kepresentativesof the United States of Amerlc*in Congress
assembled,
in the preamble
l?euti ned
?r6 "0< <™med to repre*» the choice
eg0
C0>
iJrSl .ntl^nH V,ce
V? °rii
President of the United
States,
the 4th day c?f m”11 i0t
«<>mmenciug
aild no electoral
votes shaliy be
"

to tfos
of

3

coneernip^l^,

states
Vice President

on

c°d"ted from said
and

fer^t^^esideut

Congress having thus decided
that certain
states are

nounny

of their rebellion, wri° n,,* n
bat Congress is
A
competent to decide when that disability is removed ? The rebeUioA was „ot
recognised
by Executive proclamation, but by jCjnt reSo
lction, and the disabilities restating froni it
have been set f°rtb by the same august tribunal, and if alone is competent to say <when
that disability shall cease. In the Presidential election the eleven revolted states were
treated as though they did not exist; a majority of the electoral votes of the remaining
states being deemed sufficient to elect. We
insist, in view of the principle involved in the
above resolution, and the facts which it
recognizes, that nothing short of a specific and posicause

thought it best to petition and not to demand, ahd
to petition ohH lbr equality before the law and not
for a imission to all the rights of citizenship, easily
obtained control of the convention. Everything that
they thought could justly, offend any class of their
fellow-citizens at the South or North Vas carefully
rejected. A resolution whs ottered which declared

negro knew as much when sober as an Irishman knew' when drunk, he knew enough to vote on
American
principles. This was thrown aside
good
without a dissenting voice. Another one, framed
with the praiseworthy intent ion of encouraglug colored voTitli to educate themselves, and pronouncing it
the duty of colored people to employ, whenever practicable,
prepared pa dors and instructors of
their own race, became the subject of animated debate. “I come here to stick fast to my friends,” said
a delegate, “the wMte people tbat done teach my little gals to read, and I’d,ha* voted to bite otf a snake’s
head vefore I’d lia’ voted for ihat ar. The resolution
was laid on the table, and a substitute was passed
which tlianks the Northern aid societies and Northern
teaoher* who have d<5ne so much to encourage and
elevate the negro race. The address which has been
laid bolbre the State Convention is conceived in a
similar
and breathes notliing but moderation
amt conciliation. The Kaleigii
newspapers praise Its
and
consider
it a wonderfully, conservative
ability,
the marks oflevelling raddocument,
icalism. Vet it contains (he following sentences:
“We desire educatio.1 lbr our children, that they
may be mode useful m all the relations of life, we
most earnestly desire to have the disabilities under
which we formerly labored removed, and to have all
the oppressive laws which make unjust discriminations on account of race or color wiped from the statutes of tho State,”
that if

a

properly

spirit,

undisfiguredby

help bury her eldest son—three girls
and two boys. The house they occupied was
a mean hovel, like an Irish mud hut, located
amongst rocks and away from ail naighbors.
The furniture, of course, was very spare and
cheap, the food but little above starvation
point, and the children though neat and clean,
The mother, poor as
were most coarsely clad.
she was, was not a sloven. With but a little,
3he kept that little in perfect order.
I recollect the two boys—the eldest remaining was then about sixteen years old; and he
was all the support the mother could rely upon.
Often had he been down to the village
soliciting charity, but oftener asking for work
whereby he could earn a few shillings for' the
purchase of bread. As he stood over the rude
coffin of his dead brother, I saw the tears flow
called to

from his eyes and heard his bitter sobs—not
merely because fie had lost a loving brother,
but

because his mother had lost a needI approached, and placing my hand,

chiefly

ed son.

kindly on his agitated head, endeavored to
tranquilize the grieved spirit of the lad, bade
him look with submissive confidence to Him
who doeth all

vised him
brother in

things right, and earnestly adto take the place of his departed
his duties to the family, and to re-

member with faithful care, the fond mother
who bore him.
The lad soon obtained a situation as a boy
of all-work, in the family of one of the neigh-

boring village capitalists,
make himself as useful as

and there

sought to
possible—remitting

monthly wages to his mother. The
a fortunate
speculation, had become
wealthy, and like some others, whose only
qualification for good society was his money,
had claimed to belong to the “uppercrtist,”
his small

master, by

and maintained an inexorable line between
nimself ar.d those in poorer circumstances. In

Housekeeper,”

and

racy
review of Richard Grant
arc the
remaining prose
a

and discriminating
White’s Shakspeare
articles. The poetical contributions comprise
some beautiful
and characteristic lines by
Whittier on “The Peace Autumn,” “The Rhyme
of the Master’s Mate,” a vivid and striking poem on the taking of Fort Henry, and a “Farewell to Agassiz,” by Dr. Holmes.

t^“Tbe World says of President Johnson :
“Tlie Republican partisans who claim him as
their tool because
they elected him to a post in

which he would have been a mere
presiding ojjicer and a
political cipher, will not find their

claim acknowledged.”
0

This is

a

delicate way

saying that the Copperheads who, by assas*
Hina
ng Lincoln, made Mr. Johnson
President,
‘u c “
higher claim on his gratitude than the
Republicans wbo only elected him Vioe Presi-

dent.

ITEMS

SELECTED.

IMrsday-Hov. 30th, hMetp appointed
as a
day,of Thanfajgiving in New Hampslte.
lv 2/ i lie

BS^* James Veazi^of
of age, while ganni4g..iiithc

resting

there were yet in his veins the remnants
noble blood that had distinguished his
ancestry; and he felt very sensibly the slights
and neglect bestowed upon him by the sin of
poverty. Tho sons and daughters of hb
wealthy master were no better by nature, disposition or habits than he; and yet ha W43
not allowed to associate with (Item, or engage

over

of

a

hold a meeting of
City in reference to the
to

in any of their amusements.

late Southern slaves, he

was

Like

one

of the

banished from the

fireside and the table of the

He called at the home of his former
master, Capt. R. to bid adieu to the family;
they patiently heard the relation of liis purposes, but could hardly condescend so low as to
bless him in the kitchen where the interview
was holden.
He arrived safely in California,
and wrought at the mines two full years. He
happened to be successful, and returned with
twenty thousand 'dollars in his pocket. His
good fortune was borne with modesty. He
had too large a soul to be lifted by wealth above
his worthy neighbors nor did he measure
other men’s merit by toe length of their
purse.
On his return,

constant, and their attentions unremitting. Mr. and Mra. Bounseville saw
through all this hypocritical fawning. They
had had experience enough before to satisfy
themselves of their real character.
They
treated them courteously, indeed, for' they
meant to be civil to all; but beyond this, the
fixture intimacy on his part would not be
nearer than the
length of the right arm which
had gotten him the victory. Mr. Bounseville
is now well situated
in,life; Sis widowed mother is rendered comfortable
and happy in her
declining age, and has the proud satis&ciion
oi seeing her own poor, oppressed and despised boy one of the most honored men of the
community in which he lives. The wheel of
fortune turns round.
Tbaxi.
visits

were

Humphrey Marshall, once of Kentucky,
is practicing law in Hew Orleans,

of that

White

Cap Mountain, was entered
by the unfastening of the window, while the
family were absent, and some twentyMivc dolnear

lars wave taken from a trunk ln the bedroom.
By The Journal says Mr. Horace B. Cheney,
Tutor in Latin at Bate* College, will vacate his

paramour Levi L. Farwell, which occurred in
Washington a few days since, proves to have

position

been a more diabolical deed than was at first
supposed. The evidence before the coroner’s
jury shows that the murderer deliberately administered chloroform to his victim while she
was asleep, then strangled her to death, threw
her body into a closet, robbed her of-her wsjtch
and'jewelry, and then fled. The animating
purpose of the murder is said to have been the
refusal of the woman to marry him, he having
sworn that if he did not marry her no one else
should.

at

the close of the term,

account of

on

ill health.

y

Report of

ItyThe forthcoming Military

|y George Cuslrmari, Esq., of Woodstock,
has raised over one thousand bushels
qf potatoes from about three acres of land. The
potatoes were very large and
handsome, known as
the Orone potatoe. Several hundred .bhtfoels
ware sold at
bushel.

Bryant’s

Pond for

fifty

cents

.per

iy The Journal learns that Mr. O. H. Graffam, late of Lewiston, was killed by the Indians
in the Snake country, Idaho, on, the 0th of
Sept.
tifThe Machias Union calls for tne estab-

buy land for dwellings in Virginia, for
which they offer hard cash.
B5f“‘If you can’t keep awake in church,’’
said a preacher to one of his hearers, “when
you feel drowsy, why don’t you taken pinch of
snuff ?” “I think the shaff should be put into

lishment of

a

bank in that town.

#jSP"The Bangor Whig says the mayor of
that city, at the next meeting of the
City
Council, will recommend the purchase of ap
additional steam fire engine.
KjF* We understand that Lt. C«. tidier,
whose suspension from duty upon charges affectinghis personal profesBionol character as

the shrewd reply.
[gi^’Fover and ague- have reappeared to an
unprecedented extent in that section of the
the country known as “Tide Water Virginia.”
The people are
every where shaking, and the
mortality is largely increasing. The cause of
the disease is attributed to the loss of labor by
the civil war, which has left the rank vegetation to grow up untilled and unchecked, and
was

has been heretofore mentioned, left this
ijity
to-day to report at Washington, where, we presume, an, investigation of the truth of these
charges will be made by court martial. Wie
hope to hear of Col. Littler’s complete exoneration and restoration to duty. -[Farmer.
fc^“Capt.T. J. C. Bailey, U. 6. A., has been
assigned to duty in this city, as blustering anil
disbursing officer, in place of Captain Charles
Holmes, who has assumed the duties of Acting Assistant Provost Marshal of this State.—

'A
without proper drainage.
By The Mattoon (Illinois) Gazette did not
appear week before last,beoause the'editor, his

assistant; bis printers and his “devil" all had
the ague and couldn’t work; not even to the
tune of “go the devil and Shako’yhurself.”

■

the 19th inst.

He

f

he acted out the hero to
perfection. The
young men of Skowhegan must be cautious
how they bufiy such a man as
if

Clark,

Silken Tresses? Yes, that’s the
question, and it can be settled by going to Crosman & Co.’s and purchasing a bottle of Pease’s
Hair Rencwer. There’s no two sides to this
question. Thi3 article does the work, and
thousands are now rejoicing who have used it.
SPECIAL

ITCH !

Scratch,

First-door from Congress Street.
octglsndlw
U- Hi.

commission, served with his regiment and on
the stall' in North America and the West In-

Stationery

2o

Market

At

Square,

GEORGE

oeU8t»nd3ni

STORE,

26*

ANDERSON. Agent.
>

C.

E.

R.

_HE.

Clocks Excelsior Hair Restorer
ws^rntnted to do all that is claimed for it. Will
restore the Grayest Heads to their original color,
1.4

black

whether

Scalp, frees

brown.

or

it from

Cures all

eruptions of the

dandruff, keeps

hair moist and glossy.

Its

the head

cool, the

perfume cannot be

sur-

passed by any preparation in the market. Tty it. $1.
per bottle; sold by all druggists.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Portland,
Me.

ocGsnGw

4-

photographer,
00 Middle Street, Perllmad.

per

Card Puotoorapu9 at Turer Dollars
dozen,—the debt in the City.
may25snd6in

COLGATE’S

Unsolicited Testimony.
Portland, Me., July 25, 1865.
To Afessrs. Burleigh 4* Covers .-—Having been troub-

led with' my

having

KldhbyS

for some Iwo years past, and
a great many
medicines to no
was induced to ti vSMOLANDER’S COM-

tried

purpose; t

patent

POUND EXTRACT OF llUCKU, and, after UBing
txeo bottize only, I have found it what it is represented to be In ever? respect,—a benefactor to those troubled with Weak Back or Kidney Complaints, and
tpohld Che’erttrflv'TeccoramcTid It to the pablie.
JOHN E. DOW, Insurance Agent.
llU
Smolander’s Bucku is fur sale by all Apothecaries.
octlSsud3w
Price one dollar.

literary

is to the effect that Lamartine is publishing a Life of Byron in the, feuilleton of the ConititutioiuneL Three chapters have already ap: o I*...'.
,:u.,\ Uh
peared.”
news
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HONEY SOAP!

THIS celebratol Toilet
Soap, In sucli universal
demand, is made from the choicest materials, Is
mild and emollient in
Its nature, fragrantly scented
and extremely beneficial in
its act upon the si in.
For tale by all
Druyyists and Fancy Good?* Dealers

June31dlyr

W“A Physiological View of Marriage:
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 fine Plates
and Engravings of the
Anatomy of the Human Organs in a state ot Health and Disease, with a Treaties on Early Errors, its
Deplorable Consequences
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author's Plan o
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode o
cure, as shown by tho report of cases treated. A
truthful adviser to the married, and those contemplating marriage, who entertain doubts at their physical condition.

Sent free of postage to any address,

receipt of 25 cents, In stamps or postal surrency,
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane,

on

Albany, N. Y.
The author

may be consulted upon any of tho disupon which his book treats either personally or
mad, and medicine sent to any
of the world

eases

by

part

Oct 6—8

N
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Mansfield’s Debility

s—*0«

---

Bitters.

These Bitters are not only valuable In all eases of
Bilious Diseases, Liver Complaints, Dt/spepsia, Jaundice, Costiveness, Headache, tfc., but in all case* ot
GENERAL DEBILITY, or general Weakness of the
whole system, Languor, Drowsiness, Weakness, or
Paine in the Side, these Bitters will be found most
valuable. Delicate females who are weak and sickly,
will find this medicine invaluable.
They operate
gently; they purify and make new blood; they regulate the Liver, and give lorce and strength to the
whole System. Prepared by*
DR. W. PTOANSFIELD.

Proprietor of Mansfield's Vegetable Mitlgator.
For sale by MANSFIELD <& CLARK, No. 27
Green St., Portland, Me.
Orders by mall will receive prompt attention.
Oct 3—s N dim*

WHY NOT USE THE BEST.

O^er twenty

years* increasing demand has established the tact that Mathews* Venetian Hair Dye i»
the best in the world. It is the cheapest, the most

reliable, and

most convenient. Complete In one bottle. Does not require any previous preparation of the
hair. No trouble. No crock or strain. Does not
rub off or make the hair appear dusty and dead, but
imparts to it new life and lustre. Produces a beautiful black or brown, as preferred. A child can apply
ly it. Always give satisfaction. Only 75 cents per
bottle. Sold everywhere. A. L. MATHEWS, Manufacturer, N. Y.
Demas Barnes <fe Co., New York, Wholesale

Agents.

mayl2eodly

DR. TIBBETS*

PHYSIOLOGICAL HAIR RE-

DISCOVERY of the aoe, will
restore Gray Hair
to its original color, whether black, brown or auburn,
and being a delightful dressing, it imparts to it a
beautiful glossy and
appearance. It will also
promote a growth of new hair on bald heads, where
the glomls or roots are not disorganized; and effectually remove all dandruff, itching and humors from
the scalp. It is warranted to produce the above results or money refunded.
TOR

MOST

1

WONDERFUL

positively

TEBBETTS BROTHERS,
Proprietors, Manchester, N. H.
W. W. WnipPLE, Agent for Portland. Sold by
Druggists everywhere.
maylleod6m*
Boatra
Sales

Him:'.:

at the

new.

lulf

U nited States Ten-torties.. 02}
Rutland Second Mortgage Sevens. 25j
Vermont Central First Mortgage Bond*.. 80
Boston and Maine Railroad. 117
[By Stephen Brown & Son.J
Eastern Railroad. 96$
Maine State Sixes, 1882. 05}
Bath City Sixes. 90$

_MARRIED.
In this
24, by Rev J E Walton, Charles F
Ricker, of Harrison, and Mies Zilpha A Brickett, of
Stowe.
In this city, Oct 20, by Rev J E Walton, Edward S
Merrill and Miss Lncy A Herrick, both of Portland.
In this city, Oct 25, by Rev A Dalton, Frederick F
Miss Addle h McLellan, both of Portland.
Hale
A* Mechanic Falls, Oct 13, Charles A
Staples, of
Welchville, and Miss Ueorgianna Beckett, of this

lar per ton.

A-great spirit

!

of

inquiry

has been

by the fact that out" ^cVernment
By Turkey has been startled by a rumor of
withstood the strain of- this -yar, mid this
a great innovation
perpetrated by the Sultan. -b%s
publishing enterprise is designed to take adIt is said that he is having his portrait painted
vantage’of it for the spread of information rea
French
M.
Guillemet.
Hitherto
all
by
artist,
specting our Republican-institutions, it
representations of the human form have been
deemed profane by the true Mahometan*.
Correspondence of the ±%easj ’fl’
By Queen Emma of the Sandwich Islands
is the first royal personage who has ever visidtoCKEAXD, Oct. 24,1865.
ted Tennyson the laureate.
lb the Editor of tit Pretti 1
'ocO
ByTwo bushels of blueberries were picked t, Of all the lines of communication extendin Starlfc Cops County, N. H., on the 4th ol ing along fire coast of the Pine.
3y touq; r.
Tr<?p State,
octobef.
from your city, none is more worthy of comBy The last evening papers had a report
mendation and praise than that extending to
that Wirz has been found guilty, and is to be
this city and the Penobscot river above. The
hung on Friday. This is hardly probable, inasandewift steamer Regclatpr, an -qfoarge
staunch
much as all the papers,
including the testi- of the
gentlemanly and experienced Captain
mony, have to be submitted to the President?
Mower, affords to those travelling in this diwho alone can approve or order execution.
whether on business or pleasure, a.
rection,
By At the term of the U*. S. Court held in
most attractive route. iSuch, alfleast, was the
Portsmouth
created, there

■

in May, a colored man named
SaiifUel Laws of Boston, wds cOwvieted of aiding and abetting desertion, and sentenced to

experience of your correspondent
trip toxins city.

on

a

recent
I

six ipouths in the County. Jail and
pay a fine'
of $100. Laws was naturally -an
enterprising
negro, and had accumulated several thousand
dollars in Boston, keeping n sailor hoarding

-THSrGBASTD DmsiOS 8. oft. dr mAine.
assembled for its Annual Session this morn-

house, and had also been engaged in
sailors affil in the substitute business.
ignorant of the art ot reading and

nobscot sections of the State.

ing. Quite a large number of delegates are
present, mainly from the Kennebec, aud PeAll the Grand
Officers except G. C. were present and in their
places at the opening. The forenoon session
was occupied in initiation of hew members,
reception otj credentials, &c. Fourteen new
representatives appeared, and were Initiated.

shipping
was

writing and
was obliged to trust much to other
people. Tin
Portsmouth Journal says that on
being incarcerated, he secured through the Jailer the privilege of beiug allowed a teacher, one and onehalf hours per day. Laws has so
improved as

<■

AFTmxooji,

reports of the Grand Officers were presented and'referred. Thc'repoVf of G. W. P.
Lincoln-was an bbie a»l practical’exposition
of the present position of the Temperance ReThe

to

!

form and of the means to be used bythe Order
of Sons of 1 emp4Tanee for. its ftirtborancc and
dual success. It cannut foil to exert a salutary
effect upon the Order at large.
From the re-

port of the Grand Scribe, H.

K.

Morrell,

we

that the present number of Divisions in
the State is eighty-eight. Tbo members initiated during the past year are 2,289, a number
considerably larger than the lo3se3 during the
same time.
Fourteen new Divisions have
been chartered, and the present
membership
of the Order in the State is somewhat over
learn

5,000,

Rubber Emporium

Hull's

l4t Middle Street, where every variety of Rubber Gupdf cask be procured, at Manufacturers’ prices.
Their assortment ot Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy
Goods is really magnificent.
june23ti
at

WINSLOW,

MRS.

AK EXPERIENCED NUI1SE and Female Physician, presents to the attention of Mothers her

Soothing
FOR

Syrup,

CHILDREN

TEETHING

which greatly facilitates the process of Teething, by
(Krftdning he gums, reducing all inflammations, will
allay all pain and spasmodic action, and is

/SURE

;

TO

REGULATE THE BOWELS.

Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest to yourselves* aftd
belief and Health to youb Infants.
We have pu^hp and sold this article lor over thirty
years, and can say in confidence and truth of it
what we have never been able to
say of any other
medicine—Kever has it failed tn a single instance to

effect a cure, when timely used. Never did we know
an instance of dissatisfaction
by any one who used it.
On the contrary, all are delighted with its operations,
and speak in terms of commendation of its magical
effects and medical virtues. We speak in this matter
what we do. know,” after thirty years experience;
and pledgo our reputation for the fulfillment of what
we lucre declare,
Iu almost every instance where the
uitant is suffering from pain and exhaustion, relief
will be found in fifteen minutes alter the Syrup is ad-

UiiniAiered.
Full directions for using will accompany oach bottlfe None genuine unless the fiic-simile of CURTIS
& PERKINS, New Yors, is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.
Price only 36 Cents per Bottle.

jant£shd&rw6m
Hal Pa Vegetable Sicilian Hair Rcaew*
has proved itself to be the most perfect preparation ft>r the hair ever offered to the pubiio.
er

vegetable compound, and contains
properties whatever.

It is
rious

a

no

inju-

IT WILL RESTORE QRAT HJM TO ITS ORIGCOLOR.

INAL

It will

keep

the h*ir from falling oatIt cleanses tho sculp and makes the hair .soft, ins*
trims ami silken.

II is

a

splendid hair dressing.

young, should fhll to ns, it.
IT IS recommended and used bt the
FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
Ask for Mall’s Bloilian Uair Renewer, and
take ne other.
R. P. HALL A CO..
Nashua, N. H., Proprietors.
W. P Phillips If Co
Wholesale Agents.
No person, old

or

_

auglOsndlwHm

Portland and Halifax NS.
BOSTON—Ar 24th. brigs Princeton
Wells,GeorgetownNC; Samuel
ich
Wilson,
Joe Warren, Wiley, Georgetown DO.
Ar 25th, brig Saiah Bernlco, Stew art,
Philadelphia*
schs Romp, Mitchell, Kliiatothport; Gen Peavev
Hant, do, with loss of bowsprit; Aid, Bunker Cidils; Telegraph, Woodward, do; H W Wellington,
( lark, and Convert,
Wells, Bangor; Judge
Pendleton, Bangor; Jane <fe Eliza, W indtenbach.
Mid Henry A, Wade, Walboboro: October, William*.
Bath; Olive Elizabeth, Randall, Portland.

Lindsey,

in Jay, Oct 14, Oliver Parsons and
Branch, both of Iteadfield.

Mrs

Nancy H

Cld 26th, brigs Loch Lomond, Black, Mobile; BenJ
Carver, Portland.
DANVERS—Ar 20th, sch Peail, Thayer, RockAnd.
NEWBURYPORT—Sid 23d, sch M S Lunt,Brown,

Carver.

Ar 24th, schs Ruth Thomas, Winslow, and Wm
Butman. Smart. F'lizabethport.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 22d, Mb Eliza LelamL Gott.
Brooks ville.
CALAIS—Ar
Port land.

yean 9 months.
In North Berwick, Oct
years 7 months.

fUKlLilUV

CORNWALLIS NS.
to order.

3, Miss Sarah

P

Lord, aged

[Per

Cld loth, Sabino, Woodward, Boston; 11th, St Peter, Goodwin, Philadelphia.
Sid 11th, Jeremiah Thompson, Blake. New York.
Cld at London llth%Fawn, Nelson, New York.
Sid fin Chefoo July 28, Penguin, Alton, for Newehwang.
Sid fm Ningpo Aug 3, Amy Warwick, Harding, tor

Whampoa.
Sid fin Sourabaya Aug 10, Brewster, Beals,

Brig Elsinore—€4 cords wood

—

High water. 3.20 PM

MARINE 1STEWS

SPOKEN.
Sept 9, laf 29 N, Ion 42 W, barque Damon, from
New York for Buenos Ayres.
Sept 13, lat 13 N, Ion 2$ W, ship John Watt, from

Cardiff for Singapore.
25, lat 42 58 N, Ion 27 05

Sept

(nothing ftirther.)

ASocial

Friday

Smch grounde-i

TICKET’S SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS.
Oct 26—d3t*

NATHAN

MERCHANT TAILOR!
131 Middle
constantly

KEEP
MENT of

St.,

hand A FINE ASSORT-

on

Broadcloths,
Doeskins,
Cassimeres, &c.
Which bo manufactures to order in the
ST V LES, and at FAIR Ph ICES.

LATEST

N. B.

Cutting Done for Others to Make.
public are Invited to CALL.
eod2m
Portland, Oct 26, 1665.

The

yoriT&cumberlandrTr.
uouw

Leave Saoo River for Portland at 6 00 and 9 4d a.
and 3 40
and 6 3.)

m

p. m

Leave Portland for Saoo River at 800
p

A.

and 20)

M,

m.

The 9 40 a m and 200 t n. train* will be freight
trains, with passenger tars attached
0r~8tages connect at Gorham tor West Gorham,
Blandish, Steep Fal's, Baldwin, Denmark, 8ei ago,
Bridgtou, Lovell, iliram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett. Jackron Limlugtou, Cornish,Porter. Freedom, Mad son. and Eaton. N. ti
At Buxton Ceater tor West Buxton, Don ny-Eagle,
South Lmini-ton Limington, Limerick, Newfield,
Parsonstteld and 0*sipee
At Saccaranpa for South Windham, Windham Bill,
and North Windham, daily
DAN CARPENTER, Supi.
Portland Oct 26. I860—dif

The Secret Service !
The Field, The Dungeon, and The

Escape.
BY ALBERT D. RICHARDSON.
fTlHIS work, of thrilling Interest, will be altered to
A
the people of Portland by MU. JPAUMALEE, of Hartford, Conn who is the only authorized agent lor this City. This is one of he most intere ting works called out by the evefits of the last
four years in this country. The writer is universally
known

as one

of the ablest whose pen has been

em-

in presenting the variod indents of the War.
ployed
literature of the
Thta
work is

part of the permanent

Rebellion, and is worthy the patronage oi every inteligent reader. Secure the opportunity and purchase
oct26dlw

work.

1

n

■

uissoiuiion oi

uoparcnersmp.

partners’Ip heretofore existing under the
of CLEAVELANl) & CO., Is
and
the retirement or Mr. Parker L.
dissolved
hereby
Cleavelaud; the business hereto ore conducted by
them will be continued by Mr. Frederick F. Hale,
under the same firm name of Cleavelaud & Co.
PARK Kit L. C LEA VEJLAN D,
FREDERICK T. HALE.
oc26dlw
Oct 34, 1863.
mHE

A

style
by

iiani"

Portland,

J. W. ADAMS* Narwrle*,
Morrill's Corner. OaBDENEas, well
trained in our Nurseries, will bo furniabotl—at cost—to plant trees and
Tines in the City or Cemetery. Names
^__
left at the Tea Ht<ne.
or eruers may be
ROCK MAPLES of large size for streets, grown
with
abundanco ol roots. Am. and
la the Nursery,
Siberian Arbor Vitae; Hemlock and Norway Spruce,
and new Am. Weeping Willows, for Cemeteries.
Oct 36—d3w
~

Book

Etag’eres!

Cases l
Hall
Music Stools.

Chairs, <& Square

RECEIVED and for Ale by
JUST
BURROUGHS it HUDSON’S,
Oct tt-dtf
4 Fr«c St.

Block.

For Sale.

good order; a pleasant
Cumberland St. Pospartic lars inquire of
JOHNC. PROCTER,
Lime Street.
Oct
26.—d3w
Portland,
on

u urewer, *t Galveston trorn St

ritbotAI’lShtenod

load,

John,

_

^LTIMORK-Ar 23d,

sch

For

For Sale.
Houses, situa ed
three-story
TWO,Pearl
St., for sale cheap for Cash, if sold imof
Brick

Dwelling

on

ville.

_N( 1RFOLK—Sid 20th,
New
ork.

ion given lir&t of Nov.

the 21st

t* afloat

domestic poets.
APALACHICOLA—In port Hth, ship Lydia Skolfor Liverpool; barques AM
SkoMeld,
neld,
Gray,
Gray, for New York; George 8 Hunt, Mitchell, and
(br do, lde.
Lucretia,
Bowers,
Mary
RICHMOND—8ki 22d, ache E Arcutarlus, Jockson, New Bedford; A Richards, Arey, for Jackson-

Whitney Long, Hayes,

brig Geo Harris, French,

Old 23d, schs Rising Snn, Jones, Boston; A C Austin Smalley, Providenco.
Ar 24th! brig John Freeman, Loring, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 23d, brig Mary C Mariner,
Mariner. Charleston.
Cld 22d, sch Ida F Wheeler, Dyer, for Portsmouth;
23d, barque Dency, Smith, Sagua; brig Chimborazo,

Hatch,

GOOLI),

Dwelling Houses in
TWO
and desirable location

near Pelican Spit on
grounded of
her deck
and

injury.

27th.

at 8 o'clock.

Music by Rayisiou<S*« Quadrille Bund.

ses*

without

commence

MANAGERS-J. B. Mallard. J. E. Brazier, Wm.
Cummings, J. M. Bumpus, H. M. Carpenter, G. F.
Goodrhige, Fred Gerry.

the valahle

DISASTERS.
Sch Emelino Ireat, Pbilbrick, from Philadelphia
for Gloucester, with coal, went ashore at NantucKet
on Friday night and will be a total io**»
ception of sails and rigging, which “Vwore »
and
The crew were
very much exhausted,was run to the
only by the aid of a hawser, which

[,'■ ira

Hall.

October

Evening-,

Dancing to

!

Assembly

PORTLAND.

Wedaevday, Oetsber 25.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Forest City, Donavan, Boston.
Steamer Montreal, Liscomb, Boston.
Barque B Coicord, Colcorr, Sears port
Brig Elsinore, (Br) .oore, Cornwallis NS.
Brig A returns, (Br) Stiles, Hillsboro NB.
Brig Prentiss Hobbs, Morgan, Baltimore.
Sch Euroclydon, (Bri Phinney, Windsor NS.
Sch Eva, (Br) Wood, Hillsboro NB.
Sch R H Dexter, (Br) Brady, Hillsboro NB.
Sch Maria Louisa, Snow. New York.
Seh Viet ry. Black, Ellworth.
Sch Billow, Norton, Bath.
Sch Little Republic, Baker, Bangor for Newburyport.
CLEARED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Sherwood, New York—Emery
& Fox.
Barque Maay E Libby, Libbp, Matanz&s—Sew all
C Chase.
Barque Charles Edwin, Maddocks, Matanzas—E
Churchill A Co.

withumbeL

W, brig Fanny Buck,

New Advertisements.

-w

s

for

United States.

WINTER ARRAN GEMENT.

Seh Euroclydon—152 tons plaster

OF

Hibernian, at Quebec.]
l?th inst, Western O ean, Bailey,

steamer

Ar at Liverpool
Madias.

rHR&S^Q On and alter Monday. Oct 30. 1P65,
kftb#aitta*l#§trains will leavo as foi.ows, uutii fui ther

HILLSBORO NB. Brig Arcturus—309 tons coal,
Kerosene OU Co; 6 crates rags, 2 firkins butter, 20
bushels cranberries, to order.
Schs Eva
103 tons coal, Kerosene OU Co; R H
•
Dexter—150 tons do do.

PORT

rUKTs*

Ar at Mauritius 6th ult, ship Borneo, Bassett, from
Boston 90 days.
At Demarava 5th inst, brig Lucy Hey wood, Wilson,
for New York next day.
Sid fin Malaga 26th ult, barque Fury,
Lavender,
for Boston.
At M&»&nz&H t7th inst, barque Speedwell, Dixon,
unc; brigs Ha-tie 8 Emery, Palmer, tor New York,
ldg; Orison Adams, Uanlon, and Harry, Knight, tor
Baltimore; O C Clary, llryant, unc.
At Grand lurk Tl 14th last, brig M Shepard .Cook,
for Honduras.
Ar do 14th Inst, barque Eliza Whi'e, tor New York
8 days; brig Tubal Cain, for do 3 days.
Cld at Cow Bay CB 7tb inst, barques EUingwond,
EUingwood, and Jossie Nicholas. Carver, New York;
10th, brto Sarah B Crosby, Crosby, do; 11th, barque
Hunter, Lee, do.
At at Sydney CB 15th InBt, Mary Elizabeth, Crockett, Portland.

13T“ He Cut* and superintends his work himself,
guarantees satisfaction in all cases.

_IMPORTS.
to order.

19th, sch Van Buren, Montgomery.

MACHJAS—Sid 2Cth, ech Sarah B Harris, Santorn, Portland.

and

In this city, Oct 12, Mrs Rosanna, wife of Robert
Ilanoaford, aged 56 years.
Ilk Standteh, Oct 18, Mrs Ellen II, wife of A Chabot, Esq, of New York, and daughter of the late Wm
Hasty, of Sfandish, aged 33 years.
In Bowdoinbam, Oct 6, Mr William S
Ring, aged
37

WINDSOR NS.

Baltimore;

Tenny,

In West Watcrvllle, Oct 19,
by Rev W H Kelton,
W Burnham and Mias A Mabel Bates, both of Port-

sets...5.01

gdv*-J

■

land.

••

ernment..

^Richmond; i^mFl^TSSa^S' S

dene" f>r Georgetown IX
Ar 24th, sch Medford,
Hopkins, Iiangor lor PtotIdeuce; Astons, Higgins, Calais for do.
FALL HIVEV-Ar 230. scbs Bolllns, Wall, PMitt.
delphla; O W Kimball, Jr, Crockett, and PaCos
Kichm Iron, New York.
HOLMES’S HOLE-Ar 23<1. brigs Aroostook,Lord
New York for Boston; u,arj-.Arey, do for Bangor
sobs Oriental. Norton. Philadelphia tor Boston; Ml
Hope, Mooney, New York for tlo; Hudson, Tinker
Elizabeth port f»r Portland; Flora King, Cook. Prol
vidence for Portsmouth; Lyndon, Junius, N York
for Bangor; Harriet Neal, Fanning, Lutec for New
York: Cherub, Bailee, tin Portland for do; Albion,
Spanldhig, an t Olevia Buxton, Pressor, Rocl land
for ilo; Wm .Join's, Monroe, tin do for Staten
lai'aed, •
witli 1 an of
maintopmast and sailti flpMtj C 8 Urti,
Dyer, Franklin for Baltimore; Meuioru. Hopkins,
Bangor ror Providence; American Engle, McFarland, and Geo Kilbont, Norwood, < al&i« for do.
barque K A Cochran, Rice, from liath for
Providence; sch Venus, Ilersey,
York lor
J * from New
Pembroke.
In port, v'^-iues Charles
Brewer, C B Hamilton,
and, E A Cochrane: brig* <
astillian, Harp, Cheanpeake. smd Aroostook: schs Leesburg, Baltic, Sarali
Jane, Oriental, Ml Hope, Hudson. Flora King, Lyndon, Hocotah, J W Hall, Venus, Geo Edward, and
Wings of the Morning.
EDGARTOWN-At Md, nchs Maria Whltaev,
Snow, New York lor Portland; Vicksburg, Haskell,
do tor do; Lixzie cuptlil,
GupUU, fin New Yoik for
Bangor: stoanior Resoue, Baskman, New York for

city.

1

here. The issue of this work is the first of a
series designed to show Greek readers what,
bind ofaaen are reared under our form of

sir^K!:-

lam \tor

city,'Oct

SEELE’S H/VIDE* LIFE 1
thority, that Cornelius, O’Dowd,in Blackwood
DEPARTURE OP OCEAN STEAMERS.
—an essayist who is sometimes
witty, someA Magical Preparation
NAME
FROM
FOR
DATE.
times dull, and always garrtrtous/ahd spitefulYork. .Havana
Oct 28
-FORLiberty.New
of
London-New
York.
Oct 28
City
.Liverpool
ly impertinent toward the United States and
Borusia..
New York.. Hamburg.Oct 28
BEAUTIFYING, ; Pennsylvania....».New York. .Liverpool..Oct 28
“Yankees,” is Charles Lever, author of “Charles RESTORING, AND-1—■
Guiding Star.New York. .New Orleans. ..Oct 28
O’Malley,” &c.
| North America-New York. .Rio Janeiro... .Oct 30
DRESSING
THE
HAIR.
—The author of the “Pioneer Boy" (Mr.
Nov 1
! City ot Dublin.New York.. Liverpool
Scotia.....New York. .Liverpool
Nov 1
Thayer) has just received a copy of that work
Teutonia.New York. .Hamburg
Nov 1
PRICE FIFTY CENTS.
from Atbens, Greece, in the Greek language,
Hanna.New
York. Bremen
Nov
4
Pot sole at
of New York.New York. .Liverpool.Nov 4
City
for President Lincoln,
the
work'
Of, course,
Cornea.New York..Havana
Nov 5
was forwarded before the President Vase -fisinaWholesale and. Retail, Manhattan.New York..Vera Cruz
Nov 8
—BY—
Africa............. Boston..... .Liverpool._Nov 8
tion, which event invests the volume with a
Helvetia..New York..Liverpool
Nov 11
CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,
South America. .(.New York. .Rk> Janeiro....Nov 29
melancholy interest ^The-presentatioujcopy is
from Rev. George Constantino, the translator,
WHOLESALE AGENTS lor tlie STATE ol MAINE,
himself a native Greek, though he claims this
Misistsre Almanac.October 26*
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.
8un rises.
Moon seta..10.34 PM
as his adopted country, sines he Wr educated
July 22—sndtf
Sun

tiplying in number.
By The coal dealers in Newport, R. T., on
Monday last, reduced the price of coal one dol-

*,mlraVateth^rt7VA2StofHl^nrtSito!

Lancaster

Slock List*

Brokers

Board, Oct 20.
American Gold. 146
U nited States Coupons,. 110?
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,. tc6l
United States 7 3-10tlis Loan, 1st BerJes. 17}
do
2d series. 97j
United States Five-twenties, old. 103J

24

WK.’fe

Bangor.

__DIED.

Fact Worth Knowing:,

That Rubber Goods can be repaired in a neat and
sabsloniml manner, at
HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM,
147 Middle St.
july21sntf

Anthhnx

X

tunity for sleighing parties,

Elevators I

25 Ccut« per Set!

lope has long hid fair to edipee Dumas }kt> .—
He has always at least ftfo jhofelson the stocks

we

E. S. WOUMELL,

do

Dress

He was also foe some years connected with the newspaper press.
—An exchange says:—“Mr.
Trol-

—Hie said,

ALONZO S. DAVIS,
Proprietor,
No' 80 i,iddL'Street, .... Portland, Me.
Copying done in tile beet manor.
doc2'Jtl.

healthy

octglsndlw

Miscellany.

BSP"Southern newspapers *re rabidly mul-

oppor-

and Fancy Articles!

At the NEW STORE,
Centro street,
First door from Congress Street.

3 0

die*. Leaving the army, he turned -bis attention to literature, and wrote eavjwrt novels,'
most of which originally appeared in
Bentley’s'

which he carries on
simultaneously. We hear
thatpot only has he. just coiqpletpd the tale he*
is writing for the Eailniyktly Jietiew, hut he
has finished anotaer. -vyhich is about to appear
in the Cofnhill.
Another Bcrap of

PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLLERY,

GENERATOR,

ANDERSON’S

Sandhurst,

representatives’

ample

BEAL,

NEW YORK SKIRT & CORSET

whose works he has divided between the libraof the Vatioan, that of the Roman Seminary, and that of the Lunatic Asylum. The value of tile g.ft is about £2,000 (CO.OOOfe).
—Mr. Dudley Cqptelli/s death is announced.
He was educated for ihe army at the Royal.
Military C Allege*
and, obtaining a

A new carpet is being put down in the
hall at the national capitol.
It measuresl50O yards, and costs $5
per yard—
$7506. It has a green ground1 with orange colv
j JTiy
ored figures.

This will afford

d&wlyr

x

STATIONERY AND PANOY GOODS!
New Store, 36 Centre Street,

—■—;--r--*—

ry

every volunteer officer who served since the
commencement of the late war. The register
contains also such official information concerning each officer as can be of any interest to
him or his friends.
By As the steanter Queen,-from New York,

politicians be as ready to expose
their constituency to the same ?
|?y Contrary to the usual custom, the Atlantic House at Eye, and the Atlantic House at
Wells Beach will be kept open through the

Sole
forof the

by mail, free ol postage, to any part

United States.
Oct 23,1883.—S

—The Pope has purchased the library of the
Scotch polyglot, John Watson,-

1®°* A registechis been comp'Ued jffjhe war
department, and is now in the hands of the
printer, which gives the' name and rank of

blatant

all

warded

s£2“^"’

PORTLAND

Scratch t

by
druggist.
By sent ling ft) cents to WEEKS & POTTER,
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, It will be

sale

SPECIAL NOTICES.

__

ITCH !

Scratch,

"Wlioaton’s
Ointment
Will Care the Tfch in Forty-Eight Hoard*
Also cures SALT B’lElJM, ULCEUS, Chilblains,
and all Eruptions of the Skin, l'rice 60 cents.
For

celebrated

■

year

ITCH !

Charles Lamb.

cane.

years of age, unable to read
or write, should he entitled to a vote.
He was
willing to risk his raco to such a test; would

1

and

cheapest Establishment in
All work warranted.
the State.
Card Photographs 49,00 per doz.
A. M. McKEXXEV,
Oct ft—s * eod&oow3m
381 Congress St.

—Mr. B. W. Proctor, the poet, (Barry Curn
has in the press a biography of his friend

Thp post of blowing, it;ip said, pwill
dollar a ton, and the yield about

forty

largest, best,

THE

NOTICES.

GRAPHS

.PJEIOTO

wall,)

one

<

they

would keep their “greenbacks”
snug in their
pockets. Clark proved the truth cf the old
maxim, “where there’s a will there’s a way.”

48 years of age. The
to fill the vacancy by the

literary gossip.

at Carondelet, is estimated to he less than five
dollars per ton, undried, in which condition it

winter season.

task, but Clark was so peremptorily challenged and bullied on the matter that bis Yankee spirit was
stirred up and

election of aDem.ocrat.

B3f A recent decision of the Attorney General allows the payment of bountfes to all colored soldiers except to those who enlisted between June 15 and July 3,1864.

some

dertake such a

was

Legislature will have

Niagara.—[Toronto Globe.

be able to read, write and
cypher remarkably well, and at the expiration of his term
will he comparatively a good scholar. He
pay?
he thinks his six months has been spent excelu
lentlv well.
By A catered man, recently, debiting the
question ot suffrage, proposed as an equitable
and peaceable solution that after the
1870

on a

dollars. Mr. Clark well earned his
money.—
The ropd .is. Hilly and but few men wound un-

>

by

He

afternoon

hour

one

performed
bet of twenty-five

[Farmer.
Phalon’s Night Elootning Cereus!
RSF*The Wliig learns that '0. D. Wlggin,
AND OTHEB PERFUHEBT,
a
citit&n
of
died
sudEsq., prominent
Levant,
At the NEW STORE.
denlyin his bed, without a struggle, on Sunoct21sndlw
3G Centro Street.
day evening, the lfith. Mr. W.liad been a resident of Levant about fourteen yeprs, during'
PHOTOGUAPtl ALBU31S !
which time he held several important town
At the NEW STORE,
offices. He was a native of Wakefield, N. H.,
No. 30 Centre Street,
and was about 68 years of age.
First door from Congress Street.
{3F*Hon. John B. Duntan, of Hope, Senaoct21sndlw
tor elect from Knox County, died of fever on

BSP”The total value of fire equipments and
fire department property in the United States,
is stated at $5,000,000; the number of tinmen
and attaches 600,000; the number of organizations 1,000.

under

last 1 uesday

pages.

leave to

no man

He made the first six miles in
and fifteen minutes. The feat was

ute*.

Gen. Hodsdon will consist of about 1,000

gy Evidence accumulates that the regro
freedmeu cannot take care of themselves.
Fourteen hundred helpless families have asked
the military authorities at Fortress Monroe for

now

■

By The house of Mr. David Elliot in Bum-

ford,

family he seised.
As already stated, his only companion was the
hired girl in the kitchen, who was a female
of personal beauty and a cheerful temper,
was being unloaded at Liverpool on her last
llut she, too, was poor, and this made her un- trip, the dead body of a man was found stowed
worthy the respect or affection of her proud away among the cargo. The body was naked
and the clothes were discovered tied up in a
mistress or the daughters of the household.
Her place was that of a menial, and that place bundle near the body. There was blood about
the spot, and the indications were that the body
'r
she must know and keep, -t
It was not long before his widowed mother’s- had been placed there with the knowledge of
those who stowed the vessel.
A verdict of
circumstances required that he should return
“found dead was returned.”
home. He did so. When the gold of CaliBSP" Michigan has one hundred and two
fornia was discovered, he contrived, by the aid
newspapers—twelve dailies -and ninety wcekof a lady friend of his family, to adventure
lies.
thither.

capitalists

'___

Feat.-Mi-. George Clark of
Skowhegan, drew a wagon, weighing 270
pounds, from Skowhegan to Anson, a distance
of 12 miles, in two hours
and fifty-two min-

pri»>.'

EF“ The murder of Harriet Wilkes by her

ton of paper to five of the uudried

the

proper measures to be
taken to secure the erection of a new hotel.
B5f“Says Hr. True of the Farmer, “We met
Bros. Thurston o
Portland and Pidgin of
Paris, at. the Bethel- Pair last ( week, who
bantered us to try our skill at target
shooting. Now we had not fired a gun for
forty years, yet we had the vanity to believe
that we ciould beat them, but soon
found, on
repeated trial*, that the safest plaoe for’aman
to stand in front of our gun was
directly
against the targets Bro. Thurston won the

|F”The New York Herald mentions the sale
of th6 lot corner of Fourth avehueand Twenly-tiiird street, about one hundred by two hundred feet, for 3144,000, as that of the site for the
new Italian opera house.

one

A Great

BJf—The Augusta Farmer say-fit is proposed

ters.

4s hlowji.
be under

better keep copies, as it is
They
convenient, always, for us to return rejected

articles.

writes to the

the Herald's special
correspondent at Washington, that arms had
been seized by the Canadian authorities ak
Niagara is, as might be expected, entirely untrue. Nothing is known of such a seizure,
either pt Suspension Bridgegrlho town of

proposed increase of dues from the subordinGrand Division was under consideration.
Present indications are that the
measure will
pass, although there is considerable opposition from the
country Divisions.
S.
ates to the

had

appear.
not

Sent.,

to
hold but two
sessions per year, received a decided negative. At
adjournment to-night the

pyose or verse, except regular correspondents,
need not feel slighted pliould their favors never

published

ington urging the suspension of the order to
General Howard as to the occupation of the
Sea Islands.
They want the freedmen kept
there temporarily, until an arrangement can be
made for their transfer to the State of Florida,
where thei11 aborts much needed by the plan-

sent

Rockland;

ten, of WG3t fiampden.
ffee proposition, made three months ago,

under other circumstances, we might publish.
Those who send communications, whet ier in

President that he desires the United States
military forces in that State to be retained
whilst tfis State.is being organized. He wants
the troops to preserve order.
5f* A delegation from Florida is in Wash-

BiP* A story

of jj;ui^ory-G. -W*-Cluip^ Rev. E. H.
Small, of Winterport; G. W. Con., Oliver G.
Hal], of
Daniel PatG. W.

ampu“

Is/ The pressure upon our columns compels
us to reject a good many communications that,

in Bombay
three daily n -wspapers in English, five weeklies, fivo fortnightlie3. and three monthlies, besides three daily journals in the Giijorati
tongue, a score of weeklies, and numerous
other periodicals in various native dialects.

the sermon 1”

on

bijpann
the muzzle—tiiat it Rad To be

operation.

first time since the outbreak of the war Gen.
Thomas now allows himself the pleasure of a
reunion with his family.

E3f“Gov. Johnson of Georgia

2<j years

tated at the shoulder joint.
He was half a
mile from, home when the accident occurred,
but managed to reach the house without any
assistance. His situation is critical, though.
there are somehopes that he will survive the

EF"Major General George H. Thomas is
congratulating himself on his successful strategy in escaping the lion-hunters. He has travelled from Nashville to New York and
through
the principal cities on the Atlantic coast without sufl'ering a single public reception. For the

are now

The olectia^ of officers for the ensuing year
resulted as /allows:
G. W.
P., Z. Ifypo Vo3C, of Rockland; G. W.
A., Rev. I}, p. Thompsop, of Winslow; G. W.
3-> D. K, Mt)rre!i, of Gardiner; G. W. T., J. S.

wwods lastf ^outlay, was so badly wounded in the left ami, T>y
the accidental iliscbarjfcj of thegtiu—

Chicago RepuhlioQB, e uu"juerat-Qfl 4as
po.ssiti!.. candidates of th;'union
party for ^
Presidency in 18837 Andrew JolinSouTJeneral
Grant, Secretary Seward, Charles Sumner and
Gov. Morgan.

SF" There

shate MjrWS.\r

of

Buxloii, About

spirit his own sons and daughters were
B3?“When Michael lurchmer was sentenced
taught to consider themselves as made of bet- in Buffalo,-Saturday, to he hung on-theS4th of
ter flesh and blood than the poor servant-boy—
November, he turned around and remarked,
Edward Rounseville—and were not encourag- cheerfully “So I’ve got a month and a half to
ed tomake any further Intercourse with him' live y4t.” Ashe was going out h« turned backami wanted to speak to the judge to ask if he
than was absolutely necessary. To the duties
of the kitchen, especially in the evenings was might be buried beside bismother.
By The famous Dutch Gap canal is to he
his time devoted, with no companion brtt the
turned into the peaceful uses of commerce and
servant maid, who, no more than himself, was
trade, by the citizens of Richmond, who are
allowed to enter the sitting room or parlor, exabout toincrease its width and depth to an excepting on special services, nor to occupy seats tent sufficient to admit the passage of the larat the dining-table with the rest of the family.
gest vessels and steamers.
Edward was a bright boy, and a good boy-—By In St. Louis one hundred tons per day of
capable of sustaining a respectable part in the cane are to be roughly broken down, to he sent
society of any young people of his age. More- to paper mills. The cost of the cane delivered

this

Capt ft’s son Thomas, at the
suggestion ofhis sister Mehitabel, sent a card
of invitation to the rich Edward Bounseville,
to visit their mansion and enjoy the congratulations of the now eamplaEant family. He
The Atlantic Monthly for November is
saw the trap that was set to catch him in the
received from the publishers,'Messrs. Ticknor toils of
matrimony. He did, indeed, visty the
& Fields, Boston.
house, but he entered by the kitchen door, to
The conteflts are more than usually varied,
take his former companion to wife—the hired
and extremely .readable. Robert Dale Owen
rather than the simpering Miss of the
maiden,
opens the list with a ghost story, entitled Why
parlor. Edward purchased a beautiful resithe Putkammer Castle was destroyed.” Mrs.
Waterston contributes a pleasant essay on “The dence opposite Capt. B., on the same street,
furnished it in ample style, took his dear old
Visible and Invisible in Libraries,” and our
townsman, John Neal, an account of the per- mother and his sisters to his new home, and
sonal appearance and peculiarities of Jeremy
now, they who had once slighted and contemBentham, which cannot fail t6 be. read with in- ned, were seen to fawn and flatter live happy
terest. The article on Alexander Hamilton, by
pair. Mrs. R. called alnjost daily. She al•
Hazewell, is, perhaps, the most valuable of the waps thought Angelina the most faithful and
number. J.'T.
Trowbridge contributes a vivid pleasant girt she ever knew; and Capt. R. himdescription of “The Field of Gettysburg,”
self never had a doubt but Edward BounseMitchell continues his story of “Dr. Johns,”
was born to a high position in good soville
Mrs. Stowe her “Chimney Corner” papers, and
ciety. Their son and daughter, too, woi^ld alwe have the first installment of anew romance
teel almost as nearly related to Edward
called “The Forge.”
“The Progress of the ways
as brothers and sisters.
Their
and
Angelina
Electric Telegraph,” “Rodolpho Topffer,” a
“Letter to a Young

03HGiNTA.il A.I'JD

open the doors

Senators and

of

Boston.

Ar 23d, brigs Orozimbo, Gilmore. Boston; Mary C
Mariner, Mariner, Charleston; sch Marcus Hunter,
Orr, do.
NEW YORK—Ar 23d, schs Sarah Jane, Gardiner,
Newport: Mattie Holmes, Tapley, New Haven.
Ar 24th, barque Moneynick, Smith, Malaga; brig
Merriwa. Ingersoll, do.
Ar 24th, brig Edwin Rowe, Jones, Demerara; schs
Sylvan, Blancnard, Grand Turk; Concord, Kennedy, Rockland.
Ar 25th, ship Sumatra, Kinsman, Manila; barque
Traveller, Randall, Rio Janeiro,
__

mediately.

Inquire

JOHN
Oct

26—<l3w

_

C. PROCTER, Lime Street.

For Sale.
TWO-STORY BRICK HOUSE, containing 20
room*; MMtfrjjUy located.
Also a two-atorv
**• “me ,<,t-

A
rr ssasftr
Portland, Oct.

nmsbi

26-d3wHN

Wanted

A wSh

°*

Immediately,
a

F*ncJr Manulacturing Bmd^ "acr' payin“

^“lltoa^r^yFi*ht

at'Lo'^,<,quU‘ed

Dollar..
W.

Oct U-dSt

I'ROt'TKR.

81 MldlU®

Apply

D.

JAMES,
Streot> Dortlaud, Me.

Wanted.
In
Boarding
Hotel, Saloon,
A SITUATION
Houao
COOK, by man
baa bad expe78 W“1“n.tun SU
"urtai Ajj*y-at
a

aa a

or

a

w.m

Martha Washington Society.
This society, winch goes bn so gently in its
again presents itself bebenevolent
PORTLAND AND
VICINITY- foi-e tbei public in its AnnualReport which
It is one of those instituwc publish below.
Sy* Advertisers will benejii themselves, as
Oeaommtniate us. In/ semlinu in their adeertuiesun-e
tions which, under the guidance of the kind
at an early hour tn the day.
hearts and willing hands of the
Mies, seeks
New Advertisement! To-VaTout misery and relieves its wants. Like DorCOLUMN.
AUCTION
cas, in the scripture, it is “full of good works
Eeal Estate at Auction—E. M. Patt311and alms-deeds,” and in its noble labor of love
NEW ADVE11XIBEMENX COLUMNit should be sustained by our citizens with the
Houses for Sale—John C.
na„t'em(?lit.
York & Cumberland H. Bmost liberal gifts. We hope the
< 'ruer.
appeal will
J. W. Adam,’ Nurseries,
reach the heart of every benevolent
Book Cases, *c-Burrou#>* * 7““°
citizen,
Social Assembly—Lancaster Banand result in such a “casting in of gifts” as
Nathan Goold, Merchant Lin
Wanted—Situation ".yiSinnaSee.
shall fill the treasury to overflowing.
ce-

Thursday Morning:,

I

Octoh >r 26, 1865.

operations,

The Secret

Service-^-la™a

Dissolution—Cleaveland oc

co

ANNUAL

EEPOBT OP

Wanted—Partner.

1NGTON

We

THE MABTHA WASH
SOCIETY.

T. A.

just entering upon the twenty-fourth
Nubsebies at Morrill’s
j w. -Adams’
year of this society, and in doing so, would remonths wo have deseYeral
speetlully submit for the consideration of those
Corner-—f°r
the following account of our
interested,
to speak of this well known establishopersigned
ations for the year last past:
we have had occasion to vi.-it
which
ment,
the
we
have
During
yoar
distributed to the
during the last dozen years whenever we would poor 151 yards factory c’.oth; 94 1-2
yards
make additions to our fruit garden. Some im*
woolen dress goods; 19 pairs boots and shoes;
1
1-4
7
have
been
of
rubbers;
1
made
yards
pairs
late, by
flannel; pan
portant changes
made garments; 219
4
yaids calisales of real estate—which renders it important hose; ready
co; ."hoods; 2 cloaks; 7 yards gingham; 91-2
to remove many valuable large trees and
yards drilling; 1 quilt; 1 shawl; £13 in mon-

vines which are often difficult to obtain.

ey. and 117 second hand garments.
The society has held forty-tour
weekly meetings during the year, with an average attendThe largest number present
ance of sixteen.
at any one time forty-eight. Five new members have been added since the last annual
meeting, and one member, Mrs. Allen, has
been moved to the spiritual world. She was
not able to meet with us of late, hut was much
interested in the welfare of ihe
society.
At the commencement of the rebellion, this
society was one of the first to tender its sendees to the “Ladies
Sanitary Committee,” and
since that time its weekly
meetings have been
devoted
to working for our self-sacrificmostly
whose
noble deeds and stem ading soldiers,
herence to our country’s cause, so well merited the aid and sympathy of every
loyal
heart. From October 1384, to August 1885,

We

noticed large bearing grape vines offered at
one, two and three dollars each. Of smaller
sizes two thousand vines of the Concord, comprising more than half of his stock of Ibis variety, has been ordered by a single New York
nursery.
About half

a dozen acres are now closely
planted with nursery trees. The Green House
department has been discontinued, but Roses,
shrubs and ornamental trees of every description which are hardy enough to endure Maine
winters, are grown to supply the demand. At

least three hundred varieties of Roses have
been grown here, which are now reduced to
as many dozens, the
only sorts out of this
large collection deemed worthy of cultivation.
In addition to the above the proprietor late-

ly purchased

truly

have made 052 towels, 130 comfort bags,
253-pafrs drawers, 36 sheets, 58 shirts, and 192'
handkerchiefs. We have not only given our
labor, but by voluntary contributions of meihwe

of apples and pears.
latter are several hundred trees of

Among the
Clapp’) Favorite—a pear justly celebrated—as will, be
seen by his advertisement in
to-day’s paper.
Fobkst City Pabk.—'The trot to come oil'
yiis afternoon, if the weather is pleasant, between the three fast horses entered,
excites
considerable interest, and the attendance will
undoubtedly be large. Each horse has his
and it Is doubtful which horse comes

out best—the race will decide it.
Reporters are here from Boston to give an
account of it. Almost every vehicle in the

stables in this city has been engaged to take
persons to the track.

Ladies are admitted free, and we expect to
there this afternoon a galaxy of the beauty

see

of the

city.

In order to prevent delay at the gate, iickets
of admission are sold at the office of the Horse
Railroad Company under Lancastci Hall. The

TBEASUBER’i; BEPOBT.
The amount of funds received by the Martha. Washington T. A. Society during the year
last past is as follows :
From Lecture by Rev. Dr. Car-

street cars ruu within a short distance of the Park.

Congress

ruthere, and Readings by Miss
A. S. King,
Annual payment of members,

hope the judges will Grder the horses to
he brought up at the time fixed—3 o’clock-—
and not keep spectators waiting half an hour- Donations from friends and other sources,
or longer.
We

Ling’s Park.—There was a trotting match
at Ling’s Park yesterday afternoon for a splen-

and drove black

gelding

“Dan.

“Lady Abbott.” The prize was
taken by Bradley, who won the first, third and
fourth heats in 2.5S, 2.68 and 2.59. The second
heat was won by Lady Abbott in 2.53.
five-mile foot race, which it .was
expected would be contested by James Griffin
and William Lambert.
Lambert did not ap
pear, and Waiter Brown volunteered and went
round the track three times, and then
retired.
Meant im : an Indian boy present undertook to
He ran the five miles
go on his own hook.
without stopping, and beat Griffin a Iqyg distance, the latter stopping two or three times.
The prize of $50 was awarded to Griffin, hut a
purse of $25 was made up and presented to

Louisa C. Dodge.

Treasurer.

Portland, Oot. 19th, 1805.
American Froedmen’s Aid Commission.

At the meeting at the City Hal]

unanimously adopted, to wit:
Voted, That tho American Freedmen’s
Commission is worthy of the confidence

entitled
and

v

■ '■

Evergreen Cemetery.—The large pond
in this delightfhi place is completed. The water is now quite high in it.
A drive has been
made around it, wide enough for two carriages
to pass abreast, thus affording additional attractions to the grounds.
Overtwo hundred

lots, we

are

informed, have

philanthropic people

support
of

of the loyal

Maine,

Mr. Walton, Mr. Deaie and others from this
quarter will Tie 'present. It is expected that
the attendance will be large,,and arrangements
have been made fora pleasant meeting. A
train leaves the Grand Trunk Depot at 1.25
P. M. Tpe friends of temperance, especially
those residing in the neighborhood, are cordially invited.to be present.

,
■

the generous

The Cumbebland County Tempebance

We commend him
■■■

to

Aid
and

Association will meet at New Gloucester
this day, at 3 o’clock, and the session will be
continued through the evening. (Ten. Dow,

a

■

its

purposes, ex-Qov. Washburn moved the following vote, which Was put by the Mayor, and

young gentleman of1 good
is now in the city for the
purpose of

■

on

evening,
history of the
of the Commission, ami a full statement of

“The Pield, Dungeon and Escape.”—
This will he recognized as the significant title
of that interesting and truthful book written
by Mr. A. D. Bichardson, whose military lecture on his adventures in Southern prisons,
before a large Portland audience last winter,
will not soon be forgotten. The hook is large,
size, well printed, and got up in all respects in
good style by the American Publishing Com-

to our readers.

Tuesday
organization

aftor the

the Indian.

the work.

trust

fund, to be expended only in aid of
needy soldiers, or their families, the sum of
one hundred and one dollars and twenty-five
cents ($101.25.)
Of this sum thirty dollars and seven tjf-Swo
cents ($30,72) have been expended, leaving unexpended seventy dollars and fifty-three cents
($70.53.)
Respectfully submitted,
as a

was a

address,
canvassing for

$248.60.

Balance in Treasury,
$2.69.
In May, 1865, tlio Citizen’s Recruiting Committee placed in the hands of the Treasurer,

black mare

pany at Hartford.
Mb. Pap.malee,

78.09.

The amount expended, including balance against the socir
ety Oct. 20th, 1B64,

WobsterPrank Owen entered and drove bay
stallion “Logan;” A. Bicker entered and drove

There

$143.30.
20.30.

$251.20.

did set of harness, for which three horses were
entered to trot mile heats, bestrS in 5. Harry

Bradley entered

SrAAtps.—Messrs. Davis Brothers are agents
for stamp machines, and at their book store,
No. 58

Exchange

stroet

may be

seen

speci-

of the numerous ones they have already
furnished for merchants, bankers, corpora-

mens

been taken up this

Several lots in the vicinity of the
pend, now desirable, have been bought up recently; and, in fact, all that portion of the

tions and othere.

latest improvements is that one which gives the date of the
month, and which is altered from day to day

season.

One of the

loiig -by simply taming* screw—the type not beremained unimproved will be opened up for ing altered except to put in the month.
occupancy by reason of the' recent improveIllinois Cotton—We have on exhibition
ments mada in that locality.
at our office several bolls of cotton
Cemetery

on

the western

side,

which has

raised at

Saved fbom Drowning.—At the foot of
Cedar street there is an excavation or cellar,
over which formerly stood an old mill.
The
cellar is filled with water and is not properly
covered over. Last Tuesday afternoon Sammy

CarboDdale, Illinois, by Dr. William Storer,
and which were sent to a friend in this city.
We have noticed, from the Illinois papers, that
quite a crop of cotton was raised in that State
the present year. From the specimens before
us we see do reason why its successful eultiva
don may not be pushed to a great extent in

Armstrong, a lad five years old, \yho was playing there, fell through, and was in the water
some time when he was rescued by Capt.
Pierce, who had his attention called to the accident by the comrades of the lad. The boy
was lifeless, hut Dr. Robinson was called, and
after some efforts succeeded in resuscitating
life. Yesterday the little fellow was quite
lively.

that State.

t

aged
\mu4»g herself with throwing stones at the
houses and brealyng the windows. It appeared that the

States by order of the War Department Aug.
12th, 1S8S, fof absence without leave, has been
honorably discharged. The War Department,
after a full investigation of the case, found that
the Captain was absent
by leave, and was
taken prisoner. The order
dismissing him*was revoked, and an
honorable discharge \
granted him, bearing date of his arrival in a -v
loyal State as a paroled prisoner of war.

woman was

A Ne-VI Beply.—“X dislike your; saying that
my teeth are going; so don’t,’! said a young
lady to her beau. “Not*So don’t,’ but ‘So-zouoat’ you shouhj have said,” he replied
The
.damsel pouted, but took the hint. Nor. need
It be sdld that .the balsamic preparation arrested the evil, thongh ft ccniM not quite repair
the damage already done.
oct2(Sdeod2t

Seizdreb.—Deputy Marshals Wentworth
■ind Irish yesterday visited the shop of Mr.
William CSms®, earner of Fore and Centre
streets, and seized a small quantity of liquors.
They then visited his ham ou Pleasant street
uid from there took three or four ullage barels 6f liquor.

Robbery.

Mr. Warren Stevens, a returned ;
soldier, was wounded in the hack ’part of the
thigh, cutting off both chords of. flic leg, so
that unless he Is very particular in taking
stept'
he falls to the ground.
as
he
was
Last Saturday afternoon,
walkine
to the Kennebec depot, being in a hurry, ju
made a misstep and fell to the sidewalk on

Gift to the CnT.—The medallion portrait, of President Lincoln, on exhibition in
Barrahce’S window, Tuesday, has been preentod by the
sculptor, Mr. Akers, to the city,
rad will be placed in the
City Hall.

Fore Street, the intense pain causing him tc
faint. When he recovered his senses he found'
himself lying upon the stone steps of a house.
His wallet, containig a $50 bond and soqit
currency had been stolen from his pocket.

Winter Clothing.—Mr. Nathan Gould,
at No. 131 Middle
street, is prepared to furnish gentlemen with
cloths for winter garments, and to manufhcture in
the latest styles.

Concert.—The “Warren Concert” at City |
Hall last
evening was not so well attended a
it should have
been; still there was a respectable, as well a3 fashionable audience, and the. iff advertisement.
singing and playing were well applauded.—
Base Baia—There was
Miss Dailey possesses a
a»game of base
sweet and powerfu
»11 yesterday afternoon
between the Fear
voice; Mr. Whitney is a pure tenor, and Mr
Naughts and the Nameless, the latter ivinuin"
Dudley an excellent basso. It was a rich enSI tans.
=

It is an established fact that

norther article
precedes Pease’s Vegetable Hair Rcnewer foi
advancing the growth and restoring the hair
cleansing the head of all impurities, being entirely free from the corrosive poisons which
enter the common preparations so
intthe

public.

largely

Crosman & Co. have it
pnd all other valuable remedies,

ppsod

on

°

>y

Y. M. C. A.—A Union
>e

held in the

rooms

Prayer Meeting

of the

Young

will

Men’s

Jhristian Association, No. 5 Temple street,
this Tuesday evening, at 7 1-2 o’clock.
Trade.—Members arc remindadjourned meeting trill be held at
rooms at 7 1-Yp'clpdk this evening. A full

Board

of

ed that an
he

attendance fo desirable.

IfwZt

received.
The revolution in New Grenada had ended.
The leaders were nearly all either captured or
gave themselves up.
The U. S. frigate Lancaster sailed from
Panama for the Sandwich Islands and San
Francisco on the 12th.
Surgeon Maxwell is performing the duties of
American Consul at Panama.
Business was fast reviving in Panama, but
the troubles continued in the interior, and
Magdalena, Bolivia and Paraguay are in a
ferment.
There is nothing new from Central America.
South American affairs look gloomy.
The presence of the Spanish fleet in Chilian
waters, probably to enforce Spanish demands,

leads to perplexity, and business at Valparaiso
is very dull.
The Chilian Government is actually sending arms and ammunition along the coast, and
the Chilian fleet has been distributed at the
different ports.
The Peruvian revolution continues with varying success. There is no concert of action
between the revolutionary leaders, and the army is short of supplies, guano being exchanged for coal and other commodities.
Advices from Bolivia state that Melzayo

administers consolation to the World af-

style:

“Dry

up your tears. The property of which you
speak consisted of tile muscles and souls of men and
women.
Not a fibre of them was destroyed by
emancipation. They were only restored to their
riglitfViI ownors. What was taken from the master
was given to the slave, and the enormous
array of
figures
serves to show tho vast amount of wealth
of which the whites of the South had robbed the

only

negroes.”

Gen. Dow’s Lecture.—It was with deep
interest that we listened to the Temperance
Lecture delivered by Gen. Neal Dow Sabbath
evening last. It was delivered in his usual
earnest eloquent manner, which drew and held
the attention of his audience in breathless silence. The lecture contained questions of
vital importance, not only to the
community,,
but to the nation at large, viz:—to what ex-

tent,

or

how,

we

should go, towards

For

ary.

CLOTHING,
AND

Groods 1‘

Furnishing

GonHlJtl™ of MOSCOW, CASTER and PILOT
OVEBGOaTS) Caadmere and Doeskin Pants and
Vests, Under-Garment
Trave ing Shirts, and all
of Furnish in.* n.I.v. *_*l".

«

«**>

1

At A.

Fore

Oct M—dtf

Street.

CLOAKS, SACKS,

ed him.
River PJatta dates of August 21st, confirm
the report of the great victory of Flores-over
the Paraguayans, and Gen. Mitre was making
a victorious march towards Ascencion. It was
be.ieved that the allies would soon occupy the

capital of Paraguay.
A terrific gale took place at Montevideo,
August 6th, causing great damage to the shipping and on shore.

We have this day opened the largest and best
selected assortment of

LADIES GARMENTS

-TO

THE-

EVENING PAPERS.
Gov.

Cincinnati, Oct. 25.
The colored people of Indiana met in Convention at Indianapolis, yesterday. One hundred and fifty delegates were present, representing nearly all the different counties in the
State.
A Mass Convention of western farmers and
grain dealers is called to assemble at Morris,
111., Nov. 22d, to break down the excessive
rates now charged on grain shipments to the
East.

The health of Gov. Morton was

terday.

better yes-

Great Sale of Coal.
New York, Oct. 25.
Over 31,000 tons of Pittston coal sold at
aution to-day and excited brisk bidding, but
the prices obtained were lower. Lump 10 a
11; steam 11 a 11 25; grate 11 37 1-2 ; egg
11 62 1-2 a 11 65; stove 11 75 a 11 85; chestnut 10 a 11.
Twenty-five hundred tons scranton coal
were also sold at the
following prices: Lump
10 a 10 50; steam 10 12 1-2'a 10 20; grate
10 62 1-2 a 10 87 1-2; egg 10 62 1-2 a 10
85;
stove ft 271-2 a 11 75; chestnut 10 a 10 621-2.
From

Washington, Oct.

25.
Positive information has been received here,
that President Juarez was at El Paso in the
State of Chihuahua, on the 26tli of September.
As the time required for communication
with Chihuahua is twenty days, the declaration of Maximillian, dated the 2d of October,
that the cause which President Juarez
upholds
had been abanded, and that he has departed
lrom his native soil, is not believed to be true.
Mr. Lewis Schade, counsel for Capt. Werz,
was at the President’s house
to-night to intercede in behalf of his client. He is
apprehensive that the Military Commission have found
him guilty of all the charges, and, therefore, is
desirous of saving him front the death penalty.
Although Mr. Schade’s fear may be well
grounded, several days will probably elapse before the result of the trial will be promulgated,
as the members of the Court are sworn to
secrecy.^ The findings can only be known
through* an official source. The President has
not yet acted on the record presented by the
Werz Commission.
■

Washington, Oct

The quartermaster’s department has thus

far realized between six and eight millions of
dollars from the sale of now useless
army ap-

purtenances.

for $9.00

Theso goods are fresh, and
than regular prices, at

133

Middle

just
HAVE
They have

received their Winter Stock of, Furs.
a large and well selected lot of rich

and a largo variety of Children’s Fancy Furs.
Those in want of any of the above goods will do
well to examine our stock, before purchasing elsewhere, as wo bought early, and are con lid eat we can
give our customers extra bargains. Call and sec.
Furs Repaired.

in the army.

oc3eoi*eow3m

12.—d2w

and forwarded the
final action.

same

The Post’s special

Washington dispatch says
Department has decided, with the approval of Gen. Grant, not to restore Ex-Gov.
the War

Wise’s property.

The decision sustains

to the President for

to-day resigned the position as
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and there
is little doubt he will be succeeded
by E. A.
Rollins, now the Deputy Commissioner.
Mr. Orton

Sale of the James Itivcr and Kanawha Ca-

Terry’s action.

The steamer Teutonia, from
Southampton,
has arrived. News anticipated.
Non-Arrival of the Africa.
N. S., Oct. 26—12.80 A. M.
A steamer was signalized to the eastward
this evening, but has since gone.
The Africa, with two days later European1
advices, has not yet arrived.
Sew York

Markets.
New York, Oct. 25.
Cotton-less active but firm; sales 2600 bales Middling Uplands at 68@69c.
Flour—State and Western rather more active but
prices are without decided change; sales 12 600 bbls.
Southern steady; Bales 480 bbls.
Wheat—1 (w 2c higher; sales 51,000 bushels. Chicago Spring 177 ® 180. Amber Milwaukee 1 «0 @
1 81. Amber State, new, 2 34j @ 2 37.
Com—1c higher; sales 110,000 bushels. Mixed Wdrtern 88 @ S8c, the latter an extreme.
Oats—1 ® 2c lower; souud 88 (a! B7c.
Beef—without change; sales 9u0 bbls.
Pork—heavy; sales 680 bbls. Mess 33 78 @ 3100,
closing at 33 78.
Lard—heavy; eales 870 bids at 2* ® 281c.
Whiskey—tlrmer; sales 600 bbls at 2 30i @ 2 35:
closing, buyers 2 34 and sellers 2 35.

Rice—quiet.
Sugars-steady; sales

New York, Oct 25.
At a meeting of the James River and Kanawha Canal Company, in Richmond, a vote

passed

to carry

out an

arrangement

at 142c.

Coneo—quiet and firm.
Molasses—steady; sales 650 hhds Porto Biro
@ 1 00. Muscovado 65c.
Naval Stores—quiet.
36

a

conditional

upon its

enlargement and completion to the Ohio River, and asking the Legislature to extend the charter of the company,
in order that the agreement may be consummated.
Railroad Collission.
The Post says that

at 95

®

36 jc.

NEW

AGENOY~

-FOR-

At No. 11

Olapp’t Block, Oongraaa St.,

POBTLAND, MAINE,

Where you will find a good assortment ot dll the various patterns of Case and
quality manufactured by
the Company. Machines sold at this office will be
kept in good repair euo year tree ot charge. Thorough instruction given at the office. Machine fittings.
Silk, Thread,

constantly on hand.
(^“Particular attention givon to repairing Wheel& Wilson Machines,
Call and see the best Family Machine, before purchasing.

!

C0.7

Mrs. Susan E. Slight,
Clairvoyant Healing Medium,
Room 110 Federal St., where she will
be happy to
HAS
all those who
fleeted with
Salt

New York, Oct. 25.
collision occurred this
of the Erie Railway

a

morning at the crossing
and Northern New Jersey Railroad, half a
mile west of
Bergen Tunnel, between two
heavy freight trains, one on each road. Both
engines were smashed, and the cars generally
damaged, but it is said that no body was hurt,

a

see

are

a

Scrofula,
Rheum, Liver Complaint, Dvspej sin;
and all diseases arising from Impurities of the
blood,
which arc heated successfully by her. Patients visited at their homes it desired.
Also, Sittings for Business and Communications.
Oct 25—dlw*

Kindling

Wood !

THE-

-BY

PORTLAND KINDLING WOOD
THE

450-,

For Sale at the GROCERY STORES.
BEST THING tor KINDLING HARD COAL.
CU"“Cr
B*“er’

s3£££J!*!8Fci.
Oct 23—d2w»
The Portland
Are

_

_

July 29—eod*w3ia

REMOVAL!
18 Exchange Street to 71

From

Middle Street.

E.

WEBSTER, Insurance Agent,
removed from Exchange to No. 74 Middle
HAS
St., two doors est of Exchange St., and having
received hi,
v

eon, J. H. WEBSTER, as co-partner
they will insure the various classes of risks against
fire, at as reasonable rates as other reliable companies, and would solicit a shave of the public patronage.
EL1PUALET WEBSTER U SON.
Sept 18—edlw t eodtf

Ambrotypes

tJIHK

best In

the

City.

on

Glass l

Also, MELAINOTTPES

I'M. McKENNET'S
284 Congress St.

Oct 3—ood&eow3m

$5(1.00.

HODSDON

Kindling

Chandler’* full Quadrille Band.

&
Fitzgerald
goods 20 per
in the trade.

hodsdon

JUTZGERALD &

HODSDON

Wood Co.

DEY GOODS B0XES> for “de
CHEAP
By the Portland Kindling Wood Com*>y,
ML.
32i COMMERCIAL STREET..
Oct 23—d2w‘

300

B^ES

Vermont Cheese.
Choice Vermont Dairy and Facfor sale

by

TWITCHEEL, BROS. It CHAMPLIN,

Portland, Oct. 2fi,

82
18«B.—dlw

New

Ladies’ Under Vests, for

Commercial Street.

N. S. DYER’S PATENT GAS
Y<iK.{$5j>uy
BURNERS, which will givo big light tor lit-

tle

a

a

money, at
...

Oct

24—eodlw

13Ti Middle Street*
Up One Flight Stair*.

New

$2 to 2.50.
showing their

are

& HODSDON

Gloves

at

WHOLESALE

showing

aro

their

A

sale by

on

hand,

A. M. McKENNEY,
d,.
Oct 3—eod&eow3m
284 Coerces St.

Provident Association.

fTHE Annual Meeting
X

of the Portland Provident
Ass nation for the choice of officers, and the
transaction of any business which may legally come
before them, will be held at their room in
City Buildmg m,THURSDAY. 26tb Inst., at 74 o’clock P. M.
Per Order,
R. STEPHENSON, Scc’y pro ton.
Portland, Oct 21,1866—dtd

Vf.

Copying

RETAIL,]1

any kind done at
OFCongress
st., hy

A.

M.

a new

manner; ea’l and try it.

McKENNEY’S. J84

method,

in

a

superior

octSeodAcowdm

Under-Shirts and Drawers.
A kARGE LOT, from the oheanest to the best’
ntw15£onS,Jery *ow at the Auction Store of W. C.

BARNES, 109 Federal St.

ocl7<12w

Notice.
Meeting of the Portland HorticultuThe
will
beheld
at the Assessors’ lloom,
"iSoclety,
Riding, on MONDAY EVENING, Ofct.
SS?®!*
30th mst., at 74
when officers lor the ensuing
o’clock,
>ear ill beehoson, and such other business transacted as
Annual

may legally be brought up.
S. B. BECKETT, Sec’y.
Portland, Oct 24,1866.—dlw
_

..

Cloaks,

LADIES,
ly damaged,

material,

Cloaks, slightthe cost of the
ocl7d2w

F.

W. A. TREUTLER, Architect, late of
Bredaw. wishes
important information, be should
®° ^h* ffciitor of the “Vossiseho
Zeitung”

XF.
at

Cloaks.

Berlin,

o<0*d*w*T

THE

measurement.
The “Monticello” is

screw

steamer, 6r5 tons,

The “Emma” is a screw steamer: register length
153^5 feet, breadth 20.r0 feet, depth 12.11 feet; tonnage, old measurement, 350 tons.
The “Midnight” is a
barque; register

Hoop Skirts,
Hoop Skirts,

clippbr

length 125 feet, breadth 27.83, depth 12 feet; tonnage,
old measurement, 386 tons.

Five per centum of the purchase money must he
ana the remainder before the
ve.--.iei is removed from the
Yard, uhirh must
be done within six days alter sale.
An inventory of the articles to be sold with the
vessel can be seen at this Yard.
8. 11. STU1NGUAM,

pt tj on the day of sale,

SKIRTS,

HOOP

a

o'd measurement.

Navy

Rear Admiral.

20—21,24,26,28*31

Oct

Order I

HOOP

SKIRTS,

HOOP

SKIRTS,

HOOP

SKIRTS,

of Forfeited

Sale

Goods t

AT

WHOLESALE

OR

RETAIL!

118 and 150 Middle Street,
Oct 11—dtf

PORTLAND, ME.

Colored

Photographs

!

FtOM

ALL THE NEW STYLES I

a. m. McKinney.
Preble House, Portland.

-AT-

284 Congress St., opi>08ite
Oct 3—eod&eowam

been sold in this market

only

short

a

1st.

17 f MIDDLE

3d. It lonstunde aa little, if not actually less, coal
than any stove now In use as a Cook Stove.
4 *
4tli. It. may be regulatod with greater eaue and
perfection than was ever »>ofore considered possible,
5th
If has a large Ash Bate, perfectly tight, thts
avoid scattering and dost.
‘!
6th. It has as large an Oven as any Cook Stow,
and the castings are heavier and finer than those of
other manufacture.
\
7th,-and last. These Stores are warranted tn-respect toworking, cracks,
&c.

Ua J

and

oT

fodnd

op all kinds

Stove

at oce

No.

|5P~Every Skirt

I

Ladies

a:

_

i

88c to

j

convinced.

Portland.

invited to

CORSETS !

prepared to furnish the Latett and Moat Eknant
Stylet
MiZlinel'y and Trimmings.

I shall also continue to execute HAIR WORE,
in all itt branchei, at the same place—27 Free St.
OCt 17—dtf
!««. VARNEY.

the

splendid assortment from 88c
plain Domestic Corset to the

over

The only

McRENNEY’S,

rpHE

time

allowed

C\ntre Street.

Taxes!

by ordinance ef

the

inst.

of and

DEXTER,

Hardware & Window Glass,
175 Middle and US Federal St«.
GRANITE

■

■--

STATE

Military & Collegiate Institute.
ttev. S.

N.

IIOTVEU,,

PRINCIPAL.

REED’S

BUCKLEY
the recent

the Nashua and Coneorr'.
Rail Road.
of THOMAS P.
83 CumberIn.<y.lre
RODMAN,
land btioet, Poi Hand, Me.
Oct 11,1883.
ocl2d3w

Crayons,

A ND FANCY ARTIODES, fbr sale at
^

*t^od*eow3^*

Are at

old
Worcester PaMoutier Station,
SINCE
and boantiful Hall*
onr

stand,

large

over

Bouton and
where

Maine

the

Stf

subscriber off:rs lor

a

WH^ririll also sell

we

have opened with

a new

and

Farm tor Sale,

over

•'V.

Station

flesh stock of

Of 70 acrea, or more, on very tavorable terms, <m Oak llill, In Scavboro,
now occupied by the sub-ciibt r_
Distance from Portland fifteen minutes by Rall.and thirty by the county

J. B. THORNTON.

25,1865.—codfiw*

Oct

in

mnnufactnred by ourselves,
manner, of the L*t*«t Dedgnftc.
prising DRAWING ROOM, 1 IBBAKY, DIM.IO
ROOM and CHAMBER

Dissolution of
of S.

con-

sent,
23,
oct2Wiw»

Searoknt S. Freeman,
Ai E. Whitest.

In every vnriet ••, cannot fWl to command tbclavor of
all In want of furniture whether lu regard to Qual-

warranted
lt^TCTT<arti^o
ful for
liberal patronage

a*

recommended.

Copartnership.
S.

copartnership
F1IEEMAN and A. E.
WHITNEY is this day diswolved by mutual
THE
Oct.
1805

FU RNITIIRE,
the
we hope for the
friends and the

vokc of oxen, two cows, two

M68—eodawSm
any, Sept. 15,

Haymarket Square,

good*.

a

■css*?1—1 ’“•“sSi.ssisr

the
have taken Lin'

Passenger

sr

Estore
tLa mnil?rir>Je

20.

BANCROFT.

Strayed

the

premtacs of S. T Raymond, Cumberland
FtOM
old,
Mills, Oct. 18th,
he-tout Marc. 8
3 white

Grate-

uftbelnet Twenty yerjs.
continuance ot the fhvora ot our old

rears

ono

foot, striped faco, light mane and tall.
Any one giving ir formation to the suhecrlberr. or
8. X. Raymond,whore alie mayjbc found,will be sultahly reward.*!.
H.L. TAYI.OR « CO., Temple St.
Portland, Me., Oct. 28, lnus-dlf

public.
Boston, September 30, I860._ocMd3moe

_

TJ1P

A. M..
<

FERRY, NEW HAMPSHIRE,

Albums, Engravings,

THE

GEO. ANDERSON, Agent.
S3f*51irts and Corset*, wholesale and retail.
Oct 20—d2m

Oar stock
mostly
the most faithful

Dealers iu all kinds of

October 2—<13m
T-———t ■ i t-—-t—.

MARKET SQUARE.

tor Sale.

1e bis fens, situated
in tlray, one mile and a halffrom the cornf r. It
contains about 57 am e* ol land, divided into tillage,
B
anil wood land. It lew on It a s,orf
If boose, well flni-liod. and in good repair, tomethl nero
er with hart1 and other usual oui-biiiliiinys.
Ibrm, with a good supply ol
on

New York Skirt and Corset Store,

T\J

Successors to Chase, Littlefield & Co.,

Importer!

Farm and Stock

ANDERSON’S

AT

we

HENRY P. CORD,
Treasurer and Collector.

&

beautifully

City

FIVE PER CENT DISCOUNT ON TAX ES
Will expire on
!

Oet23—(ltd

most

Embroidered French CoutUle.

28

TUESDAY, 31st

87,50. From

«•

Ladies having any difficulty in fitting
themselves with Skirts or Corsets, can
have them made to order,

made.
beautiful picture
THE
place In Portland to get them Is ht
A. M.

on

TEETH! TEETH I TEETII!
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without pain. Persons having do. ayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Mactnetic Machines lor sale
lor family um, with thorough Instm- tions.
Dr. D. can accomi«)«lato a lew patients with board
and treatment at hi* Quire.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12 SI.; from
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.
novlti
Consultation free.

CORSETS.
A

Hallotypes!

Discount

CORSE1S11

CORSETS,

way

of

By Electricity

The Rheumatic, the goaty, the lame and the
cap with joy, and more wl.h tho agility and electricity of youth; the heated gratd ie cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, tho uncouth deformities removed; talnUiess converted to vigor, weakness to
strength: the blind made to see, the deal to hear and
the palsied form to move upright ; the blemishes oi
vouthare obliterated; tlio accidents of mature Hie
presented; the calamities of old ago obviated and an
active circulation maintained.
LADIES
Who have cold hanas and feet: weak stomachs, lame
and weak backs: nervous ana sick headache: Ulxz!ness and swimming in the l ead, with Indigestion and
constipation of the bowels; noin in the side and back;
leucorrhaja, (or whites); falling of tho womb with Internal cancoi w; tumors, polvpu*, and all that long
train of diseases will find in Pleciricity a tune means
of cure. For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all of those long lire of troubles
with young ladies, Electricity i| a certain specific,
and will. In a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.

splen-

CORSETS,
COR8ETS,

recommend to my former patrons,
I CHEERFULLY
my successors, Mrs. Hutchins & Oc.,
every

oorner

our

CORSETS,

CO.,

27 Free Street.

284 CongresaSt.,
3—eod&eow2m

cal/and examine

CORSETS,

VARNEY,

most

complaints.

inferior

CORSETS,

Fall and Winter.

E.

an

corsets,

—

K-

sell

$3,50.

MILLINERYI
&
A

knowingly

HOOP SKIRTS, varying in pr*ce from
Call! Judge for yourselves! L’e

did stock of

174 Fore Street,

Successors to

we

cure

every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female

Instore is

shall

no case

tion, constipat.' m and liver complAint, idles—we

sell Is guaranteed, every Skirt
examined and tested,

we

before being placed
and in

Stojus.

MBS. HUTCHINS

or

Skirt..®

may »e

F. & Cl. B. ^ASH,
oct23d4w

doctor the second time.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twentyone years, and Is also a regular graduated nh>«ician.
Electricity to perfectly (planted to chronic diseases in
; he form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia m
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
in tlfe acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
Involve 1; acute or chronic rbeuuiat ism. scroAila. hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
>f the spine, contracted mnsclos, distorted limbs,
palsy or px ralytis, 8t. Vitas' Dance, deaftiess, stammering or Lositancy of speech, dyspepsia, indiges-

third hands.

Cook Store until you ha'fc
and examined the

Second Stoves

get them through second

tie* who

imperfection^, fy.,

tlkw

WHERE

and widely spreading trade in these
articles, and connection with one of the
largest Skirt Mtouihctorlca in the U. S,
gives ns such advantages in the matter of
price, that in many caeca we are able to
-offer ttifeso goods 80 to 30 per cent, tower than they can be bought of other par-

mediately,

STREET,

United States Hotel,

the

he would respectfully announce to the
citizens of Pori land and vicinity, that he ha?
permanently located In this city. During the two
years we have been In this city, we have cured sonic
of the worst forms of disease In persons who have
tried other forma ol treatment in vain, and curing
patients In so short a time that the question is off on
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will

-eive

sifted without moving.
sifts ashes without diwL.or mother ineuxgaro ready w be -awed im-

a

intends to give you
Ladies!
this season, Skirts and Corsets at price?
which must be satisfactory.
Our exten-

J

are

seen

removed his office from Clapp's Block to

Has

Anderson

DEMING,

Electrician

Yearly

brarw>e,»ai*d the cinders

Don’t buy

N.

Medical

26 MARKET SQUARE. 26.

time,

the following points:
The ashes, dropping into a sifter beneath the

are

DR. W.

Skirt and Corset Store!

In no case has it failed to give entire satisfactioBr
and it has elicited the highest praise from all who
have witnessed its working.
;i Ithaeall the best
points of onr former favorite
Stoves, besides others which they do not possess.

Xd^.l*

removal:

NEW YORK

'.'yT
It has taken the lead of every thing in th?
Cooking Stove line.

grate,

COLLECTOR.

ANDERSON’S,

IS THE CHAMPION OF THE DAT!

Among them

of

Sept 27,18G5.—dlawtd

“El Dorado Cook Stove,”
has
JTTCT

COLLECTOR'S OFFICE,
)
Portland and Falmouth, [
PortUtiul, Sept inber 27, 1865. )
riTHE following described Merchandise having been
A forfeited fpr violation of the Revenue Laws oi the
United States, public notice oi said seizures having
been given and no claim to said goods haring been
made, they will be soli at Public Auction, at the
Office of the U. S. Appraisers. 198 Fere Street, on
TUESDAY, October 31st, 18GB, at 11 o’clock A.
M., to wit:
1 Keg Powder: 1 Bag Coffee; 1 Bbl. Molasses: 1
Bundle Cloth; 1 Bbl. Molasses; 6 Bottles Brandy; 3
Chronometers; 1 Bbl., 1 Bag, and 1 Firkin Sugar; 1
Bbl, Melasses; 3 Kegs Tamarinds; 1 Rbl. Cloves.
ISRAEL WASHBURN, <JR.,
District

OPENING

NOW

Locket to Life Size, by the best of Artists.
All coloring done in my estabishment where I
all
keej* constantly employed a number of colorists
and examine specimens at my Photograph Exhibition Rooms.

On

call and see a small lot of
for sale at less than
at 10# Federal St.

Comm and ant's Office.
)
October 18, U65. ]
U. S. Steamers “Dawn," “MonticeHo," and
“Emma,” ami the Barque “Midnight,” will be
»oId al Public Auction without reservation, by HORATIO HARRIS, at this Navy Yard, on WEDNESDAY, the first day of November next,at 12 o’clock.
The “Dawn,” is a screw steamer of 391 tons, old

Hoop Skirts,

HOOP* SKIRTS

KING

Pictures

Exchange St.

Navy Yard, Boston,

Hoop Skirts,

Oct 11—dtf

To

11

WEDNESDAY, Nov. 8, at boil put twelvo
o’clock, on the promises, India, be'ween Midi le
and l' Ox'e Sts, will be sold the block of woolen dwellings numbered 14 anti 16. together with he land.—
The ouildings are of mo* tern build, two storied, ai d
containing 12 rooms each, in th. rough n pair, and
have always commanded good tenants, will be sold
together or separately as the purcb&.-er* may desire.
Land about 56 feet on India, by loo in depth.
Immediately after will bo sold a lot of Land on the
northerly side of Fore near India St., 16 .eet cn Fore
by about 4-> in depth.
For particulars call on the Auctioneer.
Oct 26—did

HOOP SKIRTS,

Cost!

AND

PATTEN, Auctioneer,

Real Estate on Fore anil India Sts.,
at Auction.

HOOP SKIRTS,

14.8 and 150 Middle St.

Oct

Mirror Plates l
LARGE ASSORTMENT constantly
for

EDW'D M.

HOOP SKIRTS,

JtITZGERALD

Burners t

Gas

Bedding,

HOOP SKIRTS,

as >11

O* AO tory Cheese,

ON

ON

showing

are

dtd

04 Free corner of Oak Sts, will be sold 3 ply Super, Oil and Straw Carpets, Sofas, Lounge *,Kcckei*;
Dining, Card, Pembroke, and Center Tables; Chaiis,
r8* ^lvant Bedsteads, Bureaus, Mirror*, Be I*,
Mattresses,
Crockery, < >lass and China
Ware, Kitchen Furniture, &e., together with a general assortment of house-keeping at tides.
Oct 24—dtd

leu than any ether house
Oclldtf

cent,

im-

Hat'ii
DaiTuLk rSS£iM
if-

Household Furniture at Auction*
MONDAY, Oct. 3 at 10 A M., at House No.

Curiosity!

She is four feet five inches high, and measures four
leet around tlie waist
Hours of admission from 9 A. M. to 9 P. M. Price
15 cents.
Children will be admitted on Wednesday
altei noon lor 5 cents.
oct21d3t*

FOR SALE.

Choice

oct25

selling their

arc

Bh»ebe.l

u,.. tim-., anoilm

EDWARD M. PATTEN,
Auctioneer,
12 Exchange Street*

BUT THIRTEEN YEARS OP AGE !

Gloves, for $1.00 and $1.75.

prepared to

now

J. II. Coatelle,
John Clohan,
P. C. Ward,

■VTOW on ox’ ibiilon at OLD ( ITT HALL, the
An greatest natural curiosity of the age,
A Female. Weighing 305 Pounds,

showing fhct

are

follows,

dozen > and > double
Linen Napkins; 560 dozen double
7-4
and 4 biesch.d and Wown Tabte i
pieces 6-4,
on, suitable for hotels an l boardlughoutct* 7r» m. e .*
9-4. H -4,11-4 and 12-4 Linen ShretW- a,’, [tIKff
5-4, 6-4 Pillow Ca«e*Linen; ir>0 nieces 4-1 t.eavv Family Linen; 230 pieces 4-1 Shirting Limn, LichardHon Manufacture;
730 doz. Diaper and liuckabuck
Towels; Scotch Diapers, Bird’s Lye Dialers. Ladlea*
and Gent’s Handkerchiefs, Russian and American
rashes: French and American B dSpreads; BroadMoths, Beaver < lot Its, C a si ere*. Pilot (loti*:
Shirts and Drawers; Water-Proof ( lot he: Balmoral
Skirts; Wool Table Covers; 0OJ pairs Wool Blanket*;
with a great many other articles too numerous to
mention. Atso, Cashmere Square and Long Shews.
The above stock may be examined the day bolero
the sale, and every article warranted perfect.

MANAOEB8:

Great Natural

11—dtt

E LI) OR A I)

Furnish Stove Wood !
Sawed any required length, (and Split if
wished,)
A$ LOW <u it can 6e Jumilhed tn the City.
Please call and see, 383 Commercial Si reel,
or address through the Post
>
Office,
A. I. HODSDEN, Portland, Mo.
Oct PS—d2w«

er

WM. M. TOBEY.
Agent lor Maine.

to

This stock is valued i\t

ported ; 200

oct24 to nov22

FITZGERALD & HODSDON,

..

67
frje..
Erie, preferred.
834
Bead-ng..
H.....Av".tl4j

showing tbet

by

to sold.

us

Ward,

J. J. May bury.

un-

nSf\8,1uc.k

<20

ftvufia Salta
Dout^
hagn niSSiVi'af1
pamaUlAnmTablecloths, siimcsettable tor extension tables, and

Ticket® lor the Course, including the Ball,_$4.00
Single Tickets for the Assemblies,.1.00
Single Tickets lor tbe Bail,.. .1.50
(admitting one gentleman and two ladies).
Spectators to the Ball lifty cents. No Checks given
from the Gallery. Clothing checked free.

MANUFACTURE

Manufactory
884 CONGRESS
Centro'.
Cor.

taken

t.lia

over

SS "K&-* ^ It will be found the finest and
uver tllhied at auct on in
this citv comdstiiur !£****
lu
viz.: 500 Brow n

Oct 11-dtf

STORE,

Frame

OSQ

Stock Markets•
New York, Oct. 21.
Second Board.—Stocks steady.
Ameilean Gold.
liutf
United States 5-20 coupons..
.1034
United States 5-20 coupons, (new issue)....:-?r..’.IjDlf
United States coupon Sixes, 1881,.
.il»6|
United States 10-40 coupons........ |S2i
Cumlxsrland Coal Co...... 43
New York Central.
1)64

are

Cloaks, from $7.00

AT

A. E. McKENNEY’S

Oils—dull.
Petroleum—easier and dull; sales 1250 bbls: crude

for

French house of the property,

the sale to

hhds. Porto Rico 144c.
Havana, sales 75 boxes,

312

Muscovado at 14 @ 14*c.

& hodsdon
New Style
Fitzgerald

103 Middle Street.
Oct 23—eod3m*

Halifax,

nal.

was

Gen.

Music

11—dtf

Kid

Maloney,

Call and

PAINE’S'MUSIC

Special Sale of Dry Goods!

October 28th, 1865, at In A. M.
Ourtivo41.
111141 continue fro h uay to day
til
of.ti.

Costello,
Thoraou Noonan,
R. J. Jenniugg.

Hale,

O. C. O'Donogbue,
Edward Laiulregan,

TIITZGERALD * HODSDON are showing their
r New Styles of

JjllTZGERALD

Maybury,

D.

And Musical Theory.
AT

EDWD M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 12
Exchange St.

showing their

P. E.

&

P. u.
J. H.

Joining

Sumner by40 in depth.
Oct 24—dtd

J..h» (VDonnell,
James O'Donnell,
Frau Is O’lieiley,

Hugh Dalun,
F. McOilnchy,
John Clehan,

Oct 11-d‘f

ZPu^ITSTE,

ry SLATE

HALL,

Bibbed Hose for 10c per pair.

Teacher of Piano Porte

Money.

Gov. Wise’s Property not to be Restored.
New York, Oct. 25.

their

FLOOR

& hodsdon
Fitzgerald
best Manchester

McKENNEY, Agent,
284 Congress St., cor. of Centre

Gk

Arrest for Attempting to Pass Counterfeit

Springfield, Mass., Oct. 25.
A man, giving his name as James Gray,
from New York, attempted to pass five hundred dollars in counterfeit fifty
dollars, presented at the 1st National Bank in this city
this afternoon.
informed
that
Upon being
the bills were counterfeits, he seized the roll
and run from tlie bank. He was pursued and
captured by the police. Before he was arrested he threw away the five hundred dollars, together with a roll containg four hundred dollars more. The bills are splendidly executed.

MoCALLAR,
No* 95 Middle Street*

Patent Isolated Piano.

be convinced.
PARMELEE’S
A. M.

the two-storied wooden dwellings IhertOD.
InmioiUately slier the above, the two building lota
Sumner St., a
the same, about 43 ieet on

on

ABBAXOEXENTS t
D. J. Farr,

OF

McAlenoy,

John Kelley,

J- i
J. M.

Oorll—dtf

&

Only Perfect Piano Porte!

The

to-day.

The 173 and 147 regiments arrived home
to-day. The latter had a grand reception at
Brooklyn by the police, whom it represented

Street.

McCAL'LAR

Portland, Me. Oct.

*

■F1ITZGERALD & HODSDON arc showing their
I; New Style
Knit Hoods, from 75c to $3.00.

AMERICAN SABLES, GERMAN FITCH, RIVER
SABLES, SIBERIAN SQUIRREL,

_

ASSEMBLIES

BALL
ON THANKSGIVING EVE.
Under the auspices ot the O'Donoghue Circle of the
Fenian Brotherhood of Portland.

Oot 11—dtf

FURS!_FURS!!
&

of FOUR

Tuesday evening, October 31,

Oct 11—dtf

Oct

COE

on the
s. East corner o, India and Susan, r
sold—tlio lot being about 43 ieet on India Street, and 57 ieet on Sumner St., together wilh

ON
promises,
Sts will be

Following each week in succession on the Wednesday evenings 01 November, together with a

Oct 11—dtt

less

Oct20d4w

New York, Oct. 25.
J
The dock race this noon footed
up over 1000
revolutions more for the Algonquin than for
the Winooski. The race continues through

by negligence.

30 per cent,

a course

Commencing

Hoop Skirts, from $1.00 to $5.00.

Oct

A. G. OLNEY A- CO.,

COE

The grand jury have indicted S. J. Race,
conductor of the Long Island railroad, for manslaughter in causing the deaths of passengers

arc

showing

ore

India and Sum-

corner

Sts., at Auction.
SATURDAY, Oct. 28th, at 12 M.,

ASSEMBLIEST

LANCASTER

Buttons, from 10c to $2.00.

Cassocks from $9 to $45!

Various Items.

25.

The Werz Military Commission have adjourned sine die, unless again called together.
They have made up their findings and verdict,

will be

held at
THERE

Breakfast Shawls, from 1.75 to $9.

SACKS FROM $9 TO $301

Wheeler & Wilson’s SewingMachi ne,

Washington.

FENIAN

Middle St.

are

PATTEN, Auctioneer, 13 Exchange Street.
ner

John

& HODSDON

& hodsdon
Fitzgerald
New

RECEIVE^.

A nice Black Cassock for 9.00

Prom Washington.

•

E. M.

Fifty cents.

Real Estate

COMMITTEE

JUTZGERALD

A nice Black Sack

PERRY,

Ootll-dtf

CASSOCKS!

EVER

bushes, Ac.
Per lurtber particulars, enquiro of CHARLES
coiner ol Exchange and Middle Streets.
octSSdtd

the most interesting It ace of
the season as very that
.tme will be made.
Trotting .. commence n. 3 o-elnek
0Ct2M2t

halt of
block,
of hard and soil

throughout the house.
lie Lot is avenge 43 by
120, has a fine garden well
stocked with choicest pear
trees, grajies and strawberry, besides a goou variety ol bower plan la, rcae

new

148 At 150

LIBBY, LIDBACK &

TELEGRAPH

The

—AND—

—

BY

Agency.

near the
Spring Street,the

1HIS cannot tail to
be

styles are now
arriving and will be found to comprise the
Rarest and Best Patterns, and every Nor- t
elty suitable for the season. Inspection
freely invited.
Any Garment bought and taken away,
if not
sallsfhctory, will be exchanged if
not worn or injured.
AT WHOLESALE AND BETAIL.
Fitzgerald St Hod,don,

M. SMITH’S,

iagb

the effect was magical. The itch, which has
been so prevalent about here, has not yielded
to the usual remedies for this complaint, and
we are glad that a remedy has been discovered that is so effectual and yet so cheap. Read
the advertisement.”

tain the

Next Sixty Day*#
should not foil to expurchasing elsewhere,

VKKV LOW far the
Those in want of the above
amine, before

rooms.
The
property is south of
Horse Haiti uau, and is the
southerly
having the sun oil the day. Plenty

J. L. Turner enters Dan
Maoe, to Wagon;
^. Savage ent rs Tioonis,
to Harness.
H. Bradley enters
Biighton Dick, to Harness.

ADMISSION

Exchange St.

WILL

#500.00!

Excellence as regards the Fit and Style
of a Ladies' Cloak is considered by some
people a matter of secondary importance,
but topersonB of good tasto It will always
appear the very first consideration;—It Is
more difiicult to get than cloth, and is ns
much worth paying far.
Our decided
success in the
Hosiery and Glove
Trade has induced us this season to add
another Depart ment-that of
CLOAKS,
from the celebrated
Manufactory of
PAINE, BEBBY & CO., New Tork City,
from whom we were so fortunate as to ob-

WHOLE STOCK to bo disposed ol by JanuCall and examine
my large stock ol

MY

“keeping
of
ST.,
our brothers” from
intemperance, by prohibitA LL kinds of Mirror and Portrait Frames, made
ory laws, and by any moral power in the comLTL in the beet manner. Gilding done in a superior
style, under the charge of Mr. JAMES TODD, who
munity, as church members and pastors, exlias had forty years experience.
Square Frames of
all kinds made to order, in a neat manner,by the boet
erting over each other, and over the children
of workmen. A large assortment constantly on hand
of Sabbath Schools, and day schools and creatfor wholesale ana retail trade.
Reception of the Monroe Commandery in
oc3eod&eow3m
Boston.
ing a moral temperance sentiment by individual influence. The lecture, like seed sowed
Boston, Oct. 25.
C. H. OSGOOD,
The Boston
of Knights Tembroadcast, will spring up and bear fruit, for as plar paraded encampment
iti
full regalia to welcome
to-day
DENTIST,
ye sow so shall ye likewise reap, is the promise; and escort the delegation of the Monroe Comand accountability arises from free agency of mandery of Rochester, New York, who make No. 8
market Square,
Clapp’s
Block,
a brief
stay in the city as guests of the Bospersons of all tittles and conditions. So Christ
PORTLAND, MAINE.
ton Knights. The latter turned out with full
taught us by precepts and by His example
ranks, and,with their Rochester brethren, made
Artificial
The Gospel, of which Temperance is one of the
an
interesting and imposing display. The canite base. Teeth inserted on Gold, Silver and VulAll operatious warranted to
give satisfruits, is compared by our Lord to the sowing Rochester Commandery leave for home toaction.
augll’65eodis&wly
of mustard seeds, the smallest of all seeds, but morrow afternoon.
this beais fruit nevertheless, by patient, perseThe Recent Murder at Pit Mole, Pij,
vering labor in scattering the seed. Ye shall
Pit Hole, Pa., Oct. 25.
reap if ye faint not. Christ’s process is sure,
Machinists,
The Coroner’s jury to-day found Simpson
though slow. Gen. D. proved, by illustrations, guilty of the murder of Macentee. There is N«. 4 Manufacturers Black, Union St.,
that the fruits of temperance, to
PORTLAND, MAINE.
individuals, considerable excitement, and the friends cf the
and communities, were wealth, health and hap- deceased are endeavoring to obtain possession Manufacture and repair all kinds of machinery.
manufacture
and sell Watters’ powerfhl,
of the prisoner with a view to his
Also,
piness, and to all those who were exercised punishment, but they are not likely tosummary double-acling, anti-treezing Eorce-Pump. Wat rantsucceed, ed to give satisfaction.
as the force is strong enough to insure his safethereby.
T.
H. T. LIBBY,
J. A. LIDBACK,
GEO. L. ABM8BEY.
Oct’9—eoa2m
ty. He will leave to-night for Franklin.
Portland, Oct. 24.
The Editor of the Canfield, Ohio, Herald,
says:
“Wheaton’s Ijch Ointment.—It has been
said to ‘get the itch is no
disgrace, but it is disgraceful to keep it.’ No one need have the
itch 43 hours if they will use ‘Wheaton’s Ointment,’ for it is a sure cure l We saw it tried
on the persons of several children and adults
a few weeks
since, and the itching at once
ceased, and in two days not an eruption was
visible. It is eflectual in lemoving pimples,
blotebes, and especially old sores. We used
the ointment on one of our own children,and

LADIES’_DRESS!

WINTER CLOTHING!

la

House anti Lot at Auction.
be sold, THURSDAY, October 26th, at
3 P. M., on the Premites, the two an«l a half
storied House, No. 46 Bracket Street, adjoining the
residence of J. G. Tolford, Esq., containing eleven

Purse

a

AUCTIONEER,

E. M. PATTEN,

Thursday, October 26,1865,

TO BUY YOUB

Lapaz, which wa3 occupied by a
large force of insurgents who probably repuls-

__

une

Auction ‘Sales.

FOREST my PARK.

was near

is

Morton.

insanity.— I estcrday afternoon people on
the lower end of Middle street were surprised
at the actions of an
female who was

Panama dates of the 17th inst have been

nearly through. A large number of
hands are putting the timber in the lumber
sheds, which is suggestive that the 1,900
hands, except bosses, are to be discharged.

ter this

Entertainments.

NO W IS YOUR TIME

New Yobk, Oct 25.

No place in the Navy Yard has more Interest to the visitor than the ordnance armory, to
which the arms, of all the vessels which arrive,
are brought and cleaned.
Those which are
rare are generally retained to be exhibited for
the curious to study.
Two 15-inch shells,
fired by our monitors at Fort Sumter, an<b
taken from the gate post of Col. Rhett, arc on
exhibition; also torpedoes, relics of the bombardment of Charleston, and many specimens
of shot and shell not in use in our army or
navy; also a Drummond light, used on James
River to throw the light ahead, that the gunboats might better pick their way.
The work of housing the vessels, that those
which are to remain unfinished shall not be

this man, “go,” and he goeth, and to another,
“come,” and he cometh. The Chicago Trib-

Miscellaneous,

SELLINCr OUT!

South America.

•Prom Central and

lieu of her.

Steve.

Miscellaneous.

-------

beautiful appearance to all but the owners,
who would prefer the sight of greenbacks in

injured,

TELEGRAPH,

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

being constructed by the Aqueduct Company>
to he drawn upon in case of a severe
drought.
A plentiful supply of water has been on hand
through the past dry season.
Quite a number of weddings have taken
place of late; the majority of the men being
mustered-out United States Navy boys, who
liking some kind of a ship, have gone into
partner-ship with the young ladie3.
Very little is doing in the ship yards. One
new ship, all rigged for sea, is made fast to the
wharf, where she rides gracefully, presenting a

Meeting of Colored Men—Health of

insane and had escapHonorably Discharged.—Capt. Samuel ; ed irom her house in India street unbeknown
H. Fillsbury, of Co. A, 6th Maine 'Regiment., i to the family. The police officers took care of
her.
who was dismissed the service of the United

tertainment to those who attended.

To (lie Editor of the Press:
Swindel’3 Brewery is being remodelled so as
to be used tor a
stocking factory, the demand
for the goods being larger than the supply.
A reservoir, holding some 300,000 gallons, is

bers of tlie society, we have been enabled from
time to time to send aid to the suffering in oilr
military hospitals. The past year we have
sent to the Anuapolis lie spited, 0 barrels crackers and six boxes stores, containing clothing,

principally

BY

Portsmouth, Oct 23,1865.

Shocking Waste of Froper’y!
The New York World, which can see no
difference between a negro and a bale of cotton, says: “In the act of Emancipation at
least $2,000^)00,000 of property have been debandages, lint, handkerchiefs, slippers, bed- stroyed.” This is placing the negro below ording, towels, hose, combs, sponges, dried frurt, dinary cattle. Had a few hundred thousands
jellies, pickles, farina, etc.
Now the war has ceased, and the soldiers no of those been liberated from corrals, and almore need our aid, wo will once more devote
lowed to indulge in a stampede on the broad
our time and funds to the primary object of
prairies of the West and the savannas of the
the society. We thank those who have so ofSouth west, the World would not have conten replenished our treasury, and place our report iu their hand.-, with another appeal to sidered the property in them destroyed. It
-heir generosity.
Notwithstanding the nu- might have been lost to former owners, but
merous calls upon the benevolent, we believe
somebody would reap the profits of the stamthat the Martha Washington Society will not
ba forgotten, and that its l’und3 will be abundpede. Not so with the negroes. The properSabah J. Beal,
antly increased.
ty in them is destroyed. True, some three
Secretary.
and a half millions of colored people have
Portland, Oct. 19th, 1805.
found themselves each possessed of a negro,
The officers for the coming year are the folwhom thew can call their own, but this is
Mrs.
Presilowing:
Benjamin Kingsbury,
dent; Mrs. J. J. Gilbert, Vice-Presidept; Mrs. nothing in the eyes of a Copperhead, so long
Moses Dodge, Tioasurer; Miss M. I. Trickey, as the white
despot of the South has to
Secretary.
soil his hands with work, and cannot say to

several acres of nursery trees of

Hon. Marshall P. Wilder of Boston, consisting

friends,

are

Letter from New Hampshire.

TOWN

Boot, Shoe & R ubber Stow, r those
„puS

w

No. 353 Congress Street.
AT
be

’SAMUEL
found

cash

ran obtain a
m .♦

Oot

of the

be sold at the fow 1
city,
price, at 353 Congress Street, near Green St.
SAMUEL BELL,

OctM-dtf

?he

BELT/S

best selected stool
ot BOOTS. SHOES and ROBBERS that
CAN
ea£l
found In thi*
which wiU
one

you

In a preflUblo buaiwishing to engage
bv calling fbr Agent at the American
Idressin■* P. O. Bex 882, Portlmnd.MaiOc,

28,

most.profitable

agency, ibr

ome

ol

m’P"'»rwirk.out.

13#<-d2w*_
Linen Sheets.

*

S

J

,./VA PAIRS UNEN SHEETS at one-half first
I jl M / cost: the cheapest thing in the market for
Towels, at the Auction Store ol W. C. EARLES, 109
ocl7d2w
Federal St.

_Poetry.__

For Sale and to Let.

Wants, Lost and Found.

the closing scene.

For Sale.

Wanted to Purchase.

BY

T.

HSU* rooms.

The North British Jteviev pronounces this poem the
best that lias ever been written by an American author:
Within the sober realm of leafless trees,
The rutset year inhaled the dreamy air,
Like some tanned reaper in his hour ot case,
When all the Helds are lying brown and bare.
The gray bains, looking from their hazy hills,
O’er the dim waters widening in the vale.-,
Sent down the air a greeting to the mills,
On the dull thunder of aiiernaic nails.

Bights were mellowed, and all sounds subdued,
Tuo ail Is seemed lurfcuer, ami the streams sang low;
As in a curiam, the uialanl wocuman Lowed
Ills winter log, with many a inudied bUw.

TIT embattled forests, erewhile armed in gold,
Their burners bright with every marital hue,
Now stood hue some sad beaten host of old,
Withdrawn afar in Time’s remotest blue.

was

Or Exchange for

and

a

plenteous

fYN

^^Co^me^harf.

17,1866—d3w*

FOR

SA JL, E !

INJUMBERLAND!

ON THE BLANCHABH

Amid all this- in this most cheerless air.
And where the woodbine sheds upon the porch
Its crimson leaves, as if the year stood there,
Firing the floor with is inverted torch—

All in Good Repair.
For further information inquire of
v
Ml'. F. A. I'EltLEY,
°n the Premises; or to (be Subscriber

Ke-gavc the swords—hut not the hand that drew
And struck for liberty the
dying blow:
Nor him who, to his Biro and
country true,
Fell ’mid the ranks of the
invading tie.
Long, hut not loud, the droning wheel went on,

last the thread was snapped, her head was bow’d j
Life dropped the distaff through his hands serene;
And loving neighbors smoothed, her careful shrond,
VVhiio Heath and Winter closed the Autumn scene.

THE
thereon.

wipe.—Chapman,
witty lawyer from Hartford, was busy with
a case at which
a lady was present with
whom he had already
something to do as a

121

to®

meek, forbearing sort of a man—who, in the
language of Mr. Chapman, “looked like a
rooster just ftshed out of a swill barrel
f
while the was a large, portly woman, evident-

SAW
on

MILL, in exceltho Eiver near

j----»■-*

■

--

Horses lor Sale.

1 tlie

Railroad Stablo
Spring street,
A_good Hui'bcti,
suilublc for work
family
on

or

Sep<s 13—d3m

several
use.

To be Lot).
A. FOUR STORY BRICK STORE,
centrally located
XX on Exchange Street, suitable Ibr a 'Wholesale
Dry
Goods business, or for the manutacture of
Clothing, or
of Boots and
Shoos. Will bo vacated this month or
noxLFor further infoi mation inquire of DR.
NE\\TDffN. Utflc^ 115 Exchange street, up stairs, or
of J. r.. DOW, corner of Milk and Exchange Streets.
Portland, Sopt. loth, 1865.
dtf
the

young man, “see wiiat you have done I’
*

Topsham,

Chatnliers Ibr business purposes,
wholesale or retail, in tlie new block, 147 Middle

ELEGANT

A gentlemaD was
walking along the docks Street. For terms apply at
when his attention was directed to the floats
HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.
ing church. “Ah! very unstable principles- C Aug. |-dtf
here—a change twice in every
twenty-four
House Lot for Sale.
hours!” he exclaimed, Listeuer couldn’t see
on the corner of Deering and Henry
it, and asked how that could be, and was an50 x 100 feet. Enquire of
swered, “Don't you see it's High or Low
». W. GAGE,
Church according to the state of tine tide?”
137 Commercial St.
july25 dtf is
I -»«, +' |—

a

have ft on such

Real Instate for Sale.
O'OUSE and LO V No. 37 Middle Street, known

good authority

as

one

Apply

28 Oak

A

An interest in the Papers now
the Patent Office can be secured

FOR

Address,
R. L. PALMER,
No* 1101 Federal Street,

mortg !gq.

octl3dtf

Now owned and occupied by the subscriber.
JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
For particulars enquire of Ids
Attorneys, Messrs.
Datum & Jackson, 04 Exchange
Street.
J uly 6.—dtf
_

Portland, Maine

Agents

parts.

any
others,
Soldiers,
house in the Eastern States, to sell fine Steel Engravings and Books by subscription.
Address at once, with stamp, WM. GRACE A CO.,
161 Middle St., Portland, Me. P. O. Box 1732.

tenement suitable for one or two
small families, with good water
privileges.
Please address Tenement, Box 1503.
Oct

Wanted.

SUIT ABLE person to take charge of a Factor v
Boarding House in Saccarappa. Apply to the
Agent of Westbrook Manufacturing Company.

Dash

without

a

LARGE
aplOdti

D.,

Pobtla3td, May t7th,

as a

am -glad to add
remedy:

my

testimony

Assistant

Quartermaster’s

Office, U. S. A..

Portland, Maine,

0ctolfr
3.,J>'t*®,
undersigned, lor

tnvhr.i
tlie
tlio delivery of
■,
and straw on board of
If
as
bo
land arbor
may
Tho Hay and Straw mni ho
TW° Th0'1K*’“1 po’uw»

PROPOSALS

are

sow?

—

ve«MfeCM1‘’aVIl,T"n;,ltllS>'ka>'
vliarlln Hortifeslip^(Lj'Ioli

P^toryS&nSlre

«**-*»■
njjsss'Sjasyrr,laiuly,u'6
and
humected

The IT&'*
meat Inspector,

Straw will bo

bv

&

o-,.™,

and weighed before being shkmpfl
Proposals will also be receive l tj doliver w.,
atraw at Washington, D. C., E'chmond, Vu." an):
Hilton Head, S. C., subject to the above re^uircBoente

Bids will be accepted irom lime to time, to moot
tlie requirements of the Governmont.
Payments to be made on delivery, or as soon thereafter as funds for that purpose shall be received.
Bids shall be snbject’to the decision of the Quarter^
maeter General.
IIENRY INMAN.
Capt. and A. Q. il.t U. S. A.
Oct A—dtf,

Lease Tor

a

STEPHENSON.

term of Years.

Sails and Rigging tor Side.
Standing Rigging, Sails and Blocks ol the
new Brig Atlanta, 400 tons old measurement,
saved in perfect order. The draff ot the spars can be

Cash

seen

at

our

store.

iunelG—dtf

No. 101 Commercial Street.

To Rent.
T?Q large Famished Rooms, centrally located, in
Good reference required.
» ?,St1Ta
to
Apply

W,37t iliddlo

St.

f

ocUdti

JtoA-KER C»n«
ter;
•»

SSSm

80 Bbls. Bed

Sugar
20

Cienfuegoa

Molasses:
_

Oct. 20.—dlin
—‘.'.'./-j

3500 SS*RIMB

nec-s,',/Y|'p
of three

»nd Treasur-

‘h?

clrcn!ar-

Werks,8prh;gatS?YS^nLmer'Can

»«"*

%iicftd».doo^F?<l»o1l“any,

andi)iay he applied
to the payment or 1 utul'o premiums, or to au"raemt
the amount Insured. Policies with this
company are
constantly Increasing in value. All need till
tion cheerfully furnished on application to

W. I).

LITTLE, Agent,

ATLANTIC

al-

Mutual Insurance Company

Muscovado Molasses.

150 75

The whole profits of the Company revert
the
Amcred, and are divided Annually, upon the
Premiums terminated during the year; and 4or which
Certrflcatos are i*suod, bearing interest until re*

Muscovado
”°Ti£SP,S’ i Superior
Molasses.

Oct.

deemed.

)

Barrels,

For sale fly

The Dividends In the Years 1863-4 and 6 were 40
por oent each.
The Profits lor 22 Years amount to the
■um of
$19,691,020
Oi which here has been redeemed by

LYHOH, BARKER & CO.,

18,186S-d2w13<> COmmCrCml StlCCt<

C“b.

Hackmetack.
S*
Oct. 17,1865.—dimls

Flat Timber fur Sale by
St. Francis' Mills.
Smith’s ‘\Vhabf.

JPorto Hico Sugar I

20
Porto
f
sale
by

JtroUiers.
Commercial St.

S-M3W_04

FLOUR I

LARGE assortment of. all grades of FLOUR
arriving and for sale by the CAR LOAD, or
otherwise, at fhir prices.
The patronage of my former customers solicited.
B. U AM MIX,
Ro. 3 Union Wharf.
N. B.—WANTED to purchase, HOOPS and
SHOOKS.
•
August 5—(13m

A

now

_,

Scotch
--FOR

JAMES

Canvas,
SALfi BY-

T. EATTEX &

a

£rnmeT|t contract.”

Delivered in

Bath, April 20,18G3.

CO.,

me.

i

t
Works,

subscriber

hereby ofTers for
THE
superior graft fruit, mostly B*m3£, l5L,b?rr^*
eady
at hie house at Wert
Oet 10—d2wRw2w

s«i»

inr

v,

Eryebur Jr
“ A* UEEWs-

a lan tar.

'mi .89
Msiiap
P

*11,1^8,660
TitnsTKM:

John. D Jones,
Charles Beuola,
W II H Mooro,
Henry Coli.
wm C Plckersgil],
Lewis Curtis.
Charles H llussoll,
Lowell Holbrook,
g Warren Weston,
Koval Phelps,
■Caleb Barstow,
A P Pillot,

Wm Sturgis, Jr,
Uonrr K Bogert.
william K Dodge,

Dennis Perkins,
Joseph Gsilard, Jr.
J Henry Burry
I

Cornelius Grinnell.
O A

PREPARED

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.
Better than- any

Dollars !

Million

Pills

prepared

are

Powders !

or

and is safe to u'e at all times

Complaints,

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN

to issue

forbidden in
especially
each bottle.

the

Prepared by JOHN
Druggists everywhere,

L.

CASES

directions which

accom-

pany

Sold by

LYON, Af. D.

C. G. CLARK & CO., Gen’l Agents,

RAILWAY,

MARINE INSURANCE.

Of

For U. 8. and Canada.

•;
\
..*
,/.)
,.e,
Marino Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPE&
POLICIES. Tue public will find it for their tnterept
to give-us a call.

!

J. W. PERKINS if CO.. TF F. PHILLIPS * CO.,
and H. U. HAY, Portland, Me., Wholesale Agent*.

Coe’s
New York Estimate of the International*
As an indication of how this Company stands AT

90

y6r& Than

new

Office,

TKINDLE, Agent,
oitfitlly

PORTLAND.

Balsam!

A. fij

company,

e n

this day formed

undersigned liavo
rpH35
under the
X ners’ip

style

a

of

Will, until further notico,

Freight

PORTr.ASO.

NOTICE.

ALL

HORACE B. RICHARDS,
1868.

oclOdSw*

DEXTER,

JOSEPH A. KING,
J. D. DEXTER.

reclosea. A now corporation has been organized thereon, called the Leeds and Farmington Railroad Company. Holders of Bonds and Coupons secured bv saif mortgage, are hereby requested to present them to the subscriber at Ida office in Portland,
and receive therefor Certificates of Stock in the Leeds
and Farmington Railroad Company, in accordance
with the Statute.
JABEZ C. WOODMAN,
x’rcosurer of the Leeds and Farmington Railroad Co.

Sept 28,1865.

THE

CHA.SE

a

Bor the purpose of curying on the FLOUR, MEAL,
and GRAIN BUSINESS; and will occupy the new
store, head Long Wharf.
——
HESKY CHASB,
DANIEL CHASE.

! Pgrt^ndiOct, 13..18J5,

J

VclSryaatf.

as

SU John.

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.

i o’clock
O.C.BaION, Agent.

p. M.

mchaltl

Portland, March 20, L8S5.

Portland and Penobscot Bivar
Summer

)

w/i ih.'

jj. Ir'j.

—

ik

’‘ivZZJu»cw

ton-

Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday,
WBDNB8DAY aud Friday morning, at 6 o’clock,
touching at Rockland, Camion, Belfast, searsport,
Buckaport Wfriterpori, and llam-^aa. both wa>>MaluG

through on

Paaaengcrq ticketed
and Eastern kail road at tho
le a. Lynn and La rci.cu.
For freight

Ihe

Depots

Bo^cn,
Boston,

in

Estate
others,
siluated at No. 89 Sptthg Street, between Brackett
The property consists of a lot of
and Clark Street.
Land 63 fi-et front on Spring Street, and running
back about the same distance, with a convenient twosforleri dwelling house thereon: fitted up for two
Ihmfiies. -and being In * good state of repair.
For terms, <&c., application may be made to JOHN
KINSMAN, 53 Union Street; or to the nndersigned
at 496 Congress Street.

ba-

passage apply to
A. SOMEUB x
Ag^Iit,
At Ofllco on tho Wbarf.

or

Portland. Anrll 21. lSftft.—t.f

Fare Reduced to the Penobscot River
1, the (are beBangor will l-o
Rockland 82.00: other .land’Ihps f,n the River reduced in pre'portion, per B’eamcr Resulator.
A. SOMERUY, Agent.
Portland. Mav 31, 18S-—<KJ
On and after June
tween Portland nn.l

Great Inducements
FOE PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers offer for sale a large quantity oi
desirable building lots in the West End of the
city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,
■West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Brarahail, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Street*.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten yeans
if desired by pie purchasers, and to parties who wOl
build, houses of satiafhetory character, they will addesired, one fourth of the cost (tf building, on
vance,
comv'etion qf the house. From parties who build Im*
nieuiaiely, no cash* payhbxxs required.
from nine to ten
Apply every day cxcfcpt
the office of the subscribers, where plans
A.
may bo seen, and ftiU particulars obtained,
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
if',

THE

Sunday,

Portland, May 3, 1865.

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,
OF

flour, grain, surds, provisions, lard, butTKIt and WKSTKRM PROOUCK generally.
Particular attention given *o ,hlf T”,!- hv qnlokoet
route..

P.O.Box 471.

r?o. 1S‘j south

Chicago,’

Rfferencts—lie, are.

m

s.

Hater

St.,

~~

»E 3IOVAL.
undersigned take this method to
rpHE
customers and the

inform their
I
publioCenerally that thev have
REMOVED TIIEIR BAKERY from No. 8 Washington Street to their new Bakery Noe.-S and 8 Union
Street, where they will bo pleased to we all their old
customers and as many new ones os will bo pleased to
give us a call.
B. W. SMARDON,
R. B. SCAMMAN,
S. E. SMARDON.
Jd—dtt
August
_

Through
[TffiSHgraSJ

For

YjuH^HSSYork
part* f’f rhe West,

Tickets.

the OIL Itsaroys of N*w
1’ tni:)Yiv*Mi, Ohio, and .11
via the Erik Sailwat, for rale

lowest rates, at the Union Tiohkt Offio*,

31 EXCHANGE STREET.
V LITTLE, Agent.
marlSdfcw'etf

MECHANICS’

HALL.

arranged for Concerts, Lect ures, Exhibitions. Levees. Ac., may be obta.ned on application to
itlCHARD COLE, Superintendent,
No- 3 Tot man Place.
luuelSdtf

WELL

Uliuois.

G. Bewd’ear ft Go;

Notice.

MR.

at the

Jitti!"

oheapeet

may4tf

ALYAH LLBBEY, who has hail the" sole
Agency for GOLD’S IMPROVED STEAM and
WATER HEATING APPARATUS, and the justly
CrtlohraUd McGregor Hot Air Furnace, With of which
have a world-wide reputation, can be found hereafter
at the store of Messis. C. H. STUART & CO., 171
and 173 Mwhile St., where ho will be happy to meet
those in want of ftirnaces, and rocoive tlielr orders.
He attends personally to Furnace work.
ALVAH LIBBEY.
Portland, Aug 21? 1865.
aug22d3xn

80.00;

I

For Sale.
Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer

MayvH. ft W. Chlek-rit g; C.H. Cumm’nge
ft
kg AIN.
THE
Street, at OBKAT
Chae. H. Stone; Hailctt, Davie & Co; Boston.
rlCo; Sons;
For particulars, enquire of
Two-story
a

J. N. Bacon. E«, Prejideaa Mowt-n National Rank,
Newton,MM*; C.B. Coffln.JCsq.N.y.CUjr. fcfcawiy

Hardly

ootlMtf

the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
have It.
Ail such cases yield to the proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a snort time are
made to rqjoice in perfect health.

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.

TAR

weakening

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I cp.n warrant a perfect cure m such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration ot the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so oy writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, it desired.
Db. J. B. HUGHES,
Address:
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle
a

Street’, Portland, Ms
Stamp fbr Circular.

Medical

fTa.

DR.

rooms.
a medical adviser,
Temple Street, which they wIM find arranged for thcii
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eloctic Renovating Med»rin09 aro unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is .'pseifle and
certain of producing relief In a short time.
need

LADIES wul ilna It invaluable in all cases of ob
structiona after all other remedies have been tried in
It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
vain.
tho least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions
I>R. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street (comer of Middle), Portland.
N. B.— Ladles desiring may consult one of theh
A lady of experience in constant attend

own sex.
ancc.

jan1.l8G5d<£w1y

THE GREAT

1ST T »S

COMPOUND EXTRACT OP

Cubebs and

Copaiba,

W. POlAMrS'

Dr. J.

WHITE FIXE

OOMFOTTND,
Is now ottered to tlie afflicted throughout the country,
after haviugboen proved by the testi f eleven years,
!n the New England States, where ItH merits have
become as well Known as the tree from which, in part,
it derives its virtues.

and Speedy Lure Hr all diseasKidneys and Urinary Or pans,

male or female, frequently performing
porlect cure in the abort ipaoe of three or >our
days, and aiwavs in less time than any other preparation. In the use of

England Remedy.

Hew

THE WHITE PINE COMPOUND
CURES

a

Tarranfs Componnd Extract qf Cubebs and

Copaibs

thereis no need of confinement or obange of diet
In it* approved form of a parte, It i- entire!' taaieleas. and causes no unpieaa >nt aeaaa'ion 10 the patient. and no txptsure It la now acknowledged by
the mo*t learned in the profession that in the above
o! as* of diseases, Cubebs and Copaiba are the only
two remrdie* known that can be relied u(on with
any eertaiaty or suecesa.

Tarranfs Compound Extract of Cubebs and

Copaiba

NEVER

Throat, Colds, Coughs. Diphtheria, Bronchitis,
Spitting of Blood, and Pahnoi ary Affect ions

Sore

generally.

It is

a

remarks!-

o

remedy

Kidney Complaints, Dia>
beta.*,Difficulty oi Voiding Urine, BleeJfrom the
Gravel, and other complaints.
and
Bladder,
Kidneys and
For Piles
Scurvy, It will be found very valuafor

ble.
Give it a trial il you would learn the vain* of agcod
and tried medicine. It is pleasant, safe an l ht re.
Sold by all Druggists, and dealers inmedicii e fin-

ally.

Xt^

■ ■■■■■

■

XT'.

■

FAILS.

J. W. PERKINS,

Manufactured only by

TAB BA NT

Infirmary,

THE LADIES.
HUGHES particularly nvites all Ladles, whe
No. 5
to call at his
TO

rale by all DragglaU.

Curtain,

«

There aro many men at the ago of thirty who* are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burnthe'system In a manner
ing sensation, and
On examining the
tlie patient cannot account for.
will often be found,
sediment
a
ropy
deposits
nrinary
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men wbo die of this dililoulty, Ignorant of the cause, which is the

A

CO..

!

278 Greenwich St., New York.
Sold by Druggists all over the WcrTd.
nayflfiGdly

_

*

W. F. PHILLIPS

H. H. HAY,
General
Oct

A cents
ft—d&wSm

for

State of Maine.

Whit3 Lead.
palate,

cause

no

pain, act

FJEASANT
promptly, never require increase of dose, do not
exhaust, ana for elderly persons, females and childTwo taken at night movren, are Just the thing.

Atlantic V'hite Lead

the bowels osice the next morning.
Warranted
in all cases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We
promise a cure tor all symptoms of the Dyspepsia,
such as
Oppression after eating, Sour Stomach, Spitting oi food, Palpitations; also, Headache, Dizziness,
Pom in the Back and Loins, Yellowness ot the Skin
and Eye*. Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Biliousness, Liver Complnint. Loss of Appetite, Debility,
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
Travelers find the Lozenges just
Faintness, &c.
what they need, as they are so compact and inodorous
hat they may be earned in the vest pocket. Prioe 60
cents per box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J.
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
enclosing 80 cents.
July idly

and Linseed Oil Co.,
of New Y

BA

BKNJ. KNIGHT,
Atlantic Wharf.

k,

Manufacturers of PU 3E

WHITE

LEAD, Dry and in Oil, IED LEAD,
Lead,

Red

Glass-mc ers’

LITHARGE,
etc.

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav.-, Boiled
and Refined.

JOHN J. W. REEVES.

octl4dtf

Special

Arrangement.

—k
On and after Monday April 24th.the
and fast-g^ing Steam r “KKG{HJXiWtt^f*U|pta,W H Mtwcrj wi'l leayo .Kailroad Wharf, loot of State I Street Pritlanfh overy
Monday, WjfDisBSDAY and Friday evening, at 10
<rolO$k;ooiuidoUzi&irithtiio3 fc train,tpom BosA

_

1

Only 30 Cents I X

to the

brothers,

House and Land for Sale.

Passports required.
Freight received on days of sailing until

charge

or no
made.
a day passes buj we are consulted by one
or moro young man with tho above disease, some oi
whom are as weak and emaciated os
they had

copart-

Guardian, of the Estate of
International JJteamsliip Co. TUB
undersigned,
Charles IHa Place^Choiles rf Kinsman, and
would ofier for sale the desirable Real

Boa* on.
At Eastport the Steamer “Queen” will connect
for St. Andrews, RobiDston and calais'with theKew
Brnawlck and Canada Railway for Wooda*ock and
Houlton stations.
8 a ire Ooaebea a'so connect at
Eastport lor Mach; a a and intermediate places.
At8t. John the steame** Emperor will connect, for
Wind* or, PJghy and Halifax, and with atesmerc for
Frederic and the 8t John River, Through tickets
procured of the agents or the clerk on board. No

ranted

Notice.

undersigned have this day formed
nership tinder the firm name of

,jtf

On and after Mondav, March 27.' the
m ._-vjt
^sfVi.-a4t'aiiri II steamer Naw yoax.Capt H \Y ChiBleave
will
Rail read Whart foot of State St,
holm,
every MonDAT'at 5 o’elrck p. m ; and the Steamer
S«W Bnnnswion, Capt E B. Wisoher’er.wiii leave
every Tbo&bday at 6 o’clock p.k, for Eastport and
St. John.
Returning will leave St. John every Mcuday and
Thursdays at 8 a. m, for Eastport. Portland and

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TES11FY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions m sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure war-

aep2t)d&w6w

Copartnership

mahlngthis

Calais and

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole b7»tcm.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait fbr Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

“There is no snch Word as Fall.”

Mortgage

THE
been f

inflows-:
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland,
overy WSDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4
P. M., and Dave Pier
*
New YAvk.
WEDNESDAY
andSArURDAY„at 4 o’eioeS P. M.
These veaeela arc Htt-d up w th line scoommodsHons Jbr t»ai>Benger8,
the most
safe and ooinfortable route tbr travellers speedy,
betwoea
Maine
m fitale Room,
Forage,
86.00. Cabin passage $6.0fc
U$eals**tra.
Goods torwa'dedby this line to ana from Mon*
treal. Quebec, Bangor,
BathvAuguit&, Eastportand
8t. Jotm.
Shippers tro requested to send their freight to the
steataars as eifriy as 2 i\ M. on the day chat they
leave Portland.’
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY ft FOX, Brown’. Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL ft CO., No. 80 Wert Street.

Eastport,

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

W. F. PHILI.IPS lrCO.,J. W. PERKINS t, CO.,
arut II. II. HAY, Portland Me., WKole.nl. Agent..
August 31, 1865
eotl&wlyr

Bonds—Androscoggin B. Hi Co.
Third Mortgage of the Androscoggin Railroad Company to Sqth May anil alb. in trust, baa

ran as

and

persona indebted to me are hereby requested
to settle tin lr accounts with me at once, and all
persons having ci aims against me are requested to
present them for s sttlement, and all personsarehereby forbid hoxboriui i or trusting any one on my ac-

Portland, October

Third

The splendid and fast Sfeacuhlcs
CHESAPEAKE, Oapt IV. W. Shrrwood and FRANCONIA, Cant. ii.
"^^^*»S«ekwood, will Until f urther
to;ice 1
RlT

lypfi,_

Bibli-

Pursues

C.Q.CLARK & CO.,Proprietors, New Ilaren, Ct.

either in the

copartnership un-

a

Mr. D. J>. Ohabe, so long, and favorably known
to the Hardware trade of Portland, will remain with
the now firm.
sep29 ’63 tf

LINE.

New York.
Mav 29,

A-

Portland, Sept 22, 1865.

New England Screw Steamship Co
SEMI-WEEKLY

and It Ibr

a Sure,
es of the Bladder,

Streets.

$2.00.

usual

I'rloo nelng

IS

And having purchased the stock of Chase, Littlefield
& Cp., will continue the general H ARI)W ARE BUSINS S at the old stand, 175 Middle and 118 Federal

The Company arc not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 In values ant! that personal. unless notice is given and paid for at tho rate of
one passenger for
every $»U0 additional value.
L. BILLINGS Agent.
Aug 5, 1865.
Teb.18,1863 —dtf

W. SYKES,

166 Fore St.

SbbMedlW llmoodfcwSw

B0U“‘'

as

name

formed
and firm of

KINO

Wharf, Portland,
Monday Tuesday Wcdnes'day, Thursday, Friday ;wtd Saturday, at 7 o’clock P. M ; and ludia Wharf, Iiuatun,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday. Thursday. Friday and Saturday, a 6 o’clock P. M,
every

Appllo stions received by

HUNGER,

der the
THE

run as

follows-rrLeave Atlantic

Fare in Cabin
taken

It docs not dry up » coogh, imt loosene It so that Ik.
patient oan expectorate freely. Itlewilliin
the reach of all. the

i

undersigned have

u

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!

copart-

Copartnership.

Uontreal,

quick

na

ta

Portland, June 12,18G5—tf

STEAMERS

Forest City, Lewiston and

CONSUMPTIVE COUGH!

S. R. JACKSON,
OSCEOLA JACKSON.

Arrangement!

RELIKYB

OB

S. K. JACKSON A* SON.
lor the purpose of doing a general COAL BUSINESS
at Sawyer's Wharf, foot of High Street.

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE I
*
THE

generally

Electic

Influenza, Whooping Cough,

Copartnership Notice.

STEAMBOATS.
Summer

any other

John W. Hunger t£ Co.,

Exchange Street,

August 10—dffm

CAUTION TO TIIE PUTLIC.

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for
general use should Lave
their efficacy established
by well tested experience in
the hands of a
regularly educated physician, wJnwe
Dreparatory studies fits him for all the duties he must
fulfill; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrum*
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
are not only useioss, but
always injuries. The on
fortunate should be pabticulab in selecting his
physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients aro made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general i racth e;
ior it is a point
conceded by the test
ographers, that the study and management of these
should
complaints
engross the whole lime of those
who would be competent aud successful in their treatment and cure.
The inexperienced general practitnor time to make
ioner, having neither
himself acquainted with tlieir pathology, commonly
ene
system of treatment, in most cases mr.kig an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, tho Mercury.

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

EXCEPT ONE! This list includes the English Companies and the Hartford Agencies, all of which flfll
far behind the International in point of patron* e In
this City.—JYfic York Commprtial Advertiser.
This is a most gratifying and remarkable fart, best
understood by those who best know the real merits
hbd S illful management 01 this sterling corporation,
which thus within two years takes the lead of scores
of other Companies that liavo boon established from
a quarter to a half century.
CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
C. C. IIINE, Secretary.
OLIVIER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
OFFICE, 166 Fare Street, Portland, Me.

I3T“ Fares from 84 to 87 lower via. Hie Grand
Trunk Kail way, than any other route to the West.
E. P. BEACH, Gen. Aqt.
I WM. FLOWERS,
274 Broadway, NewYork. ]
EasternAgt.,Bangor.

E.

furnishing

cese.

_,__

Cough

No Medicine ever known will cure

CEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF

90 Exchange Street.

,JAS.

system,

gy Send

HOME, we take the City business of 105 Companies
Agencies, named lh the Treasurer’s Report of the
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for
1864, and find that THE INTERNATIONAL RE-

TO TUB

General Western Ticket

Hand,

Watts Sherman.
B J Howland,
Benj Bahcock.
Fleteh r Wcslray,
Dat lel 8 Miller,
Boh B Minturn, Jr,
Joshua J -H <n,ry,
Gordon W Burnham,
•oorgoG Hobson,
Frederiok Chaunoey,
usavid Lane,
James Lew,
Chas H Marshall.
.v:y dies Bryce,
Johs D Jowbb. President.
Ohablbs Dennis, Vlc-Presideit.
W. H H. Moon*, 2a Vioo-Pres’t.
J. H, Chapman, Acting Secretary.

08ton-

______ap22d(i
Apples.
delivery

Eleven Million

over

United States Gold Coin,
Jaeh in Bank,
Ifel A

J, W.
,.

has Assets,

United ’states and State of New-York
Stock, City Bank and other Stocks,
*4,974 7n0
Loans socurnd by Stycks and othorwi-e,
2,187.960
Premium Notes and Bids Receivable,
Beal Estate, Bond and Mortgages, and
other securities,

nS!^ff^«WAIirrT

FLOUR!

T

SCIENTIFICALLY

FLUID PREPARATION

policies on Dwelling
Houses fox a term or years, and al30 upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.

For Tickets to all points West & South West,

12/63,730

^Tbe^Company

500,000
CLARK, Agent

We

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding.$50 in value (and that person-,
al) unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passeng.-r lor every $501 additional value.
C. J BR YDGES, Managing Director.
a :
H BAILEY, Superintendent.
cclOdtf
Portland, June 22d. 1865

Office 31 Exchange St„
Up Stairs.
Sept 21—d&wGw

gallon Risks.

for
T#°'

larger, and

200 Bbls. “Oswego Family Flour,”
60 Bbls. “Chesapeake Extra
*V
^
Flour,”
Cargo Sch. Aid,” from Baltimore, now landing apri
61 Wall St, ear. William, N£W YORK.
for sale by
r°
Jahuaby, 1866.
CHASE BROTHERS,
Head Long Wharf,
N. B.-In store 500 bushels White Corn per tali.
Insures Against Marine and Inland Navi
Convoy from Norfolk. Va.
oc19tt&s

^ao5^Vi1P0,,BflaM
i
Portlander BStc

with

are

Informa-

Yellow Corn and Flour.
TELC^

see

,rs

companies, while the Dividends
the security greater than any other.

er

BBL6. Fall and Wiater Apples.
OvU 100 Tubs Choied Butter.
Just received and tor sale by
G. W. SMITH,
Oct. 20.—dtl
Nos. 6 au4 8 SHVcr Street.

Samples at Mrs. S. SHEPPARD'S,
GALLan.1
.40 I'robin Street.
A otlce
Year mado by any one with
lJrstcncl1 Tools. No experience

»i-

and Butter.

French Fluting!

A

$14,000,000.

Which, as la well known, offers greater advantages
than any other Lite Co. in this
country.
The nates of Premium are less than with most oth-

Muscovado

;—r~,——-—

bath,

door below Oxford Street.
Sept 21 —d3n»*

NEW YORK.

Cash Assets,

p. I. ROBINSON,
No.T Portland Pier,

200 SiftSStml

one

OF

Molasses;

hogsheads

For sale by

—

Fluting !

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.

and Molasses.

A

organ-

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

every'

Witv the Great

_.

BOXES Yellow Sugar;
75 hogsheads “Remedloa” Muscovado

having

French

iKi JUffe Xn^jraiio©

ONIONS,

Oct 10— d2w

the Bartlett In fcrm,
vtoous. melting but-

eon?£l

6350,000.

heretofore.

paid,

800 Bbls. Silver Skin ONIONS,

Oct

its superior.”
tainly
Hon. M. P. Wilder and Hon. Joseph Brech, Ex-pres_
ident of the eame Soeiety, say they “can endorse an
that has been saklin relation to its cxoellence.”
PniCE.—Trees of three years, generally
fruit-buds, $3 each; $30 per dots. Smaller f 12 to $24
por doz.
J. W. ADAMS’ Nurseryi
Oct 20—d*wBw
Morrill’s Corner.

Street,

Drops!

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

For all Female

On and after Monday, Oct. 9th, 1805,
tewy*«cs»ytnuna will run aafollows
Morning Train for South Paris. Lewiston andAuburrt at 7 00 a m.
Mail Train for Waterville,
Bangor, Gorham, Island
Pend, Montreal and Quoit eat 125 p u.
Trains will arrive as follow^:—
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.
205
is.
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
8 17 X. m.

CONBU. J i

BBLS. WINTER APPLES,

lOOO Bushels Jackson POTATOES,
lOOO Bushels White Mountain POTATOES.
HATCH fc FROST.

Pear !

was

HARTE6KD,

Company,

Particular attention given to the insurance ol
Farm Property, City and Tillage DwellHousehold Furuiiure, on ONE,
THREE, or FIVE YEARS, on very favorable
terms. Ail losses equitably adjrsted and
promptly
as

SALE !

At 16 Lime

One

Canada.

APPLY

ond making a
of uiteosv from the
perfect and PKKMAN&NT CVUJS.
He would call the attention ol the afflicted to the
ftw:t Of his long Standing and well-earned reptxtetloii
sufficient a*»uranco of his shill and suo-

though

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

HARTFORD, CONN.
Capital and Surplus,
6450,000.

New England Fire Insuragee Co.
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
6250,000.
i.x’-Y'
Atlantic Mutual Insurance Co.
‘A OF EXETER, N. H.
Capital,
6100,000.

Oct 21—dtf

Harris

texture; tanks best.
Am. J^romo. Society.
The tree is “of healthy an<l
n v..
it
XorCtrifty habit.”folk Ag. Soc.
The late Dr. BrincUle said “Tt WftB
of superior
quality, as weH assize."
Mr. Barry, of Rochester, X. T. p 0
10UIlC6j if
“quite worthy of ranking best."
Mr. Horey, Prest. nfjlass. Hort. Soeiety thnmriu
“it was si liartty as o resist the cold whicfisl
ally affected the. Bartlett; and in quality it cer

6250,000.

North American Fire Insurance Co.
1
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
6400,000.

For Sale.
1 KAO TONS wage Haekmetack Timber.
ItH/v/ Also, Ship Knees; Oak, Haekmetack
and Hardwood Plank, for sale by
L. TAYLOR, 61 Commercial St.

or

Clapp’s Favorite

Capital and Surplus,

OF

Merchandise.

300

Of

Periodical

Lyon’s

Original Capital

5.30 P. M.

GRAND TRUNK

$1,000,000

Cash Capital and Surplus,

29— dti

and

McGILVERY, RYAN* ft DAVIS,

Capita] and Surplus,

Merchants’ Insurance

To load lumber at tame place fbr Galveston, Philadelphia and Richmond.
LITTLEJOHN & CfiASF.
No. 4 Central Wharf.

THE

|

Forage and Straw!

or

feet oi
st. for

SEVERAL

Portland, May IS, 18C5.
I have used and shall continue to use Johnson’f
have
found to be a aplendiwhich
I
Reproducter,
lasting Hair Dressing, which also keeps the said
clean
and tree from dandruff.
perfectly
S. II. DOTEN.
No. 12 Spring ptreet. j
Manufacture!! and sold by HORACE H. JOHNSON, No. 80 Middle Street, Pol f land, Maine. Prill
Single Bottles 50, 78 cents an ! 1*1. Sent to any address on receipt of letter. Liberal discount by the

for

co.,

House Lots for Sale.
finoly located House Lote in Cape Elizabeth, three minutes’ walk trom the Cape Bridge.
Inquire oi E. N. PEER ST, at the Sheriff’s Ottice, Portland, where a plan of Cape Elizabeth lots may be
seen.
mayl3ti

Mr. Jonssoj*:—8k—My wife for ft
long time was
«orely troubled by her hair falling out, on3 we feared
Blio would beeomo entirely bald,
she
notwithstanding
Ml
the
used
almost
alve
had
Used remedies. Shi hm
used youi Reproducer, and to our ast,nisi,ment th<
tease
oil
lias
entirely
l, and she now has a Sue
felling
head of bak, and I am ready in this manner to5 testify to Its valne, or wo are willing to give further uer■onal information of the good results v. Inch follow the
use of your honestly termed Hah Keproduclor.
WILLIAM CHASE;
Cor. St. Lawrence and Sherbrooke Streets,

Proposals

&

Commercial and Franklin streota.

Store and Wharf now occupied by CliarlcB
Memll, situate I between Union Wharf and
Morrill b.
1 he Wharf contains about 1500
square ft
with a two story bonding tlioi
eon, 20 by 75. For furthor particulars inquire of
JOSEPH H. WHITE,
may25dtf
No. 6} Union Wharf.

to its ex-

Beptl8eod6w#

Cor.

fJTHE
H-

WM. J. GARDINER,
No. 18 Middle Street.

quauuty.

HO and 112 Federal st

Jefferson coolige

To Let

1861.

?roductor
cellence

over

W. H.
“J® b>;
Portland, April 2«, 1S86.—dtf

Ms. JOITS30N:—Sir—I commenced using your Rclast February, mv bead being almost bald.
nave usedbttt one botflo and now have a healthful,
thick head of hair which doos not fall off. and is in as
good order as I could wish. Being convinced that in
its producing a good head of hair for me where I bad
almost no^e, I

augoeodtl

Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
B., for English and Irish Ports, at highest rates of freight.

FOR

ever

recently contracted, entirely removing

or

drugs

SEEK FOE AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.

Jan’y 1, 1S65*

Thi« Co. is the FIRST and ONLY Co.
ized on this Continent, with an

standing

tho

All whd have committed an excess ot any kind,
whether it bo tho solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence In maturer years,

$1,204,188,40
Assets

Devoting his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he iccis warranted in Cl la a.
BAN TEEING A CUBE I* ALL CASES, whether Of long

Mew Uaven, Conn.

11

OF

Wanted.

Apples

House Lots.
TJLEVEN House Lots, comprising 43,000
J-2 Land, on
Emory, Cushman and Lewis

Congress Square4

a

apr*m

No. 5 Temple Street,
TA7HEKE lie can be connuited privately, and with
V? tlie Utmost confidence by the afflUlcd, at all
hours tally, and from fi A. M. to if 1*. M.
Dr H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction ol private diseases, whether arising from
impure connectiou or the terrible vice ol wilt-abu,*.

opportunity

Druggist* everywhere.

Surplus,204,188,40

A.

\V estbrook,
5,54
Cumberland,
6.18
Yarmouth,
6.33
Freepoit,
7.00
Oak Hill,
JJL
Arrive Brunswick,
7.33
W. HATCH, Train Mannsrr*.
Augusta. Sept. 25, 1865.
pepSOdfcF

City Fire Insurance Company,

family
Chjuiren, small genteel tennear the centra1 part ol the city.
BYement,

CAPITAL,
$1,000,000 paid in*

Grand Trunk Railway.

Wanted.
Address X. Y. Z., Pi e« Cilice,

21,1865._

Leave Portland,

Western Massachusetts Ins. Co.
OF PITTSFIELD, MASS.

ocl2dtf.

at C 45

one

trial

C. G. CLARK & CO., Proprietors,

CASH

a^d^intennealate

HARTFORD, CONN.

OF

Cash

depot Portland

SUFFERING,

sick, to make just
^ypu
Price Oae
Dollar per bottle.

Sold by

■

THAT ARE
are

of it.

EDWIN NOYES, Superintendent.

Phoenix Insurance Company,

10-dtf_

To Let.
CHAMBERS
Apply to

18,1865—dtt

undersigned having the Agency of the fbUowrpHE
A ing well-known, sound and reliable
Companies,
continued to issue Policies on Uuildiiis*, Merchandise, and other good property againaf loss or
by FIRE, at rates as low as other FIRST
damage
CLASS Companies, to the amount of $50,000 if
wanted, via:

a

TOV

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

_

Established in 1643.

Tenement Wanted.

an(Skowhagau,

atterMondav, October 2d, 1805,
Freight Train, with Passenger Car attached, wOneave Brunswick, for Portland and intermediate Stations daily
(Sundays excepted) as follows:
Leave Brunswick,
7,30 a M
Oak Hill,
Freeport,
8.00
Yarmouth,
8.2 T
Cumberland,
g~42
Westbrook,
g.'oo
Arrive Portland,
9,30

Insurance Agency.

TURNER,
‘price

For Sale or to Let.
new French Cottage, on the
Cape Cottage
THE
road, opposite Capt. Greon Walden’s, containing

sevan<

J uly

FIRE AND LIFE

to JPurdhase.

ONE

stories, containing 13 rooms, Closets, Ac., all in
complete order. Also wall arranged Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 50.000 feet, and for beauty of location is unsurpassed in this \icintv.
Term easy. For particulars
enquire at
^8* Conpress Ait.,
july25dtf
Portland, Mo.

fourteen room*, with about seven acre, of land.
It
is unsurpassed on tho Cape. Enquire of
A. STEPHENSON,
121 Commercial Street,
jyG—df

Agt.

LITTLE’S

thousand acres, more or less, of Wood Land;
it must be covered with a heavy growth of wood,
mostly hard, and so situated that vessels drawiig
from eight to ten ieet ot wat#r can anproaf h it. Prbpoaals for the same addres cd to JOB A.
Treasurer or the Bay State Brick Company, f>G
Washington Street. Boston, stating loca ion,
per acre, &c., will receive prompr attention.
Boston, Oct. 10,1365.
oc!2dlin

WANT

State

Congress St.

432

Wanted

SPARROW,

4 Contml Office 30 JSpchanye Street.

T. CUMMINGS, M. D.,

H.

14—<13w*

these Facts.

FOR MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Portland,

new

tress from It. It is the most wonderfhi
remedy aud
the most speedy in its action, ever known to the
world No one will do without it in the house that
h«s ever used it onoe.

and

WARREN

/CUMMINGS’S Aperient Bottles, emptied, for
which a good price in &tsdf will bo paid, or goods
exchanged on liberal terms, if returned clean and in

J)

Comparisons will Confirm

whole subject.

Wanted.
go id ol der to

;

Thnse who really wish to know all the facts, vitally
important to their o*cm interests before paying out
the.r money, are ki viral to Sail at -tins offioo, whet©
every facility is cheerfully offored to understand the

or

one

eral years past
have been perfectly
satisfied with
it.—
While it is entirely
free from the objec
tionable qualities of
preparations of that
f hind. I believe It to be.
capable of doing all
lor the scalp and iioir
thdt can reasonably
e expected from any
applications to tluose

V>
GAKDINEE LIJWIG, |I.

*

ftjT"

Wanted,

ITY.

INSURANCE COMP’Y

RETURNING will leave Portland tor Brunswick
Stations daily (Sundays excepted)

>

Gentlemen. Remember that
Ladies
WM. GRACE & CO., ofThr better inducements
EITHER
to returned
than
other
and

reridsnee in Cape Elizabeth,
AVERYmiledesirable
from Portland Bridge. The house is
two

Portland, May 3d. 1SC5.
This ccrtiiies that 1
have used Johnsons

Co.

The necessary result is, rr costs LESS to insuro
in it than in any other.
J
Iv &.

..

lie til Estate fox*
Sale,
In Cape Elizabeth.

Please Read flic following; Notices.

for

cor-

State and Danforth Sts.,

RtPRODUCTOR.

Reproducer

ner

kSlis

a married man like a candle ? Behe sometimes goes out at night when he
ought not to.

^

j

--T--

SALE.

finely located Beal Estate, on the

Tlie

Why is

/

being prepared far
by assignment and

will*

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

Stomach

the

evei7 instance regulates and restoros to a
healthy co dition a disordered stomach enabling the
patient to take healthy food without dange of dis-

Hath Augusta,

On and

Because it is paying back to its
members larger Dividends, and
more of them, than
any other Co.
in the United States.

Mad, Dirt, Snow and Ice*

of

Aug.

julylldtf

BENEFIT

2nd,-ITIS THE CHEAPEST;

Clearing the Wheel Track

trains

proceeding from

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBIL-

liret-claes

Suppcraserved.

GEO. W. MUKCH.

PORTLAND &KENNEBEC R. R.

net Assets exceed those
of dn-jf life Intktrarice Co. in the
United States.

with means at band, to take an
interest in a New Machine, which is now built
and ready to be applied to Horse Cars and Locomotives for the purpose of

OB^ltur<,a.vsonly

n

Eecayse, its

GENTLEMAN,

Valuable Heal Estate1

cause

wF\IW

immediately,

Wanted

Monday next,

Stomach,
Heartburn,

sovereign anapermanent cure for

SPECIAL NOTICE.

1st,—IT IS THE SAFEST

Street.

and in fact all diseases
and bowels. It is a

INTERNATIONAL

«t 100
for Bath ami Augusta at
The train from Portland at I P. M con815 P. M
nectsat Kendal Pa Mills with the t*in for
Bangor
and other stations east same night
from
Portland desiring to take this route,Passengers,
can purchase
tickets to Kendall’s Mills and inform .the
conductor
in the cars that they g
through to Bangor and he
will so arrange their fares that it shall
cost th m no
more by this oute ban any other.
Trains cue In Portland to connect with trains for
Boston on Monday at 8 20 A. M, and every day at 2 3u
P M

April

to

N. M. WOODMAN,

after

Portland daily fbr
Mly
>SE£[cave
Waterville
Kendall’sMills

WHO

Life Insurance

Book-

Fancy

——mmmm

An Irish Advertisement.—If a gentle
tnan who keeps a shoe store, with a red head,
will return the umbrella which he borrowed
of a young lady, with an ivory handle, he will
hear of something to her advantage.

*

as

and Sherbrook

^

of the

Augustus Doolittle had been In a stare
about three months, when hi3 employer asked
him what part of the business he liked beBt.
To which the elegant youth replied: “Shuttin’ up sir.”

JOHNSON’S

tke>ay*on Jerque.

House and Lot corner of Waterville
Sts. Terms easy, to suit purchasers.
Middle St.
Apply .to W,

greatest of them,” said Tooke.’

or
or

as

a

The best of references given.

*

PORTLAND {KENNEBEC R. R.

Freight train teaves

-IX THE-

MUTUAL

a

Ibo chciceet

Sickness at

Fever and Ague
Colio 1‘ains,

ar*
4fV’° ®abllc
respectfully Informed that
that
}. °tt,ieintentionbe of the Proprietorroan

rJcll

fcick Headache

Dysentery,

FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.

M daily.

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES

1

Cholera Morbus,

THUMB MILKS FROM PORTLAND.

and3 00F.

BOWELS!

One Bottle is guaranteed to cure the worst e«geof
Dyspepsia in existence, and one dose will instautly
relieve the most aggravated attacks of

UjUPLSIC POK'D HOUS—J

250 F.

It.

A. *.

STOMACH AND

,,
„„
Portland,
April 3,1805—dtt

far Maine.

Wisely”

et

Cashier
young lady, situa'lon
BY
Dry Goods, Millinery,
Keeper, in
Goods

SITUATED

XX

WHY THOSE

an

Store.

Street,
McALPINE,

REASONS

TWO

Me.

A

To Let.

Jest.—“So I understand, Mi
Todkc, you have all the blackguards of London with you,” said O’Brien to him on the
busting of -Westminster. “I am happy tc

JOHNSON,

Room Bo. 1.

Slate Agent

Aug. 20-dly

Applv at
HAUL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM,
Oct 19—dtf
147 Middle St.

Store to Let.

Brick store cevner Commercial and Franklin
rpHE
X Streets, at pkt&m eceupiod by Messrs. Jefferson Coolidge & Co.
PossesMon given Oct. 1st.
A. cc S. E. SPRING.
A
Sopt 27—titf
■-~

A Sharp

8. IT.

Wanted.

Oct

seeing be still hesitated, the eider gently lifted
it oil, when to his
(theelner’s) chagrin, out
rolled a quart of shellbarks on the
floor, making more noise than was consistent with the
rules ol the church.
“Man,” quietly responded the

Office Bo. 64 Uiddle

Oct 14—d&w3m

For Sale.
desirable dwelliKg Jiouso No. 46 Brackett St.,
rpHB
X a«ijoi»ing the residence of J. G. Tolford, Esq.
Lot 45 by 120. Enquire of
CHARLES PERKY,
Sept 26—dtf Qpr. Middle and Exchange Street,

A young fellow entered cuurch, and took
his seat with his hat on. An elder,
noticing
it, stepped up, and requested him to take it
oif. His request not
being complied with, he
came to the
young man the second time, and.

13—(12w*

Brunswick.

octlCd2w

iy tne better horse.” As on the former occasion, she “balked” the cross-examination.-*—
The lawyer was
pressing the question with his
usual urgency, when she
said, with vindictive
Are flashing Iromixer
eyes:
“Mr. Chapman, you needn’t think
you can
catch me, you tried that once before.”
on
bis most quizzical expression,
Putting
Mr. Chapman replied:
I
haven’t
the slightest desire to
“Madam,
catch you, and your husband looks to me as 11
he was sorry he had!”
The husband faintly smiled assent.

A.

Leave Boston for Portland at730

diseases of the

ami a'1

The Fairy of the Lake 1
A beautiful Steamboat starts from the wharf a few
a trip to
,9™ the liveleth House, and makes
every day, and once a week
n,r„„'iVuJ£0
the Lake.
through
Thomas Ttobluson comCaut.
mands the
Stouniboat, and also “Keeps the hotel”
be kept. Good shooting and angling
all

DR. J. b. hughes

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

Remedy

DYSPEPSIA!

■

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.

tjiven.

Green-house proprietor In the vicinity, to
take charge of
SOME
India Rubber Tree during the
winter.

Commercial St.

This Mill Is fitted with a powerful engine, whioli
drives two gangs, one large circular saw, lath and
picket machine, <Kc.t <Ssc., and is well adapted for cutting all kinds or lumber for the American market.
For further particulars enquire of CHARLES
DRURY, ESQ., St. John, N. v ; or
J. N. WINSLOW.
Eastern Express Company, Portland, Ms.
r

iirescnt—a diminutive,

WARREN

For Sale.

of

assksa^aisi.?*’
Leave Puiliaudror Bvitonat 84U
and

DIVIDENDS ANNUAL.

Wanted.

Oct 19—dtf

For 8tUe.
LOT in Evergreen Cemetery, ou the

FIRST

LITIGATED

A

STEPHENSON,

CLASS STEAM
lent working order, situatad
Acity
86, Joljn, New

a

Settled

THE

Oct

_M edical.

Dyspepsia Cure

The World’s Great

This is a most excellentjhouse for the tr»veili r. The house is well kept, and contains
modern improvements. Those travellIgail the
Bing f,,r heai.il or pleasure will tind here a
cunvemeut stopping place.

aboutshould

jbneSftf

PORTLAND

^

Situation Wanted

north and oast of this lino
C. M. MORSE, Supt.

towns

_

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Trunk Lost!
Dividends of this Company are exactly what
Sak&tti8villo Depot, or between that place and
they appear to he, being payable at the dose of
the Kennebec
in Portland, on the 15th
each scar, in cash when the Premium is paid in cash,
Depot
day of August fast, a medium sized Black Trunk,
and in cancellation of notaa whan notes are "tven.—
marked “HATTIE D.
HAMILTON, Portland.”-*- * On the payment of each renewal, eunuronoins with
Any porssn haring knowledge of said Trunk will the FIRST, a Dividend b paid, thus aiding the insured In mooting their payments by an Immediate
please address the Baggage Master at Kennebec Dereturn. The advantages ol this system, over that
pot, or E. T. CUSHMAN? Portland.
Oct 11,1865.
of scrip Dividends without interest payable in four
oc!3d&w3w
or Jive vears.Gr “on vctictfhs
Direclnrf" aroobvious.
No other Company has eves- paid a Dividend in tills
Wanted.
way. The Dividends are equal to those of any Lite
SMALL TENEMENT containing from four to
Company.
six rooms.
Those intending to effect now insurance, or inAddress P. O. Box 1764, stating terms &c.^
T
crea* existing policies, will do well to examine the
Oct 21—dlw*
merits of this Company.
Iniormation tram official
sources (or the past or precedii
g year, cheerfully

particular* apply to
3—isdtf

the

...

Waterville June 22,1865.

HOUSE, Coe’s

Foot of Moose Head Lake !

26th

Trains leave Portland. Grand
Lewiston and Auburn, at 7 00 A.

M.,and 1.25 P. M.
For Bangor and intermediate stations at 1.25 P. M.
Returning-—Leave Lewiston at 6 20 A. M ,arfd arrive in Portland at 8 30 A M. Leave
Bangor at 7 30
A M and arrive m Portland at2.15 P, M
Both of
these trains connect at Portland with trains for Pos-

daily

at

a

For Sale and to Let.
„■
Stock of Goods fbr Sale, and Store to rent in
rpHE
± Payson Block, No. 37 J MPtPe St. Apply to P.
S. Won the premises, or at house No. 42 Middle
St.,
ocCdtf
Portland, Me.

A Man with too much

No. 7 Lincoln St
Oct 21—dlw*

for

Frefglit train leaves Portland at 8 A. M. andreturning is due in Portland at I r* M.
connect with trains at
Sta^fors most
principal Stations,
of

President.

Promptly

station,

ton.

THIS COMPANY HAS NEVER
A CLAIM!

or

Wanted.

For Sale.

A

At

Losses

Wanted.

ocl2Jtf

A. B.

WAL.Kt.liY,

HaS&g£S)--.?> COMMENCE MONDAY, June
Trunk

Policies Issued on Life, Ten Year NonForfeiture, and Teu Year Non-Forfeituro Endowment Plans.

satisfaction of the
money
LUTHER PITCH,
Oct. 43, 1866.—dlw&wlt*
Sbbago.

at

desirable LOT, situatedou the northerly side
of tree Street, abovo Oat St., with the Stable

For

C.

A

main Avenue.
Said lot is composed of two lots in one,
and is very handsomely laid out.
For further particulars, address Box 536 P, O.
Oct 4-—dim

murmurs of a hive at
noon;
Long, but not loud, tho memory of the gono
Breathed thro’ hor lips, a sad and tremulous tune.

I was in Portland the 26th ult., at which time I had
the monoy in my pocket, and went mv usual route
heme. On the next day I went to Baldwin, and on
I riday went to Naples and attended an auction.
On
the evening of Saturday I first discovered that I
had
lost the money.
I will divide said
to the

JONAS H. PEBLEY.

St.

Oct

Like the low

J.

GOOD reliable Amercan Woman as head Coolc
In a Boys’ Boarding School. Wages $4 per week.
An assistant lurnished. Address

MOae
fire™

CONN.

Organized A. D. 1850.

and three

private family

Company,

OF HARTFORD,

BETWEEN

Honae,
Houae,

For Sale.
half of a double two story house, on Neal
Street, containing mho finished rooms. It is
.pleasantly situated, and in good repair.
Enquire of J. & B. JORDAN, Morton B oese, Con-

WTiilo yet her check was bright with summer
bloom.
Her country summoned, and she
gave her all:
And twice war bowed to her his sable
plume,
Be-gave tho swords, to rest upon the wall.

Lost!
Tuesdav, Sept. 26th, and Saturday.
Sept. 30th, *650, Compound Interest Tr usury
Notes. One *600, dated August 15th, 1664; two *50:
and either two twenties and one ten, or one twenty
tens.

A

l ire Buildings are a
Two-story Dwelling
with good Carriage House, Barn and Wood

OClidttf

Slie had known sorrow. He had walked with
hor.
Oft supped, and broke with her the ashen crust
And, In the dead leaves, still sho heard the stir
Of his ulack mantle trailing in the dust.

Life Insurance

24.—dtl___

COMPETENT LADY who has had much expeBOAH,
rience, wishes a situation in a good family to do
One Mile from Cumberland
Center.
! family sewing. Good references can be furnished.
Tes Acres of which are covered with WOOD.
oc21dlw
Apply at Ne. 7 Clapp’s Block.

Porllaad,

Amid all this, the centre of the scene,
Tae wiiite-iiaired matron, with monotonous tread
Plied the swift wheel, and, with her Joyous mien,
SfcSat like a Fate, and walched the 11 ying thread.

was

Oct

FARM

bloom upon the bowers;
The spiders wove their thin surouds night by night;
The tbioiie-uuwn, the only ghost of flowers,
Sailed slowly by—passed noiseless out of sight.

witness.
Her husband

For Sale.
The Schooner SPLENDID, fifty-eight
i,
tons burthen, well found, Sail*, Rigging,
Chains and Anchors nearly new.
For terms, &£., enquire of

«

CHARTER OAK

TO

Enquire

Medical.

Greenville, Maine,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

_

21,1665.—ocl23d2w

containing about Seventy-Five Acres
A good Land,
situated

hud, no

was no

RICHARDSON'S WHARF.
En>lu>re of
E. u. UPHAM & sour.

—WITH THE-—

Wanted

a

Hotels.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROACL EVELETH

INSURE

thousand dol-

RENT, 5 or 6 rooms in a pleasant localty. Best
M. A. C.
of reterence given. Address
Oct.

to do work in
A SITUATION
genteel boarding house.

Railroads.

_

Oct. 21.—dtl

KENNARD,

to Let l

Storage

A FARM

gloom,

to five

worth from three
A HOUSE,
lars, tor cash. Address Box 402.

45 Green Street, Portland, Marnq.
Oct 16—eod2w»

Oct.

Where every bird wldch charmed tho vernal feast,
Shook the sweet slumber from Its wings at morn,
To warn the reapers of the rosy east;
Ail was now
sougless, empty and forlorn.

Thero

Situated

»

year;

Alone, from out tho stubble piped the quail,
And croaked the crow, througu all the dreary
Alone, the pheasant, drumming in the vale,
tcho to the distant cottage loom.

City Property ;

in one of tli» most
flourishing Towns in Cumberland
Jf
County; cont ins between forty and
Jfty acres of excellent land, good
HiuldjrgH, good Orchard, &c., &c.
Persons wishing to
purchase, or having City property to exchange, would do well to inquire ol the subscriber for
and get a description of said
particulars,
fhrm, before looking elaewi ore. A good bargain
guaranteed if sold within thirty (lava.

stiller than be. ore—

Where erst the jay within the elm’s tall crest
Male garrulous trouble round her unfledged young
And where the oriole bong her swaying nest
By every light wind like a censer swung;
Where sung the noisy masons of the
eaves.
The busy swallows
circling ever near.
Foreboding, as the rustic mind believes,

early harvest,

FOR SALE]

A FARM

Silent tin some replying wanderer blew
His aaou horn, and tnen was heaid no more.

An

dtf

Oct

"

Tho sentinel cock upon the hill-side crew;
and ml

JOHN E. PALMER.
144 Middle St.

C. A.

On slumb’rous win :s the vulture tried his flight;
T he u ve scarce heard liis sighing mai e’s complaint;
An like a star, tl >w drowniug in the light,
The village church-vane scorned to paie and faint.

tiirice,

to

e*|y. Apply

I

All

Ore fir

The two story house and lot corner oi LJncoin and Mayo Streets, containing twelve
It is finished for two famines, with
abundance of bard and soft water. Lot 35 by <0. It
Terms
is pleasantly situated and in good repair.

Hf||'

BUCHA>'A>' BEAD.

Insurance.

For sale

Iky Thkxi ! and be eonvimoed of their superioriov»r every thing else ot toe kird ever cflV red to
the public trr Bronehitis, Coughs. Colds, Hoarseness S'ire Throat. Catarrh and jodueexa.
Numerous 'esrimouia s irora tne Clergy, and
others, iooompanyinff emota box. For sale by the principal

ty

Druggists throughout the o»ty.

generally,

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair.
They
act

directly upon the roots
of the hair, supplying renourishment, and
color and beauty

returns. Grey hair disappears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and
luxuriant growth is the result. Ladies and Children
will appreciate the delight-

ful fragrance and rich,
glossy appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or
most elegant head-dress.
®°U fcr all

Depot 198

4 200

Sept 27, J66B-d&w6m

Sanitary
Office

Hni(|iMa.

Greenwich St.

N. Y.

Dealers

General

&

Co.,

Agents,

287 Pearl St., NEW YORK.

Important to Travelers
TO THE

We*t, South, North-West and the Canadas.

W. D.

LITTLE

Agent for all the great Leading Routes to Chicago^ Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Oalena, Oahkoah, fit. Paul, LaCrowe, Urcea hay.
CUM*,
Quinsy, 8t, Lt uis, Louiavllla, ludlaaapcIW, Tieketo
fto., ami la prepared to furnish Through
from Portland to ah tho principal Cltle* and Town*
In the loyal Rtntea and the Canada*, at the
LOWEST RATES OP PARE.

IS

And all needful Information cheer tuny furnished,
htmun will And It greatly toljelr advantage
to prooa-e Through Tlekcla at tha
Porlan.i Railway Ticket OlBee. 31,Eichaago Street, iup ataiia.)

W. D. KITTLE, Agent.
by tha Old I.lro
PaesaieTtoketa for California,
Railroad way be aacured
Hall Steamer* and rwwt
at thi. oflloe
by early application
martOdfr wtf
Rarob ». IS*-

Copartnership.
eubaerfbera have thla day entered Into Co-

Commission.

U S. Sanitary Oommittion, I
V
823 ^roadway. N. Y.. Dec, 10, ISS4. J
ON. ISRtUL WASHBURN, Jr., ef Portlaad.
Maine, has consented to aooept the duties ol
General Agentof the Commission for Maint and
Is hereby appointed such agent by authority of the
Commie ion.
Ho will bo ready to furnish advice to the friends
of the Commission’s work throughout the Stats.
« "•

H

All money contributed in Maine for the use
Commission should he paid to Mr. Washburn or to
persons designated by him.
Hon. Hr. Washburn it the solo agent reeognlnad
by the Commission 'or Maine.

J. POSTBB JBNKINS,

c28dkwtf

&

by

ROBERT COLGATE

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.

quired

and

may27eodtf

Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer and Dress-

natural

by Druggists

GsDsmiSesretary.

THE
partnership under the firm
MORSE
for the ptnroae of

Kumlahlng bualncaa,

t

name

of

WITHERELL,

carrying
at

on the
Clothing and
No. OR Exchnnoe sired.
K. W Mongr,

Portland, Oct. 2, IMA.

ooSd£

For Sale Cheap.

0£E_

»«™rt-hand rrr.E fnH°“ r‘rr^*; •“ ib

MhSj'us
RUSSELL,
•*

H°“

*'

EZRA
Chlel Engineer.
Or A. P. Horoax, Chairman Committee >m Portland Fire Department,
Juneiotl

